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CHAPTER 1
ffiTRODUCTIONANDSUMMARY
This report explains the methodology used to develop state output, employment and
payroll measures for the Multiregional Input-Output (MRIO) model under development
by Jack Faucett Associates (JFA) for the omce of the Assistant Secretary for Planning
and Evaluation, Department of Health and Human Services. Data were developed for
119 sectors, MRIO Sectors 001-119 as listed in Appendix A. This report is one in a
series that document the development of the MRIO model, other reports are available
upon request to JFA. JFA welcomes comments on this report and requests that any
suggestions or criticism be submitted to the authors.
A computer tape containing the data developed according to the methods and
procedures described herein was submitted to the Department of Health and Human
Services along with this report. Users of these data should note carefully the data
limitations indicated throughout this report and should also be aware that all data are
preliminary and are currently upder revision based on the results of the internal
consistency checks described later in this chapter. Nonetheless, users are encouraged
to notify cognizant JFA staff of any problems, errors or inconsistencies found upon
examination of these data.
The output, employment and payroll data developed within this study provide a measure
of 1977 activity by state for each MRIO se~tor. Output is measured in 1977 dollars,
employment in number of employees or in some cases, full-time equivalent employees
for 1977 and payroll in 1977 dollars. Employment and payroll data represent only paid
employees, i.e., no estimation is made for self-employment or unpaid workers. Where
data were available, a further estimate of production/nonsupervisory workers, worker
hours and payroll was included. Because no other data base precisely follows the
definitions and coverage of the sectors developed in this study, this data base is not
readily comparable to any existing data set.
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The data development described in this study was formulated according to two primary
goals:

(1)

Choice of the best available data sources that will facilitate future
updates of the model, and

(2)

Development of procedures within the model that will minimize "manipulation" of data and thereby maintain as far as possible the integrity of
the initial data sets.

In pursuit of these goals, data sets that could not be expected to be available in future
years were not considered suitable for inclusicn. Moreover, procedures used to handle
data within the model were also carefully scrutinized to avoid choices that could result
in "apparent" adherence to theory or convention but in application result in the
distortion of hitherto reliable data sets.
Data Source Selection
The data for this study have been selected so as to minimize difficulty in updating and
maintain the highest possible level or accuracy. Thus, sources that could not be
expected to be available for future updates were avoided except where these sources
represented the only available source of data. Furthermore, every effort was made to
locate common sources for each of the requisite data items, i.e., output, employment
and payroll. The source that provides the best "fit" with the requirements of data
development within the MRIO is the quiquel)llial Bureau of the Census data, e.g., the
Census or Manufactures, and the Census of Service Industries. Therefore, Census data
were used wherever possible in the development of requisite data.
Where Census data were unavailable, in whole or in part, other reliable data sources
were sought. For the measurement of output it was usually necessary to make use of
industry-specific data, e~., U.S. Department of Agriculture for crop data and Insurance
association data for life insurance. Internal Revenue Service data were used in some
cases to develop output data, but because of the sample selection technique and IRS
coverage of company rather than establishment data, the appropriateness of these data
is considerably limited.
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If output data sources included employment data (number of employees and/or payroll),
these data were also developed. However, use of employment data from industryspecific sources was made only after the data were compared with large scale
employment data sources such as the Bureau of the Census' County Business Patterns or
the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Employment and Eamings. The appropriateness of these
large scale data sources as a mode of comparison or as a primary data source is
described below.
In sectors where Census or other output data sources did not include data on
employment and payroll, or where primary data required refinements due to suppression
or combination, employment and payroll data were frequenUy drawn from the Bureau of
the Census' County Business Patterns (CBP} or the Bureau of Labor Statistics'
Employment and Wages data. CBP data were drawn from hard copy and cover most
industries by state by four-digit SIC. The data are based on first-quarter FICA taxable
payroll data supplemented by data collected by the Bureau of the Census' Annual
Organization Survey. Data are tabulated on an establishment basis and are suppressed
for any state having less than 50 emi:>loyees within an industry.
Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics were develoi:>ed from ES-202 (Unemployment
Insurance) data (referred to as UI data) from microfiche (Annual Averages 1977) or
from Computer Tape No. 120380 (Monthly Employment and Quarterly Wage Data.)
These data are developed for workers covered by state unemployment insurance laws
and for Federal civilian workers covered by the Unemployment Compensation for
Federal Employees program. The number of employees includes supervisory and
nonsupervisory workers as well as employees on leave and part-time employees. The
data are reported by individual establishments and workers are reported in the state of
the physical location of the job. Total wages are reported by calendar quarters for all
services performed. Within the UI tape, data are provided by four-digit SIC by state and
are suppressed only where fewer than three establishments have reported.
Since the relative quality of data sources (particularly tor nonmanufacturing sectors),
varied considerably, all data developed ln the initial data file were systematically
ranked. A numerical quality code (1 to 4) was assigned by the sector analysts to each of
the output, employment and payroll data items for each state, MRIO cell. In the case
of manufacturing data, codes were assigned at the four-digit SIC levels. The quality code
was based on the following guidelines:
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(1)

Data item at the state/sector level comes directly from a quality data
source. Or, data of Uis description was adjuned by estimation or
imputation for only a very small (less than five percent of national MRIO
sector total) subcom?Qnent of the MRIO sector.

(2)

Data items were imputed due to suppression in primary source. Imputation of the residual national sector amount to missing states was
accomplished by pro-rating based on another quality, state-level data
source.

(3)

Quality data (type 1 or 2 above) were available for all subcomponents of an
MRIO sector except for a small (less than 20 percent) subcomponent. For
this subcomponent, state data were generated from a quality national level
source and prorated to states using the state level variation in the value
of a comparable item, also from a quality source.

(4)

All other data, not necessarily "bed" data, but data whose quality is
unknown.

The assignment of a quality code to each data item provides an avenue whereby
selective adjunment of relatively weaker cells may be made within a column or row of
the model where scaling is required in later task efforts.
Data Development Methodology
When developing a data base of this nature: It ls necessary to 1) carefully define the
data elements an:l 2) provide consistent estimating techniques for data that fail to
adequately match the definitions or that fail to provide all requisite data elements.
While a careful structuring of the data elements will avoid many potentially troublesome inconsistencies in available data, some adjustment of primary data is always to be
expected. The impact of data weaknesses upon the reliability of the overall model can,
however, be minimized by careful selection of estimating techniques.
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Establishment- Versus ActivitrBased Data
The de.ta have been developed on an establishment basis for the most part. The major
exceptions are agriculture and construction which were developed on a product basis.
The oil and gas well data were also divided somewhat synthetically into two separate
activities or products. The rental and royalty components of the real estate and rental
sector are also defined on an activity basis. Force account construction is redefined for
the most part to the construction sectors where other construction activity is
performed. There are only two or three other minor cases where establishment
definitions and de.ta were not preserved intact.
It is desirable to preserve the definition of each sector to coincide with the operating
unit, i.e., the establishment, wherever possible, since most of the input and employment
data are collected for the total establishment. No cost detail tor specific products or
services is usually available. (In fact, the development of costs in product detail
necessarily involves the somewhat arbitrary allocation of costs that are common or
joint in integrated operations.) Synthetic divisions of establishment data make it
difficult to track model results back to establishment data in analytical and policy uses,
and make it difficult to update the de.ta. For these reasons, we have avoided redefining
the establishment data except in the cases noted above; tor these cases the general
treatment tor secondary products did not appear to be appropriate. The general
treatment for secondary products is described in Appendix B.2.
Data Estimation Techniques
Where available data sets failed to Include the required data elements in state detail,
various estimation techniques were employed. Most instances of inadequate data can
be summarized in three categories:
1.

Data were suppressed, usually to prevent direct disclosure of individual
establishment de.ta.

2.

Data were available at the national but not the state level.

3.

Data were unavailable.
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In the first category, data suppressions can occur in several forms:
data are available at the required level ol detail but suppressed tor
individual states
state-level data are provided at a broader level ol aggregation than
required
data may be both at a broader level than required and also suppressed for
some states.
Data suppressed for individual states occurs frequently in Census data. Suppressed
items are, however, included in national totals. Moreover, whereas output, employment
and payroll data were usually suppressed, the number or establishments was included,
and for the manufacturing sectors, the establishment size by employment interval was
given. Though estimation based on the number ol establishments can result in error
because or the potential variability or establishment size, the number ol establishments
provided an adequate means of estimation If only a small portion of the total data were
suppressed, e.g., less than three percent. However, where relatively larger suppressions
were involved, more time-consuming (and accurate) methods are warranted. Methods
used include development or employment and payroll from supplementary sources, e.g.,
UI or CBP data, and estimation of suppressed output based on an appropriate (usually
national) ratio of employment or payroll to output. In all cases, the national total of all
state-level data (estimated and available) was compared with the national total
available from Census and scaling was applied to the imputed data. if required, to
reconcile the two.
Where state-level data were available in combination with other elements, a split of
these data were required. The split was accomplished by taking the "closest"
reasonable ratio available. For example, it Census data were disaggregated by state by
four-digit SIC for establishments with payroll but not for establishments without payroll,
the distribution of the state output data for establishments without payroll were
estimated based on with't)ayroll establishments. If, however, the only level wherein a
required SIC was stated separately was at the national level, it was sometimes
necessary to develop all state totals based on national data.
The need to develop state output totals based on national data arose only in cases where
data for a very small (relative to total sector output) SIC was suppressed entirely by
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Census at the state level (to avoid disclosure or individual establishment data). This
occurred only in rare instance and had a negligible impact on the total generated for
any given sector.
Where both the level of disaggregation and state level suppressions occured, appropriate
ratios and supplementary data sources have been used to distribute requisite data at the
state level. In all cases, the technique(s) used to overcome inadequate data are
explained within the appropriate chapters or this reporL
For sectors not covered by Census data, sometimes the only output data available were
national totals. However, in almost all cases, employment and payroll could be
developed from the UI data base and/or County Business Pattems, Thus, one option for
state distribution of output values was to apply ratios ol payroll or employment data.
However, sometimes state distribution or output could be more accurately accomplished from other sources, e.g., a 1976 or 1978 state distribution pattern. Thus, the
actual pattern or distribution was decided only after weighing all the altematives and
selecting the most accurate option available.
In some cases, no measure of output data could be located for an identified type or
establishment at the subsector level of detail. In this case, a similar activity for which
data were available was used to inflate payroll to an estimated measure of output.
Thus, in the case of state savings and loan associations not Insured by the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, output was inflated by the corresponding
output-to-payroll-ratios or insured savings and loan associations.
In each of the subsequent chapters, the actual procedures used to estimate suppressed,
combined, or unavailable data items are explained. Further detail on estimation
procedures are maintained within the underlying worksheets or computer riles that were
used to develop each data elemenL
Departures From BEA's 1972 Methodology

-

The methodology used in developing the MRIO sector output totals departs from that of
BEA principally in that industry redefinitions that involve the adjustment of establishment data have been kept to a minimum in the MRIO data. Industry redefinitions that
do not involve the adjustment of establishment data follow closely the treatment by
BEA. For example, government enterprises that produce services that are competitive
7

with private enterprise, e.g., transit systems and electric power, have been classified
with the appropriate private sectors. (These cases are a function of the classification
system only, since they do not involve the adjustment or establishment data). Further,
adjustments to sector output totals (as derived from published sources) for undercoverage or important nows, have been made, or will be made in the course or developing the
transactions data, similar to adjustments made by BEA. Imputations for implicit
service nows, e.g., rent on owner-occupied housing and banking services in lieu of
interest payments on deposits, have also been made following BEA concepts and the
treatment of these flows in the NIPA accounts.
The adjustments made to establishment data, and the treatment of secondary products
in the MRIO data, are described in Appendix B.2. Adjustments made by BEA and not

made in the MRIO data are also noted.
The conceptual difficulties in measuring transportation output by state, not relevant in
the BEA data, lead to somewhat arbitrary state assignments of output for freight
transportation sectors. The assignment procedure is described in Appendix B.1, along
with a description of the treatment or both trade and transportation margins in the
MRIO. The methods for handling margins in the MRIO differs from the BEA methods
but do not affect the output measures tor these sectors at the national level
The 1977 BEA 1-0 Table
Development of the national 1977 table is currently underway in BEA's Interindustry
Economics Branch. The 1977 table is not scheduled for completion until 1983 and thus
many aspects of the table are still being ·developed. Nonetheless, BEA has made
considerable progress in the development of their national level output files and was
able to supply JF A with preliminary output worksheets for numerous four-digit SIC's. 1
Data development for SIC's within the MRIO was compared with available BEA data and
differences between the two data sets were examined.

1BEA preliminary worksheets were received for about 300 of the approximately 1000
total four-digit SIC's. Because of the different procedures and the preliminary nature
of the BEA data, complete reconciliation was not attempted at this time.
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Data File Status
The MRIO data is not directly comparable with any existing data set at the state or
national leveL Characteristics that limit comparison are the sectoring plan and the
definition or industry activity primarily on an establishment basis. When it is
completed, the 1977 BEA 1-0 table will provide the closest comparable data, at the
national level, but the comparison will require an aggregation or the 496-order BEA
sectoring plan to the 123-order MRIO and will differ with respect to the different
handling of establishment versus product based sector derinitions.
Comparability with the Bureau of Labor Statistics 1977 Output Controls, which have
been released, is awkward because the BLS output controls (though based for the most
part on 1977 data as was the MRIO) were adjusted (by redefinitions) based on BEA's 1972
1-0 methods. In 1972, BEA made many more redefinitions and adjustments than are
intended in 1977. BEA plans to eliminate many or the redefinitions that are of lesser
importance and difficult to duplicate. Direct comparison of national MRIO output
totals with BLS totals would require extensive research into the nature and effect of
BEA 1972 methods on the BLS controls.
In lieu of a comprehensive data set for use as a national control on MRIO totals, data
are controlled to the best data available for a given sector or sectors. Thus, manufacturing data are being controlled to Census of Manufactures data, service sectors
covered by Census to available Census totals, and so on. Ultimately, the MRIO will be
made consistent with National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) data, but this step
will be delayed until f'inal adjustments in the last stages or balancing.
Development and Use of lntemal Consistency Checks
Assembly of output, employment and value added data for each state-level MRIO
sector results in a large, but easily manageable, computer data file of approximately
6,000 records.
Approximately one-half of the records contain data which was
aggregated by computer from the Census of Manufactures tape. A large fraction of the
remaining records were entered directly Crom analysts' worksheets. Finally, data
records for construction and agriculture activities and !or value-added were prepared
by computer from a variety of establishment- and activity-based data sources.
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The resulting data set may contain errors and apparent inconsistencies due to a variety
of sources. The most significant sources of inconsistency discovered thus far have been
of the following types:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Programming errors.
Data entry errors, including worksheet errors.
Methodology for estimation leads to anomalous results.
Inconsistent primary data, when several sources are used.

To reduce errors of the second type, all large data sets have been entered onto tape in a
key-verify mode by a local full-service data entry firm. To date, errors of the first two
types have been largely eliminated; those of the last two types are under examination
currently and will be addressed throughout the remainder of the project.
The primary methods applied to the data set to check for internal consistencies have
been the use of interval and ratio checks, repeated proofing of printouts by sector
analysts and development of state and sector sums for reconciliation with other
sources. To locate remaining data transcription errors in the data file, a variety of
interval and ratio checks were applied, including comparison between individual data
items in a state, MRIO cell as well as comparison across states within an MRIO sector
!or ratios of particular interest. Ratios examined include total value added to output,
payroll to compensation, compensation to total value added, indirect business taxes to
total value added, property-type income to total value added, output per employee,
payroll per employee and payroll per unit of output.
Examination of these ratios for 51 state cells in a given MRIO industrial sector, both in
numerical and graphical form, has allowed the staff to locate and examine all unusual
entries in the data file. Once an anomaly has been located, the individual data are
compared to original worksheets and then, if necessary, to the original data sources. In
many cases it has been found that, although the ratio tests indicate an unusual
combination of data items, the problem (if any) lies in the inconsistency of the original
data sources. In other cases, the anomaly is a result of the imputation, redefinition, or
disaggregation methodology applied. Where the error results from a simple transcription or calculation error, these have been corrected. Other prOblems of the last
two types were revised on a case-by-case basis.
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MRIO Sectors Not Covered in this Report
There are several sectors that are not included and/or for which state distributions are
not described ln this report. These are:
1,

Freight Transportation
Railroads
Waterways

Trucking
Pipelines
2.
3.
4.

Directly Allocated Imports
Scrap
Government Industry

5.

Household Industry

Freight Transportation output was assigned to states in association with state-to-state
transportation flows as described in Appendix B.1.
Data on directly allocated imports by state were developed in association with the
transactions data and are discussed in the separate JFA report State Inputs to
Industries, 1977. Data on scrap flows will be developed in the same manner.
Data for the Government industry and the Household industry, consisting or wage and
salary payments which constitute output, were developed in association with the
development or data for final demand. A description or the methods used to develop
these data appear in the JFA report State Estimates or Final Demands, 1977.
Report Overview
Chapters 2-24 detail the methods and procedures used to develop MRIO output,
employment and payroll by sector at the state level. A complete concordance of MRIO
sectors with BEA I-0 sectors and 1977 SIC's appears in Appendix A. Two procedures
paper are included in Appendix B which describe technical details or the assignment or
margins and the treatment or redefinitions within the model. Appendix C provides a
reference guide to all data sources referred to in this report, including complete
bibliographic data.
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Throughout the report, references are made to source documents used in the development of sector data. In the text, reference to sources include a short title and a source
number. The full bibliographic citation of each source is provided in Appendix C, while
complete identification of the page or table number of the referenced data items are
carried on the worksheet data underlying each sector. All worksheets developed under
this research have been archived by Jack Faucett Associates and are available to
support more detailed data needs and to guide future efforts to update the accounts.
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CHAPTER 2
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
MRIO Sectors:
001:
002:

Dairy Farm Products
Livestock and Poultry

003:

Cotton, Grain and Tobacco

004:
005:
006:

Fruits, Nuts, Vegetables, and Miscellaneous Crops and Services
Forestry Products
Commercial Fishing and Trapping

As shown in Exhibit 2-1, this group of MRIO sectors includes all of SIC major groups:
01:

Agricultural Production - Crops;

02:
07:
08:

Agricultural Production - Livestock;
Agricultural Services (excluding SIC 074, Veterinary Services);
Forestry, and

09:

Commercial Fishing, Hunting and Trapping.
Data Sources and Estimation

Production Data
Lacking Census-based output data for 1977. for the above sectors, a variety of U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) sources were used to estimate 1977 values of
production by state and for each commodity group (i.e., MRIO sector). These resources
were primarily crops, dairy, livestock, and poultry production reports from the
Economic Statistics Service's (formerly the Economic Statistics and Cooperatives Service) Crop Reporting Board (Sources 02131-4) supplemented by data from the Agricultural Statistics (Source 02001).
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EXHmrr 2-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 19T'l SIC CODES
Sectors 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 0081 Agriculture, Forestry and Plaherl•
MRIOSeetor

BEA 1-0 Code

19T'l SIC

0011 DeirJ Parm Products

10100

Dairy Parm Products

0241, pt. 0191, pt. 0259, pt. 0291

0021 Livestock and Poultry

10200

Poultry and Fas

025 (excludh.r pt. 0259),
pt. 0219, pt. 0291

pt. 0191,

10301

Meat Animala

021 (excludl,.r pt. 0219),
pt. 0259, pt. 0291

pt. 0191,

10302

Mllcellaneom Livestock

027,

20100

Cotton

0231, pt. 0191, pt. 0219, pt. 0259,
pt. 0291

20201

PoodOralm

pt. DU, pt. 0191, pt. 0219,
pt. 0259, pt. 0291

20202

Peed Orum

pt. 011,
pt. 0219

20203

OrusSeedl

....
0031 Cotton, Onln and Tobacoo

10300

Tobaooo

pt. 0191, pt. 0219, pt. 0259,
pt. 0291

pt. 0139, pt. 0191,

pt. 0139, pt. 0191, pt. 0219,

pt. 0259, pt. 0291

out,

pt. 0111, pt. 0111, pt, 0211,
pt. D291

BXHmrr 2-1 (cont'd)

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1911 SIC CODES
8ectol'I DOI, OH, DOS, D04, 005, 0081 Agrlcult1n, Poratry and Pllherl•

MRIOSeetor
0041 Pruit,, Muta, Veptablea, and
Mlleellaneoul Cropa and Senta.

BEAJ--0 Code

20401 Pndll

1911 SIC
pt. on, pt. 0191, pt. 0211,
pt. 0251, pt. 0291

20402

TreeNull

0173, pt. 01'11, pt.0111, pt.0211,
pt. 0251, pt. 0291

20501

Veptabl•

01H, pt. 0111, pt. ou1, 0111
pt. 0191, pt. 0211, pt. 0251,
pt. 0211

16502

Sugar Cl"OIJI

01ss, pt. 0191, pt. 0211, pt. 0251,
pt. 0291

20503 Mllcellaneau1 Cropa

20100

on Beartnc crop1

20'101

Pored Product.I

20702 Greenhouse I: Mlll'Hl'J
Servlcea

pt. 0111, pt. 0131, pt. 0191,
pt. 0211, pt. 0251, pt. 0291

Olli, pt. 0111. pt. 013, pt. HTS,
pt. 0219, pt. 0259, pt. 0191
pt. 018,

pt. 0111, pt. 0211,
pt. 0259, pt. 0291

pt. DU, pt.0111, pt.0111
pt. 0259, pt. 0%91, pt. OT

(eacludiJC OT 4)•

0051 PONiatl"y Pl"Oducll

30000

0811-41 Oil, OIT

OOl1 Commercial P ~ I: Trapplnc

40000

OIi, 0254, 085

•lndfcatea tho8e fnllllbi9a In which thlN waa a change In compo.,mon between tllfl Jfl7Z cn1 Jl77 SIC'a.

Source
02001: Agricultural Statistics, 1979 and 1980.
02131: Crop Production Reports, Field Crops, Potatoes and Sweet Potatoes, Noncitrus Fruits and Nuts, Citrus Fruits, Vegetables, Crop Values, Grain
Stocks, Rice Stocks, Hop Stocks, Soybean Stocks, Peanut Stocks and
Processing, and Seed Crops.
02132: Livestock Reports, Meat Animals, Wool and Mohair.
02133: Poultry and Egg Reports, Poultry, Chickens and Eggs.
02134: Milk and Dairy Product Reports, Milk, Dairy Products.
02136: Miscellaneous Reports, Honey, Mushrooms, Mink, and Floriculture.
In addition to these sources, state-specific value or sales data in the 1978 Census or

Agriculture (Source 03109) were used as a proxy for 1977 value of production data in the
case or several minor commodities not covered by USDA sources (mink pelts, horses and
other equines, milk goats and goat milk, angora goats, catfish, tropical fish and baitfish,
rabbits and rabbit pelts, chinchillas, trout, misc. forestry products, and various
greenhouse and nursery products) and for total receipts received by agricultural
services (minus SIC 074, Veterinary Services, which appear in MRIO sector 114).
Timber removal and value data for MRIO sector 005, Forestry Products, were based on
cost of stumpage cut data in the 1977 Census or Manufactures (Source 03105), Subject
Series, Selected Materials Consumed, 1977 value of production data for SIC 2411,
Logging Camps and Contractors, in the 1977 Census of Manufactures, and 1972 timber
removal and value data by state In the USDA, Forest Service publication Timber In the
United States Economy 1963 1 19671 and 1972 (Source 02301). This was necessary
lacking estimates or 1977 timber removals and prices by states or by region. The total
1977 value of stumpage purchased by major SIC group 24 was prorated by state by an
evenly-weighted average or the percentage distributions, by state, of timber cut in
1972, and the value of production for SIC 2411 in 1977. Data on miscellaneous forestry
products (other than timber) came from USDA analysts and represent 1977 value or
marketings for these products (i.e., Christmas trees, maple syrup, etc.)
For sector 006, Commercial Fishing, Hunting and Trapping, National Marine Fishery
Service data (Source 03811) were used to establish fisheries output for 1977. Commercial hunting and trapping data came from a 1977 published chart from the
International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies' Fur Resources Committee on
wild fur catches and pelt values by state for all fur bearing species in the U.S. in 1977
(Source 22091).
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To develop production data for each MRIO sector, value of production data In 1977
dollars (or, in some cases, 1978 value of sales) were assembled from the above sources
for each commodity grouping which comprised a MRIO sector. For example, statespeci!ic value of production data on chickens, eggs, broilers, turkeys, cattle, sheep,
hogs, livestock products (e.g., wool), and a variety of miscellaneous livestock combined
together constituted the total output for MRIO sector 002, Livestock and Poultry.
Following the concordance shown in Exhibit 2-1, commodity groupings were made as
complete as the available data sources would allow for each MRlO sector. In those
instances where 1978 value of sales reported in the Census of Agriculture were used,
this data were simply added, without correction to 1977 dollar equivalents, to the 1977
value of production data recorded for the other commodities In the group (as indicated
above, this procedure involved only minor commodities).
Employment and Payroll Data
Employment and payroll data also had to be estimated on a product basis for each MRIO
sector, however, the only data available were 1978 dollars of hired farm labor by type of
farm by state in the Census or Agriculture and total 1977 dollars of hired farm labor by
state In the USDA source Economic Indicators of the Farm Sector: State Income and
Balance Sheet Statistics, 1979 (Source 02111). A special estimation technique was
developed in order to impute hired labor by product by state in 1977 for MRIO sectors
001, 002, 003, and 004. Employment and payroll data for MRIO sectors 005 and 006
came from the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Employment and Wages: Monthly Employment and Quarterly Wage Data (Computer Tape No. 120380) for 1977 (Source 12110)
adjusted to renect year averages.
The estimation of 1977 employment and payroll by product group for the first four
MRlO sectors involved a manipulation of the data on value of sales and dollars of hired
farm labor by SIC found In Table 35 of each state volume of the 1978 Census of
Agriculture. The first step was to combine the value of sales data by commodity and by
type of farm to renect MRIO sector commodity groups. This involved several stages:
1.

The estimation of value of sales data for selected products by SIC
withheld to avoid disclosure. Specific estimates were made when the
values suppressed represented ten percent or more of the total state total
sales value for each commodity. Where the missing sales values re-
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presented less than ten percent or the state total ror that commodity, the
missing value was prorated to the SIC value or sales that were not
suppressed.
2.

Adding in Commodity Credit Corporation value or sales for grain and
cotton to their respective sales totals; and

3.

Splitting the sales values or what Census reported as "other crops"
between the cotton, grain, and tobacco grouping and the fruits, nuts, and
vegetables grouping proportional to these group's total value of sales.
This was done based on an evaluation ot the crops that could have been
reported by farmers in this category on the Census Corms, and their
distribution by MRIO sector.

The next step followed was to adjust the 1978 Census sales data ror grains to remove
the value of sales for soybeans included in that total and add these data to sector 004
which includes soybeans in our concordance (I.e., SIC 0116). This was done by
subtracting 1978 value of soybean sales by state reported by USDA Crop Production
Reports (Source 02131) from the Census-derived sector 003 totals and adding it to the
Census-derived sector 004 totals.
A further adjustment of the Census sales data was necessary to account for significant
on-farm consumption or total production for several feed crops (oats, corn, barley,
sorghum, and hay) so that any estimate ot invested labor would more closely refiect all
production not just that portion which was sold. Assuming that this large difference
between total production and sales occurred primarily on livestock farms also producing
grains, 1978 Census data on grain sales by livestock farms were augmented by the
difference between 1978 value or production and sales for the five feed crops as
reported in the USDA Crop Production Reports (Source 02131). This augmented total
was then combined with the other commodity totals to estimate the total value or
output for sector 003.
After these adjustments, the state matrices were assumed to represent the value or
production by MRIO sector by type of farm. The total dollars of hired farm labor by
type of farm was then prorated across the four MRIO commodity groups. Summing the
results across all types of farms then gave the total 1978 dollars of hired farm labor
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Input for each commodity group. This total 1978 dollars of hired farm labor Input
relative to the total 1978 dollars of output for each commodity group resulted In a
coefficient to apply to the 1977 total value of production data for each commodity
group taken from the USDA sources. So applied, an estimate was obtained oC the
associated 1977 dollars of hired farm labor input invested in that production by
commodity group. These estimates were then adjusted by scalar to total 1977 dollars of
hired farm labor data for each state reported in Economic Indicators of the Farm
~ (Source 02111), and then divided by 1977 wage rates by state Cor all hired farm
labor from USDA Farm Labor reports (Source 02136) to give an estimate oC employment by sector in full-time equivalent hours. Scalars ranged In size from 0.5 to 1.9
with 23 states requiring a scalar between 0.9 and 1.2.
Adjustments to Coverage and Redefinitions
Following the preliminary estimation of output and employment for the six MRIO
sectors, a redefinition of output was estimated to adjust the total sector controls. The
only sector whose output is augmented by a major redefinition from agriculture, forestry
and fisheries Is:
022

Dairy Products (a manufacturing sector) - for milk processed and bottled
on the farm

Farmers process milk and sell that milk directly to consumers. This output oC processed
milk Is a primary product or the manufacturing sector, Dairy Products (MRIO Sector
022) and BEA redefined the output In 1972. Following our general methodology, our
procedure has been to leave the output of processed milk sold by farmers direct to
consumers as a secondary product or MRIO Sector 001. Values, by state for milk
processed on the farm and sold directly to consumers in 1977 were taken from USDA
Milk and Dairy Product Reports: Milk (Source 02134) data.
In addition, It was noted that the. value of milk bought from farmers by processing

plants in MRlO sector 022 reported in the 1977 Census of Manufactures (Source 03105)
was less than the value or milk sold by farmers to processing plants reported by the
USDA (Source 02134). Following BEA's methodology, the difference In these values
was assumed to be an Imputed now of raw milk to be included In the total for fiuid milk
Input to Sector 022 from Sector 001. This di!Cerence was apportioned by state
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according to the percentage of each state's value of milk sold to processing plants by
farmers relative to the U.S. total.
Data Limitations•
Several data limitations should be note<'! based on the descriptions above.
include:

These

1.

The technique used to estimate 1977 hired farm labor employment by MRIO
sector may fail to reflect the actual distribution of this labor by commodity
group for that year.

2.

The technique used to estimate 1977 employment does not account for unpaid
family labor or operator employment which constituted, in 1977, 69 percent of
the U.S. total agricultural work force.

3.

Adjustments of 1978 value of sales data for the minor commodities included with
the 1977 value of production data to 1977 dollar equivalents were not made.
These minor commodities were part of MRIO Sectors 002, 004, and 005.

• All work on these MRIO sector& wa& done without the benefit of BEA 1977 national
control totals e:rcept for fi&heries output.
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CHAPTER 3
~

MRIO Sectors:
007:
008:
009:
010:

Iron and Ferroalloy Ores
Nonferrous Ores
Coal
Crude Petroleum

011:
012:
013:

Stone, Clay, Sand and Gravel
Chemical and Fertilizer Minerals

Natural Gas and Liquids

As shown in Exhibit 3-1, this group or MRIO sectors includes all or major SIC groups:

10:
11:
12:

Metal Mining
Anthracite Mining
Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mining

13:

Oil and Gas Extraction

14:

Nonmetallic Mineral Mining

Note that the MRIO sectoring plan splits major SIC groups 13 and 14 into two separate
MRIO sectors and combines major groups 11 and 12 into one MRIO sector.
Data Sources and Estimation
Production Data
Several data sources were used to establish production quantity and value data ror these
MRIO mining sectors. From the 1977 Census or Mineral Industries (Source 03106) came
data on production quantities, value added, cost or materials, value or shipments, and
values or Inventory change ror mined or quarried products. Value of shipments adjusted
for product Inventory change was taken as the estimate of value of production. It was
not possible to obtain the output measure by adding cost or materials and value added
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EXHffilT 3-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 007, 008, 009, 010, 011, 012, 013: Mining

MRIOSector

BEA 1-0 Code

0071 Iron and Perroalloy Ores

50000

Iron and f erroalloy ores mining

101
106

008: Nonferrous Ores

60100
60200

Copper ore mining
Nonferrow; metal ores mining,
except copper

102
103
104
105

......

pt. 108
109
0091 Coal

0101 Crude Petroleum

70000

Coal mining

1111
pt. 1112
1211
pt. 1213
pt. 131
pt. 132
pt. 138

011: Natural Gas and Llquldl

pt. 131
pt. 132
pt. 138

1977 SIC
Iron Ores
Ferroalloy Ores,
Except Vanadium
Copper Ores
Lead and Zinc Ores
Gold and Silver Ores
Bauxite and Other
Aluminum Ores
Metal Mining Services
Miscellaneous Metal Ores
Anthracite
Anthracite Mining Services
Bituminous Coal and Lignite
Bituminous Coel and
Lignite Mining Services
Crude Petroleum and
Natural Gas
Natural Gas Llquidl
Oil and Gas Field Services
Crude Petroleum and
Natural Gas
Natural Gas Llquid!I
Oil and Gas Field Services

EXHIBIT 3-1 (cont'd)
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 007, 008, 009, 010, OU, 012, 013: Mining

MRIO Sector
012: Stone, Clay, Sand, and Gravel

...w

BEA 1-0 Code
90001

Dimension, crushed and broken
stone mining and quarrying

141
142

90002
90003

Sand and gravel mining
Clay, ceramic and refractory
minerals mining
Nonmetallic mineral services
and miscellaneous minerals
mining and quarrying

144
145

90004

0131 Chemical and Fertilizer
Minerals

10000

Chemical and fertilizer mineral
mining

pt. 148
149
147

1977 SIC
Dimemion Stone
Crushed and Broken
Stone including Riprap
Sand and Gravel
Clay, Ceramic, and
Refractory Minerals
Nonmetallic Minerals
(Except Fuels) Services
Miscellaneous Nonmetallic
Minerals, Except Fuels

Chemical and FerWizer
Mineral Mining

as was possible with manuracturlng, since the Census data included purchased machinery installed and contract work (which includes contracted capitalized exploration and
development) In the cost or materials measure.
Production quantity and value data were also taken from the rollowing sources:

10101
10101
06103
06103
22011
22031

1977 Minerals Yearbook: Metals and Minerals
1978-9 Minerals Yearbook: Area Reports - Domestic
Bituminous Coal and Lignite Production and Mine Operations - 1977
Coal - Pennsylvania Anthracite ror the Calendar Year 1977
Gas Facts - 1978
Basic Petroleum Data Book

Data from these sources were used only for comparison with Census-derived production
estimates and for guidance in estimating suppressed data.
Employment Data
Data on employees, payroll, production workers, production workers hours, and wages
were also taken from the 1977 Census of Mineral Industries. In those eases where these
data were suppressed, SIC-specific, state data in the 1977 County Business Patterns
(Source 03114) were used as a surrogate for Census employment and payroll figures.
To develop output and employment data ror each MRIO mining sector, known data at
the two-digit SIC level and for all mining wlthin the state were used as a control. In
those eases where data at the two-digit SIC level were suppressed, they were estimated
either as: a simple residual from the all mining total given data for the other two-digit
SlCs, a residual adjusted to reflect known data at the component three-digit SIC levels
(or data estimated at the three-digit level), or, where more than one two-digit SIC was
suppressed, by using various ratios derived from the unallocated residual. Using this
ratio estimation technique required that at least some estimate or employment (or
employment and payroll) was available. This Is where data from the 1977 County
Business Patterns were predominantly used. Production data from the other sources
were also used In some cases In determining relative Importance of mining activity and
total product value.

H
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Once the output and employment data were estimated or known from Census data for
all two-digit SIC major groups, these data were assigned to the component MRIO
sectors, based on all data available for the three- and four-digit S!Cs comprising each
MRIO sector. For major SIC groups 10, 13, and 14 this required a split between two
MRIO sectors (007 and 008, 010 and DU, and 012 and 013, respectively) while all o! SIC
12 and 11 could be assigned to MRIO 009: CoaL
When data were split for SIC 10 between sectors 007 and 008 and for SIC 14 between 012
and 013, estimates were again determinecl either u a simple residual from known
three-digit SIC data (e.g., MRIO sector 013 contains only SIC 147) or by again using various
ratios all based initially on employment estimates. In some cases, most of the
establishments, employees, payroll, and value added were noted to be associated with
the SICs comprising one of the two MRIO sectors in a major SIC group. Therefore, the
decision was made In these Instances to allocate all of the two-digit SIC level data to that
one MRIO sector and to "zero out" the other MRJO sector as Its output and employment
was assumed to be small (I.e., less than $1 million or 100 employees).
The split o! SIC 13 between MRlO sectors 010 and 011, however, was not a simple
residual or ratio estimation problem as the split between crude petroleum and natural
gas extraction Is a "synthetic" division of what is considered to be one four-digit SIC:
1311 Oil and Natural Gas Extraction. This "synthetic split" method as well as the
estimations for force account construction are described In the following section.
Adjustments to Coverage and Redefinitions
Force Account Construction
Mineral development and exploration activities In the mining sector, such as drilling oil
and gas wells or sinking mine shafts, are considered to represent "construction"
activities performed by the mining Industry's work force on current account. Some
portion of this construction Is performed by the "producing" mining SlCs while the rest
ls contract work provided to the producing SICs by the various mining services. 1 This
force-account construction, In the input-output model, Is redefined from the particular
consuming industry (In this case, mining) or final demand sector and Is added to the
construction sector of the economy as an adjustment In ·coverage. Output, employment,
1
There are five mining senrice SICs: 108 - metal mining services, 1112 - anthracite
mining services, 1213 - bituminous coal and lignite mining services, 138 - o!l and gas
field senrices, and 148 - nonmetall!c mining service&
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payroll, cost of materials, value added, and the value of shipments In the consuming
Industry and the construction sector are all adjusted for the value of force-account
construction.
In estimating force account construction in the mining sector, capitalized values of
construction work by type In the revised estimates of the National Income and Product
Accounts (NIPA) contained in the July 1979 Survey of Current Business (Source 03501)
were used. In 1977, slightly over $10 billion was spent on mining exploration, shafts,
and wells. Of this total, $9,135 billion represented capitalized expenditures on
petroleum exploration and well drilling. This figure was assumed to be the control total
for force account construction in MRIO sectors 010 and 011. The remainder ($932
million) was taken to be the control total for all other mining (I.e., nonpetroleum
exploration and development) force account construction. This latter figure would be
apportioned among the remaining five MRIO mining sectors.

Of the $9,135 billion In petroleum mining force account construction, It was assumed
that most of it represented output of the oil and gas field services in 1977 along with
some capitalized expenditure on exploration and development by the oil and gas
producing SIC (Note: in the estimation of force account construction the synthetic split
between oil and gas was not attempted.) With total force account construction output
established to be $9,135 billion, estimates of the employment, payroll, cost of
materials, and value added associated with this output were calculated based on the
ratios of value of shipments (adjusted for inventory change) to employment, payroll,
etc., determined from the national level oil and gas field services data. State level oil
and gas field service data were also scaled to the $9.1 billion control total to provide
estimates of force account construction by state.
The remaining $932 million of other mining force account construction was split among
the remaining five MRIO mining sectors proportional to the sum of · capitalized
exploration and development expenditures of the SICs comprising those sectors. For
sectors 008, 009, and 012, this sum included any capitalized exploration and development expenditures by their associated mining services S!Cs. Again, estimates of
employment, payroll, etc. associated with each sector's force account construction
were estimated from the ratio of value of shipments (adjusted for Inventory) to
employment, payroll, etc., determined from the national level mining services data.
Splitting the national MRIO sector totals was again accomplished by using, where
available, mining services value of production data by state or by using MRIO sector
output totals by state.
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Once force account construction values were estimated in this Cashion, these values by
state were removed from the particular MRIO sector output and employment totals and
redefined to the construction sector. (The original data are stored in an Initial Data
File and the adjustments are made in a special Redefinition Data File.) Petroleum
sector force account construction output and employment was removed prior to making
the synthetic split between oil and gu described below, but arter the combined output
for Sectors 010 and 011 was adjusted for the output of the natural gas liquids SIC since
. no force account construction was assumed to be associated with that SIC. (No attempt
was made to split total mining force acco)unt construction between the three BEA
construction sector I-Os Involved: 11061 - new petroleum and natural gas well drilling,
110602 - new petroleum, natural gas, and solid mineral exploration, and 110603 - new
access structures tor solid mineral development).
Synthetic Split or Oil and Gas Extraction
In our concordance, SIC major group 13: Oil and Gas Extraction Is divided into two
MRIO sectors (010 - Crude Petroleum and 011 - Natural Gas and Liquids) reflecting
diCCerences in the input patterns to the two petroleum sectors. However, data on
output and employment available In the Census o! Mineral Industries are a combined
value for both oil and gas extraction and the field services. A method, therefore, was
required to split the output and employment data !or SIC 13. Apportioning the value o!
production was relatively straightforward as the Census or Mineral Industries provided
data on the value of oil and natural gas shipments and inventory change 1 by state.
Spliting employment, payroll, and cost or materials, however, was more complex.
Regression analyses of operating manhours per unit of production relative to percent oil
production and production per well provided a first~ut estimate that employment, etc.,
should be split based on a 80-40 weighting of oil production (in barrels) and gas
production Un barrels equivalent), respectively, by state. 2 This 60-40 weight would be
applied to split the data !or SIC 13 only after removing output and employment
associated with natural gas liquids production and output and employment estimated !or
force account construction. Once done, then natural gas liquids output and employment
would be added to the natural gas estimates to derive the MRIO Sector Dll total.

1btventory data, however, were not ahown in product fnventor!es ver.!ll-' inventor!es of
supplies detail. It was as.!l.Lmed that the inventory values ahown primarily represented

product&
2 Analyses of the appropriateness of the 60-40 .split methodology are continuing and
changes will be made later If warranted.
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Data Limitations•
Several data limitations should be noted based on the estimation techniques described
above. 'These Include:
1.

The estimation of suppressed data may fail to refiect the actual distribution of
these data by MRIO sector.

2.

Estimations for force account construction in each mining sector may not refiect
either the total amount by sector and/or the distribution of force account
construction by state.

3.

The "synthetic" split methodology developed to apportion employment and
payroll between oil and natural gas production may not refiect the actual
distribution of these data by state or at the national level.

•All

work on the mining sector.t was done without the benefit of 1971 output control
total.t from BEA.
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CHAPTER 4
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES
MRIO Sectors:
014:
015:
016:
017:
018:
019:

Residential Building Construction (New)
Non-Residential Building Construction (New)
Public Utility Construction (New)
Highways and Streets (New)
Other Construction (New)
Maintenance Construction

As shown In Exhibit 4-1, this group of MRIO sectors Includes all of SIC major groups 15
(Building Construction - General Contractors and Operative Builders), 16 (Construction
Other Than Building Construction - General Contractors), and 17 (Construction -Special
Trade Contractors), as well as SIC 6552 (Subdividers and Developers, Except Cemeteries). In addition, all for~e-account construction Is Included In MRIO Sectors 014
through 019 (Force-account construction Is construction work performed by the work
force of the consuming industry or final demand sector.)
As can be seen from Exhibit 4-1, each of the six MRIO construction sectors are made up

of parts of each of the SIC construction industries. This Is because the MRIO
classification Is activity-based (type of con~truction) while the SIC is establishmentbased (type or contractor). Establishments classified in a particular SIC are generally
Involved In several or the MRIO construction sectors.
For example, according to the 1977 Census or Construction Industries, establishments
classified as "General Contractors - Single Family Houses" (SIC 1521) receive about 90
percent or their "New Construction" receipts from constructing single-family houses.
These receipts would be Included In MRIO Sector 014 - Residential Building Construction. Establishments classified as primary to SIC 1521 receive more than six percent of'
their "New Construction" receipts from constructing nonresidential buildings, which
compose MRIO Sector 015. About one percent or their "New Construction" receipts
comes from nonbuildlng construction, which would be divided among MRIO Sectors 016,
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EXHIBIT 4-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 014, 015, 016, 017, 018, 019: Construction Industries

014: Residential Building Construction

1977 SIC

BEA 1-0 Code

MRIOSector

New Residential 1-Unit
Structures, Nonfarm
110102 New Residential 2-4 unit
Structures, Nonfarm
110101

pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552
pt. 15, pt. 18, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

110103

New Residential Garden
Apartments

pt, 15, pt. 16, pt. l'l,
pt. 6552

110104

New Residential High-Rise
Apartments

pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

New Residential Additiona

pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

110105

and Alterations, Nonfarm
w

0

I
J

015, Nonresidential Building
Construction

pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.

15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
6552
15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
6552

110106

New Hotels and Motels

110107

New Dormitories and other
Group Housing

110201

New Industrial Buildings

pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

110202

New Office Buildings

pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

110203

New Warehouses

pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

110204

pt. 15, pt. 18, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

110205

New Garages and Service
Stations
New Stores and Restaurants

110206

New Religious Buildings

pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

110207

New Educational Buildings

pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

J

pt. -15, pt. 18, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

EXHIBIT 4-1 (cont'd)
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 014, 015, 016, 017, 018, 019: Construction Industries
MRIO Sector
015: Nonresidential Building
Construction (cont'ed)

BEA 1-0 Code
110231
110232

New Hospitals
New Residential Institutions
and Other Health Facilities

...w

016: Public Utility Construction

1977 SIC
pt. 15, pt. 16, pt.
pt. 6552
pt. 15, pt. 16, pt.
pt. 6552
pt. 15, pt. 16, pt.
pt. 6552
pt. 15, pt. 18, pt.
pt. 8552

17,
17,
17,

110241

New Amusement and Recreation
Buildings

110250

Other Nonfarm Buildings

110301

New Telephone and Telegraph
Facilities

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

110302

New Railroads

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

110303
110304

New Electric Utility Facilities

17,

110305
110306

New Gas Utility Facilities
New Petroleum Pipelines
New Water Supply Facilities

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

110307
110308

New Sewer System Facilities
New Local Tramit Facilities

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

0171 Highways and Streets

110400

New Highways and Streets

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

0181 Other Construction

110501

New Farm Housing Units and
Additions and Alterations

pt. 15, pt. 17, pt. 6552

110502
110601

New Farm Service Facilities
New Petroleum and Natural
Gas Well Drilling

pt. 15, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 138

110602

New Petroleum, Natural Gas, and
Solid Mineral Exploration

pt. 108, pt. 1112, pt. 1213,
pt. 138, pt. 148

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

•

I

EXHIBIT 4-1 (cont'd)
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 014, 015, 016, 017, 018, 019: Construction Industries
BEA 1-0 Code

MRIOSector
018: Other Construction (cont'ed)

110603

New Access Structures for Solid

110701

Mineral Development
New Military Facilities

110702

New Dams and Reservoirs

110703

Other New Conservation and
Development Facilities
110704 Other New Nonbuilding Facilities

...

1977 SIC

pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.

108, pt. 1112, pt. 1213,
148
15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
6552
15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
6552
15, pt. 18, pt. 17,
8552
15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
65&2

N

019: Maintenance Construction

120100
120201
120202
120203
120204
120205
120206
120207
120208

Maintenance and Repair,
Residential
Maintenance and Repair of Other
Nonfarm Buildi~
Maintenance and Repair of Farm
Residential Buildings
Maintenance and Repair of Farm
Service Facilities
Maintenance and Repair ot Telephone and Telegraph Facilities
Maintenance and Repair of
Railroacil
Maintenance and Repair of Electric
Utility Facilities
Maintenance and Repair of Gas
Utility Facilities
Maintenance and Repair of
Petroleum Pipelines

pt. 15, pt. 17, pt. 8552
pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17
pt. 6552
pt. 15, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 15, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

EXHIBIT 4-1 (cont'd)
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 014, 015, 016, 017, 018, 019: Construction Industries
MRIO Sector
019: Maintenance Construction (cont'ed)

w
w

BEA 1-0 Code

1977 SIC

120209

Maintenance and Repair of Water
Supply Facilities

pL 16, pt. 17, pL 6552

120210

Maintenance and Repair of Sewer
Facilities

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

120211

Maintenance and Repair of Local
Transit Facilities

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552

120212

Maintenance and Repair of
Military Facilities
Maintenance and Repair of
Conserv. & Devel. Facilities
Maintenance and Repair of Highways and Streets
Maintenance and Repair of
Petroleum and Natural Gas Wells
Maintenance and Repair of Other
Nonbuilding Facilities

pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.

120213
120214
120215
120216

15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
6552
15, pt. 16, pt. 11,
6552

pt. 16, pt. 17, pt. 6552
pt. 138
pt. 15, pt. 16, pt. 17,
pt. 6552

017, and 018. Furthermore, such establishments receive about 19 percent of their
"Total Construction" receipts from "Maintenance and Repair," which corresponds to
MRIO Sector 019. Also, establishments classified as primary to SIC 1521 account for
only 38 percent of "Total Construction" receipts for single family houses. Most of the
remaining receipts for single family houses come from establishments classified as
"Operative Builders" (SIC 1531) or as "Special Trade Contractors" (SIC 1'1).
Because of this difference in classifications (Census establishments versus MRIO
activities), only some of the Census data could be used directly. Descriptions of the
available data, the various adjustments made to these data, and the estimation
techniques used to fill In missing data appear in the following sections.
Data Sources and Estimation
The primary data source was the 1977 Census of Construction Industries (Source 03104).
Included in the Census Is a 28 volume Industry Serles (one volume for each four-digit SIC
plus a summary volume) and a 10 volume Geographic Series (one volume for each
Census region which contains state-level data, u well u one summary volume.)
Although most of the Census data are establishment~ased, there Is one table for each
four-digit SIC in the Industry Serles, and one for each state in the Geographic Series,
which gives gross receipts by construction activity. These activities correspond very
closely to the MRIO activities. Thus, Table 5 of the Industry Series and Table 7 of the
Geographic Serles were used as the main data sources.
The other data source used in this task wu tlie 1977 "Value of New Construction Put in
Place, (C-30 Series)" (Source 03122). The VIP series measures the dollar value of all
new construction put in place during a particular time period, in this case 1977. The
data are broken down by activities which correspond closely to the MRIO activities. In
view of the fact that BEA uses the VIP series to establish national control totals for
output, this series was used to establish national output controls for this study. It was
necessary, however, to make several adjustments to the published VIP data. These
adjustments will be explained in the next section.
There are several differences between the Census data and the VIP data which should
be mentioned. First, the Census represents actual receipts obtained in 1977 regardless
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of when the construction took place, while the VIP series represents the value of
construction work actually done In 1977, regardless of when payment was received.
Second, the Census Includes data on only those establishments classified in the
construction industry, while the VIP series reports the value of all construction work.
Thus, force-account construction ls not Included In the Census but ls Included In the
VIP. Third, the Census data for construction activities are given In gross receipts. This
leads to a form of double-counting, since both the prime contractor and subcontractor
are reporting some of the same receipts. The VIP series, on the other hand, reports the
value of construction baaed on final costs so there Is no double-counting. Fourth,
architectural and engineering fees are not Included In the receipts reported by the
Census, but are Included In the VIP data.
Fifth, there are slgni!icant differences In the two series due to definitional differences
and misclassification by respondents. For example, VIP data for buildings often Include
auxlllary facilities such as parking lots, streets, water and sewer connections, sidewalks, and fences built In conjunction with the buildings. The Census classifications are
based on the function of the structure while VIP classifications, as In the example
above, are sometimes based on the ownership of the project. Regarding misclassification by respondent, in the Census the respondents select the category of construction
from a preprinted list on the questionnaire, and Interpretation of these categories could
vary among respondents. In the VIP series, most classifications are assigned by analysts
based on the project description.
Finally, statistics by construction activity for approximately 720,000 nonemployer
establishments are not available In the Census. (The Census classiCies these as
"establishments without payroll.") These establishments accounted for $20.2 billion
gross receipts, or about eight percent of total construction receipts. The VIP series
includes the value of new construction performed by such establishments. The value of
maintenance construction performed by such establishments Is not Included in the VIP
series.
Exhibit 4-2 shows the Individual construction activities which comprise each of the
MRlO sectors. Also shown Is the concordance between the MRIO activities and the
corresponding activities from the Census and the VIP series.
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EXHIBIT 4-2

MRIO
w

014

015

c..,

"'

016

I
u,.,
0

MRIO Activity
Residential Building Construction
1 unit
2-4 units
Garden Apartments
High Rise Apartments
Additions and Alterations
Nonresidential Building Construction
Hotels and Motels
J
Dormitories, Group Housing
Industrial Buildings }
Warehouses
Office Buildings
Garages and Service StatlOlll'.' }
Stores and Restaurants
Religious Buildings
Educational Buildings
Hospitals
}
Institutions, Health Facilities
Amusement, Recreation
Other Nonfarm Buildings
Public Utility Construction
Telephone and Telegraph
Railroads
Local Transit
Electric Utility
Gas Utility
Pipelines
Water Supply }
Sewer System

Censm Activity

Value In Place Activity

Single Family Houses

1 Unit Structures

Apartment Buildings

2 or More Units
Additions and Alterations
Housing & Redevelopment (public)

Other Residential Buildings

Nonhousekeeplng

Industrial Buildings & Warehouses

Industrial

Office and Bank Buildings

Office

Stores, Restaurants, Garages

Other Commercial

Religious Buildings
Educational Buildings

Religious
Educational

Hospitals and Institutions

Hospital and Institutional

Amusement, Social, Recreation
Other Nonresidential

Miscellaneous

Power and Communication Lines
Railroads
Subways
Power Plants, Nuclear
Power Plants, Except Nuclear
Pipelines
Sewer and Water Mains
Sewer and Water Treatment Plants

Telephone and Telegraph
Railroad
Electric Light and Power
Gas
Petroleum Pipelines
Water Supply Facilities
Sewer Systems

0

u

•,
~

017

Highways and Streets

Highways and Streets
Bri~es and Elevated Highways
Tunnels

Highways and Streets

EXHIBIT 4-2 (cont'd)

MRIO

MRIO Activity

018

Other Construction
Parm Housing
Parm Service Facilities
Petroleum, Gas Well Drilling
Petroleum, Gas, Mineral Exploration
Access Structures, Mining
Military Facilities
Dams aoo Reservoirs
Conservation and Development
Other Nonbullding Facilities

019

Maintenance Construction
Residential Buildings
Nonresidential Buildings
Farm Residential
Farm Service Facilities
Telephone and Telegraph
Railroads
Local Transit
Electric Utilities
Gas Utilities
Petroleum Pipelines
Water Supply P acilitles
Sewer Facilities
Miii tary Facilities
Conservation and Development
Highways and Streets
Petroleum and Gas Wells
Other Nonbuilding Facilities

Census Activity

Value In Place Activity

Farm Buildings
Farm Nonresidential
Military Facilities

Dams aoo Reservoirs
Conservation and Development
Other Nonbuilding
Outdoor Swimming Pools
Airports
Parking Areas
Fencing
Marine Construction
Harbor and Port Facilities
Blast Fumaces, Refineries
Oilfields
Construction WCll'k, NSK

Conservation and Development

Other
Private

Plbllc

Data Collection and Development
The data to be developed at both the national level and state level for each of the
MRIO sectors are:
•
•
•
•
•

Net Receipts
Total Employment
Construction Workers Employment
Total Payroll
Construction Workers Payroll

The VIP series provides only the value of new construction by activity at the national
level. It gives no data at the national level on employment, payroll, or maintenance and
repair activities. The VIP gives no state-level data. Therefore, the VIP data can only
be used to establish national controls for each activity, and this can only be done after
the following adjustments have been made: the value of architectural and engineering
fees and force-account construction must be subtracted out from the total for each
activity. These values were estimated by Mr. George Roff, Bureau or the Census, for a
paper entitled "Comparison of the 1977 Census of Construction Industries and the Value
of New Construction Put In Place Serles," (Source 03126) prepared by Mr. Alan I. Blum,
Construction Statistics Division, Bureau of the Census. Arter subtracting out the
architectural and engineering fees and force-account construction, the remainder will
be compared to the Census' net receipts by activity for new construction.
As previously mentioned, the Census contains two sets of tables that give gross receipts
by activity for both "New Construction" and "Maintenance and Repair." Table 5 in the
Industry Series gives gross receipts by activity for each or the 27 four-digit SICs, while
Table 7 in the Geographic Series gives gross receipts by activity for 50 states and the
District or Columbia.

The Census also provides totals for the following categories for each four--digit SIC and for
each state:
•
•
•

Net Receipts
Total Employment
Construction Workers Employment

•
•

Total Payroll
Construction Workers Payroll
38
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The Census Information referred to above Is for "establishments with payrolls."
Limited data are also available tor "establishments without payroll," which make up
about eight percent of total gross construction receipts. For such establishments,
however, there are no data on net receipts, or on "new construction" receipts versus
"Maintenance and Repair" receipts. The following data are available by state for these
establishments:
•
•

Number of proprietors and working partners
Total business receipts

The limited data on establishments without payroll lead to several problems. First, It
is unclear what proportion or the $20.2 billion in total business receipts accounted !or
by such establishments represents construction receipts. For the purposes of this
project, and lacking any information to the contrary, it was usumed that all these
receipts were from construction activities.
Second, It is unknown how much of this $20.2 billion represents work which has been
subcontracted to other establishments by establishments without payroll (representing
duplication in the data) and therefore should not be Included in net receipts. These
establishments without payroll are predominantly one- or two-man operations that seem
to fall into one of two categories: those that report more than $100,000 in receipts,
and probably subcontract all the work, therefore accounting for very little net receipts;
those that report less than $100,000 in receipts, and probably perform most of the work
themselves, therefore accounting for a substantial amount of net receipts. The
establishments reporting more than $100,000 each account for $9.4 billion in receipts
while those reporting less than $100,000 each ·account for $10.7 billion in receipts.
Third, the distribution of receipts over the Individual construction activities is unknown.
The Industry Series, U.S. Summary volume, reveals that most of these receipts come
from building contractors ($8.3 billion) and special trade contractors ($8,5 billion)
rather than from heavy construction contractors ($0,9 billion). Building contractors and
special trade contractors are predominantly involved in the construction of residential
and nonresidential buildings. In view of the generally small size of the establishments
without payroll, It seems likely that they are Involved in the construction of smaller
buildings, such as residential buildings, rather than larger buildings, such as Industrial
and commercial buildings. In fact, the receipts Crom such establishments may account
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tor a large part of the difference between the output of residential construction
reported by the Census and that reported by the VIP.
Fourth, there Is no way to determine what proportion of the receipts represent new
construction as opposed to maintenance and repair construction. Because of the nature
or establishments without payroll, It Is thought that a larger proportion ot their receipts
are from maintenance activities than Is the case tor other establishments.

In view ot the above, It has been decided to allocate $10 billion In net receipts from
establishments without payroll, this amount to be split evenly between new construction
and maintenance construction. The five billion dollars allocated to new construction
was all allocated to MRIO OU, new residential buildings.
The methodology for developing the data by construction activity made use of the
national data and the more limited state data (the state data did not include a
distribution of construction activity receipts by SIC, but only totals by activity and
general statistics on establishments). Therefore, it was necessary to estimate the
relationship between net and gross receipts by construction activity, and between
employment (and payrolls) and construction activity. Both relationships were developed at the national level. Data so distributed to the states were then reconciled with
state totals on net receipts and employment (and payrolls) reported by SIC industry.
This reconciliation adjusted for overall state diCCerences, especially for employment/output ratios and state wage differentials.
The steps in developing the national relationships (adjustments) referred to above and
their distribution by state are described below.
Estimation ot Net Receipts by Activity at the State Level
This section describes the procedures used to estimate net receipts by activity at the
state level. The Census publishes gross receipts by activity at the state level. Since
the construction work (and the receipts) ot one firm may be subcontracted to other
construction tlrms and also be included In the other firm's receipts, it was necessary to
convert these gross receipts to net receipts In order to avoid double-counting. The only
way to make this conversion using only state-level data would be to calculate the ratio
of (net receipts)/(gross receipts) for each state. These ratios would then be applied to
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the gross receipts by activity, for the respective states, to obtain an estimate of net
receipts by activity. This methodology, however, assumes that the ratio of (net
receipts)/(gross receipts) Is constant over all activities within a state. This Is not
believed to be a valid assumption.
In light of the above, the following alternative procedure was used. At the national
level, the ratio of (net receipts)/(gross receipts) was calculated for each activity.
These national ratios were then applied to the gross receipts of the respective activities
within each state. This yielded preliminary estimates of net receipts by activity at the
state level. These preliminary estimates were then scaled to reach the published total
of net receipts for each state. This methodology assumes that the ratio ot (net
recelpts)/{gross receipts) for a particular_ activity II similar across all states. Dl!ferences between states are accounted for during the scaling. The detailed steps of the
methodology outlined above follow1

Step 1:

Step 2:

Collection of gross receipts by activity for each SIC at the national level
- Table 5 in the 27 Individual volumes of the Industry Series was used to
compile "Gross New Construction Receipts" and "Gross Maintenance and
Repair Receipts" by construction activity for each tour-digit SIC.
•

Gross receipts at the activity level for SIC 6552 were not published
In the Industry Series. These receipts were estimated by deducting
the sum of receipts for SICs 15, 16, and 17 from total construction
receipts, which Is made up of receipts from SICs 15, 16, and 17 plus
SIC 6552. These data were Included in the Industry Series, U.S.
Summary, Table 8.

•

Gross receipts for "Other Residential Buildings," "Amusement,
Social, and Recreational Buildings," and "Hospitals and Institutional
Buildings" for SICs 16 and 6552, and gross receipts for "Harbor and
Port Facilities," and "Sewage and Water Treatment Plants" for
SICs 17 and 6552, were estimated.

Calculation of total gross receipts by activity at the national level - The
gross receipts compiled In Step 1 were summed across all SICs for each
activity.
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Step 3:

Calculation of net receipts by activity tor each SIC at the national level -For each SIC, the ratio of (net recelpts)/(gross receipts) was applied to
the gross receipts for each activity.

Step.f:

Calculation or total net receipts by activity at the national level -The
net receipts calculated In Step 2 were summed across all SICs for each
activity.

Step 5:

Collection of gross receipts by activity at the state level - Table 7 In the
Geographic Area Series was used to compile "Gross New Construction
Receipts" and "Gross Maintenance and Repair Receipts" by activity for
each state. When data were withheld, the following estimating techniques
were used.

•

To estimate "Gross New Construction Receipts" when "Total Gross
Construction Receipts" was given, the national ratio of (Gross New
Construction Receipts)/(Total Gross Construction Receipts) for the
activity was multiplied by "Total Gross Construction Receipts" tor
the state-level activity. Subtract the result from "Total Gross
Construction Receipts" to obtain "Gross Maintenance and Repair
Receipts."

•

•

When "Total Gross Construction Receipts" was not available for
the state-level activity, the national ratio of (activity gross
recelpts)/(total gross receipts) was multiplied by the state-level
"total gross receipts" (I.e., for all construction activities).
The estimated receipts were then scaled to reach the published
state totaL

Step 6:

Preliminary estimate of net receipts by activity at the state level - First,
the ratio or (net recelpts)/(gross receipts) was calculated for each activity
at the national level (using net receipts data from Step 4 and gross
receipts data from Step 2). Then, these national ratios were applied to
the respective gross receipts by activity at the state level The result
was a preliminary estimate of net receipts by activity for each state.
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Step 71

Final estimate or net receipts by activity at the state level - The net
receipts estimated In Step 6 were scaled to reach the state total or net
receipts published In the Geographic Area Series. More than 90 percent
or the scalars were In the 0.9 to 1.1 range.
Estimation or Employment and Payroll
By Actiyity at the State Level

This section describes the procedures used to estimate the following by activity at the
state level:
•
•
•
•

All Employment
Construction Workers Employment
All Employment Payroll
Construction Workers Payroll

The Geographic Area Series provides Individual state totals for each or these four
categories. The employment and payroll data could have been distributed among
activities, within each state, proportionately to net receipts. This would assume,
however, that the relationship between employment (or payroll) and net receipts was
the same across all activities within a given state. This assumption was not considered
valid.
As was the case for net receipts, national ratios were used to obtain preliminary
estimates or employment and payroll at the state level. National ratios were obtained
from a BEA paper entitled Employment and Employee Compensation In the 1972 InputOutput Study (Source 03518). For example, ihe ratio of (all employment)/(net receipts)
was calculated !or each activity at the national leveL These national ratios were then
applied to the net receipts or the respective activities within each state. This yielded
preliminary estimates or all employment by activity at the state leveL These
preliminary estimates or all employment were then scaled to reach the published total
or all construction employment for each state. This methodology assumes that the
relationship between employment and net receipts tor a particular activity Is similar
across all states. Differences between states are accounted tor by the scaling
procedure.

n

The detailed steps or the procedure outlined above follow. This section refers mainly to
all employment, but will apply to the other employment and payroll categories.
Step 1:

Calculation or national ratios for each activity - For each activity, the
national ratio or, for example employment/net receipts, was calculated
using the data for the appropriate BEA activities from the 1972 BEA
paper cited above. In some cases, data were aggregated to correspond to
Census activities.

Step 2:

Preliminary estimates of employment by activity at the state level The national ratios of employment/net receipts calculated In Step l above
were applied to the respective net receipts by activity for each state.
This yielded a preliminary estimate or employment by activity at the
state leveL

Step 3:

Final estimate or employment by activity at the state level - The
employment estimated In Step 2 was scaled to reach the individual state
totals published In the Geographic Area Serles. For the employment and
payroll categories, 88 percent or the scalars ranged between 0.8 and 1.2.
Construction Receipts by State: Location of Establishment
versus Location o( Construction

The methodology described up to this point was used to estimate net receipts by
location of establishment. This section will explain how these estimates were
converted to net receipts by location of construction work. About 14 percent o( total
gross construction receipts represent construction work performed by establishments
outside or their home state.
The principal source of comprehensive state data on construction Ls the Census of
Construction Industries, 1977. Most or the data provided by this source are establishment-based, by state In which the construction establishment is located. Data are
provided by state In which the construction actually takes place, but these data are for
establishment receipts by type or contractor (SIC) and are not reported by type or
construction activity. Further, no differentiation Is made between new construction
and maintenance and the data are given only In gross receipts rather than net receipts.

H

Exhibit 4-3 shows gross construction receipts by state: by location of construction
work, and by location of establishment. The ratios of receipts by location of
construction work to receipts by location of establishment are also shown. In many
cases, receipts for construction actually performed In the state vary considerably from
receipts collected by establishments in the state. Since these ratios are unlikely to be
constant across all construction activities within a state, they could not be applied
directly to the states' output data. Instead, adjustments were made for each state at
the MRIO level, using relationships between gross receipts by construction location and
gross receipts by establishment location for SIC's that most closely match the types of
construction activity.
Each of the 27 SIC volumes in the Census of Construction Industry Series contain the
following tables:
•

Table 8: Participation in Construction Work In Home State and Other
States by Location of Establishments with Payroll. Taken together, these
tables provide gross receipts by establishment location, by state, for each
of the 27 SICs.

•

Table 9: Construction Receipts for Establishments with Payroll by Location of Construction Work. Taken together, these tables provide gross
receipts by location of construction, by state, for each of the 27 SICs.

Thus, the data in these tables can be used to establish ratios of gross receipts by
location of work to gross receipts by location of establishment. These ratios can then
be applied to the estimates of net receip~s by location of establishment, yielding
estimates of net receipts by location of construction work.
The ratios can be calculated for each of the 27 SICs or for groups of S!Cs. In fact, the
S!Cs were grouped to correspond as nearly as possible to the MRIO new construction
sectors. The groupings are shown below:
MRIO 014 -SIC 1521
SIC 1522
SIC 1531

Residential Buildings
- Single family housing construction
- Residential construction, n.e.c.
- Operative builders
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MRIO 015 -- Nonresidential Buildings
SIC 1541 - Industrial buildings and warehouses
SIC 1542 - Nonresidential construction, n.e.c.
MRIO 016 -- Utilities
SIC 1623 - Water, sewer, and utility lines
SIC 1629 - Heavy construction, n.e.c. (part)
MRIO 017 -- Highways and Streets
SIC 1611 - Highway and Street Construction
SIC 1622 - Bridge, tunnel, and elevated highway construction
MRIO 018 -- Other Nonbuilding Construction
SIC 1629 - Heavy construction, n.e.c.
These matches are or course only approximate since the establishments in each SIC
perform work that cuts across the construction types that comprise each MRIO sector.
Data for the special trade contractors (SIC 17) were not used to make these
adjustments. Their work is spread among the other SICs and, to a considerable extent,
represents maintenance work. There are not sufficient data to distribute the receipts for
SIC 17 among the other SICs. In determining the ratio to be applied to MRIO 016, 50
percent of the receipts for SIC 1629 was used.
For purposes of illustration, the methodology will now be applied to the data for Maine.
Maine's gross receipts from Table 8 (location. or establishment) and Table 9 (location of
construction work) are shown below, along with the estimated net receipts by
establishment location at the MRIO level. The Initial estimates of net receipts by
construction location and the scaled estimates of net receipts by construction location,
the result of this methodology, are also shown.
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(million $)
Gross Receipts

Net Receipts

Estab. Loe.

Const. Loe.

Estab. Loe.

Initial Est.
Const. Loe.

MRIO 014
SIC 1521
SIC 1522
SIC 1531

173.8
117.5
17.2
38.3

181.6
120.1
22.7
38.8

152.7

160.6

145.5

MRIO 015
SIC 1541
SIC 1542

110.0
38.7
'11.3

183.5
77.6
105.9

118.7

198.6

179.9

MRIO 016
SIC 1623
pt. SIC 1629

51.3
39.2
12.1

78.5
50.8
27.7

54.0

82.6

74.8

MRIO017
SIC 1611
SIC 1622

87.6
58.9
28.7

87.5
60.9
26.6

54.5

54.5

49.4

MRIO 018
SIC 1629

24.2

55.4

61.4

140.6

127.4

146.1

146.1

146.1

587.4

783.0

723,1

MRIO 019 (maintenance)
Totals

Scaled Est.
Const. Loe.

Considering MRIO 014, net receipts by construction location were estimated as follows:

181.6
_
173.i
(152. 7) - 160.6 (mil

$)

•••• where 181.6 and 173.8 are the sums or gross receipts from SICs 1521, 1522,
and 1531, by construction location and establishment location, respectively; and
152.7 is the total net receipts by establishment location, for MRIO 014.
Arter completing the procedure for each MRIO, the new estimated total or net receipts
Is $783 million (MRIO 019, maintenance, Is not being adjusted), compared to the
previous total of $587.4 million. Thus, the new total Is 1.33 times the previous totaL
From Exhibit 4-3, It Is seen that the ratio ot gross receipts by construction location to

gross receipts by establishment location Is 1.23.

This latter ratio for gross receipts Is

the best estimate available for net receipts. The difference In the final ratios_ Is due to
the necessarily Imprecise way In which SIC data are Imputed to construction types or
activities. Therefore, the net receipts for each MRIO (except maintenance) are scaled
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so that the total net receipts maintain the same ratio as that for gross receipts (i.e., by
location of construction to location of establishment). Since the correct ratio is not
determinable, this ratio Is allowed to vary in the final scaling described in the last
paragraphs of this section.
The total state-level net receipts to which the Initial MRlO-level estimates of net
receipts were scaled was calculated as follows:
869.0
705.9 (587.4) = 723.1

(mil$)

.... where 869.0 and 705.9 are total gross receipts by construction location and
establishment location, respectively (see Exhibit 4-3); and 587 .4 is total net
receipts by establishment location.
The same procedure was used for each of the new construction MRIOs within each
state. Then, within each MRJO, the new state-level estimates of net receipts were
scaled to reach the national-level MRIO total (which was not affected by the location
of establishment versus location of construction problem), providing a final estimate for
net receipts at the MRlO level for each state. The ratios of these final estimates to
the original estimates (based on establishment location) were then u.sed to adjust
payroll, employment, value added, and inputs at the MRIO level for each state.
Force-Account Construction
In 1972, there was about $28 billion in force-account construction (FAC).

It Is
estimated that $64.5 billion of FAC was performed In 1977: $36.5 blllioo in new FAC;
and $28,0 billion In maintenance FAC. The originating sectors, with their 1972 and
1977 values of FAC, are shown In Exhibit 4-4. In the following aections, the
methodologies used to estimate FAC In each of the sectors shown In Exhl,it 4-4 will be
discussed.
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EXHIBIT 4-4:
FORCE-ACCOUNT CONSTRUCTION
($ millions)

1972
BEA
MRIO
~ --1:Q_
010,011 8.0000
7-9,12
13
055

5,6,7,9
10
37.0101

085
092

65.0100
66.0000

094
095

68.0100
68.0200

105
105
094
094

71.0100
71.0200
68.0100
68.0100

119

79.0300

154

97.0000

155

98.0000

155

99.1000

155

99.2000

155

99.3000

1977 FAC
1972
FAC
861.5

Sector
Petroleum and Gas
Exploration

9,135

-2!!!._
9,135

~

Mining

482.0

932

932

Blast Furnaces and
Steel Mills
Rallroam
Communications,
excluding Radio ac TV
Electric Services (utilities)

504.1

0

0

0

1,754.0
2,740.1

3,762
2,950

452
2,950

3,310

3,071.1
905.8

8,732
1,595

4,472
1,070

2,260
525

0
1,121.9
443.3
432.0

12,633
6,230

9,988
313•

2,645
5,917•

Gas Production, Distribution
( utilities)
Owner-Occupied Dwellings
Real Estate and Rental
Federal Electric Utilities
State and Local Electric
Utilities
Other State and Local
Gov't Enterprises
Federal Gov't Purchases,
Non-de tense
State and Local Gov't
Purch., Education

included with private utilities

2,454.9

4,100

849

1,198.1

556

556

1,804.4

3,399

67

3,332

State and Local Gov't
189.0
Purch., Health, Welfare,
and Sanitation
State and Local Gov't
85.7
Purch., Safety
State and Local Gov't
Purch., Other General
Government
41980.0
Sub-total
Other (Non-res. bldgs.; farm fac.)

409

20

389

187

0

187

--'L.lli

-1.t.lli

60,475
__!a!!!
64,457

32,485
__!a!!!
36,467

_hl1!
27,990

Total FAC
*Residential Only
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Total

3,251

____!
27,990

MRIO 010 1 011 - Petroleum and Gas Exploration
MRlO 007 1 008 1 009 1 012 1 013 - Mining
In estimating force-account construction In the exploration and mining sectors,
capitalized values of construction work by type In the revised estimates of the National
Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) contained In the July 1979 Survey of Current
~ (Source 03501) were used as control totals, In 1977, slightly over $10 billion
was spent on mining exploration. shafts, and wells. or this total, $9,135 billion
represented capitalized expenditures on petroleum exploration and well drilling. This
figure was used as the control total for total construction In MRIO Sectors 010 and 011.
After deducting contract construction, the FAC amount was $9,014 billion. The
remainder ($932 million) was taken to be the FAC control total for all other mining
(I.e., nonpetroleum exploration and development). This latter figure would be apportioned among the remaining five MRIO mining sectors.

or the $9,135 billion In petroleum mining FAC, It was assumed that most of It
represented output of the oil and gas field services, along with some capitalized
expenditure on exploration and development by the oil and gas producing SIC (Note: In
the estimation of force-account construction, the synthetic split between oil and gas
was not attempted.) With total force account construction output established to be
$9.135 billion, estimates of the employment, payroll, cost or materials, and value added
associated with this output were calculated based on the ratios or value or shipments
(adjusted for inventory change) to employment, payroll, etc., determined Crom the
national level oil and gas field services data.
The $932 million or other mining FAC was split among the remaining five MRIO mining
sectors proportional to the sum of capitalized exploration and development expenditures of the SICs comprising those sectors. For Sectors 008, 009, and 012, this sum
included any capitalized exploration and development expenditures by their associated
mining services SICs. Again, estimates of employment, payroll, etc. associated with
each sector's force account construction were estimated from the ratio of value of
shipments (adjusted tor Inventory) to employment, payroll, etc., determined from the
national level mining services data.
Once force account construction values were estimated In this fashion. these values by
state were removed from the particular MRIO sector output and employment totals and
redefined to the construction sector. (The original data are stored In an Initial Data
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File and the adjustments are made in a special Redefinition Data File.) Petroleum
sector force account construction output and employment was removed prior to making
the synthetic split between oil and gas described below, but after the combined output
for Sectors 010 and 011 was adjwited for the output of the natural gas liquids SIC since
no force account construction was assumed to be associated with that SIC. (No attempt
was made to split total mining force account construction between the three BEA
construction 1-0 sector involved: 11061 - new petroleum and natural gas well drilling,
110602 - new petroleum, natural gas, and solid mineral exploration, and 110603 - new
access structures for solid mineral development).
State level oil and gas field service data were scaled to the $9.014 billion control total to
provide estimates of force account construction by state for petroleum and gas exploration Splitting the mining MRIO sector totals by state was accomplished by using, where
available, mining services value of production data by state or by using MRIO sector
output totals by state.
MRlO 055 - Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills
Force-account construction was not estimated for blast furnaces and steel mills due to
the following:
•

The only available data Indicated that the amount was relatively small.
According to the 1977 Census of Manufactures (Source 03105), Industry
Serles, Blast Furnaces (33-A-43), Table 9, the payroll for FAC of blast
furnaces and steel mills was only $42.9 million. This indicates the output
was only slightly more than $100 million.

•

None of the other manufacturing sectors had significant amounts of FAC.

•

It was felt that FAC In this sector Is so Intimately linked to manu-

facturing that It should not be redefined to the construction industries.
MRlO 085 - Railroad.,
According to the, Yearbook of Railroad Facts (Source 22051, 1979, p.56), capital
expenditures for roadways and structures amounted to $751 million. According to
NlPA, new construction for railroads amounted to $737 million. Since the capital
expenditures figure given by the Yearbook could Include land and/or some equipment
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purchases, the NlPA amount will be accepted as a control total. Contract construction
of new railroad facilities ln 1977 was about $239 million (Census). An additional $46
million was spent on architectural and engineering fees. Therefore, by subtraction, new
FAC was $452 million.
In 1977, total railroad maintenance was $3,460 million (Yearbook of Railroad Facts,
p.16). Contract maintenance was only $150 million (Census). Therefore, maintenance

FAC was, by subtraction, $3,310 million.
The Census does not provide sufficient state-level detail to distribute either new or
maintenance contract work among the states. Therefore, no attempt will be made to
distribute contract construction and FAC_separately. Rather, total new construction
($737 million) and total maintenance construction ($3,460 million) will be distributed to
the states. These distributions will be made proportionately to the states' total railroad
mileage (Yearbook, p.47).
MRlO 092 - Communications, Except Radio and Television
This category is made up of telephone and telegraph facilities. According to NIPA, new
construction of such facilities was valued at $4,278 million in 1977. According to the
Census, new contract construction amounted to $1,067 million. The di!ference of
$3,268 Is assumed to be FAC plus architectural and engineering (A&E) fees. A&E fees
have been estimated at $261 million, meaning that new FAC or telephone and telegraph
facilities was about $2,950 million in 1977.
Since there is no readily available state d~ta on new FAC expenditures, the state
distribution of the $3,007 million was based on the increase In the amount of telephones
In use between 1976 and 1977 (Statistical Abstract of the United States (Source 03120),
1978 and 1979, Table 975).
MRIO 094 - Electric Services (Utilities)
To determine FAC for electric utilities, contract construction was deducted from total
construction. Total new construction was obtained from NlPA, while total maintenance
was estimated. Contract construction was estimated based on Census data.
NIPA reports $11,199 million In new electric utility construction by the private sector
in 1977. 1n addition, there was an estimated $1,761 million In new construction by
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Federal and state and local governments. Total new construction, then, was $12,960
million.
Total maintenance was estimated based on 1972 total maintenance as reported by BEA,
and on data from Electrical World for 1972 and 1977 (Source 24014). In 1972, BEA
reported $1,385 million, while EW reported $2,144 million. (The amount reported by EW
Is high because it Includes maintenance or equipment.) In 1977, EW reported $4,568
million. 1977 maintenance was estimated as follows:
(4 568)

'

1 385
•
-2,144

$2,951 million

Maintenance for state and local utilities was estimated by applying the ratio
l,385/2,144 to the amount reported by EW ror state and local utilities:
(413)

1r385 = $267 million
2,144

By subtraction, maintenance ?f private utilities was $2,684 million.

Contract construction was derived from the Census. There is a problem, however, in
that the Census reports data for two categories: "power plants," which includes only
electric generating plants; and "power and communication transmission lines," which
includes telephone and telegraph lines as well as the electrical transmission and
distribution lines. At this point, there is no way or determining what percentage of the
''lines" category should be allocated to the electric utility industry. Therefore, a 50-50
split has been arbitrarily made. The Census data, after converting from gross to net
receipts are: construction of utility plant, $6 1166 million; maintenance or utility plant,
$454 million; construction of power lines, $1,000 million; and maintenance of power
lines, $237 million.
The data presented above are summarized in the table below, In addition, the table
shows part of construction NSK, which was redistributed to all activities, and
architectural and engineering fees. FAC was derived by subtracting the Census data
from the total output.
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(mil.$)
Total:

Census:

FAC

private
public

Total
13,B83
2,028

New
11,199
1,761

Maintenance
2,684
267

Total

15,911

12,960

2,951

6,620
1,237

6,166
1,000

454

Sub-total
7,857
Const., NSK
A&E Fees

7,166
486

691

Total

9,179

8,488

691

6,732

4,472

2,260

utilities
lines

237

836

The state distribution of new F AC for electric utilities was based on the state
distribution of the "application of funds to construction and plant expenditures
(Including land)," as reported in Statistics of Privately Owned Electric Utilities in the
Unites States, 1977 (Source 06103, pp. 300-336). At the national level, the total
application of funds to construction was $20,148 million. However, this figure could not
be used directly since it includes land expenditures and non-construction plant expenditures. To correct for these non-construction expenditures, the total new electric utility
construction expenditures of $12,960 million was distributed to the states proportionate
to the states' application of funds. In other words, the state data were multiplied by
0.643 (12,960/20,148). The result was an estimate of total new construction, by state.
Next, tor each state, the contract construction was subtracted from the total new
construction. This yielded an estimate ot new electric utility FAC for each state. The
contract construction was based on Census data. Two Census categories, power plants
and part of power and communication transmission lines, were combined. Fifty percent
of the receipts In the transmission lines category was added to the power plant
category, to reach a total for new electric utility contract construction.
This procedure led to realistic results for all but seven states, where the estimated F AC
was negative. (The total FAC for these seven states was -$795 million). In these
cases, FAC was assumed to be zero, and the FAC in the other states was adjusted
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downward, proportionate to the states' estimated FAC, by a total or $795 million (14
percent or total FAC).
MRIO 095 - Gas Utilities
Force account construction (FAC) or gas utilities was estimated based on payroll !or
construction workers in the industry. This total was then split between new FAC and
maintenance FAC. Total contractor (non force-account) construction is then obtained
by subtracting new FAC from total new construction as capitalized in the NIPA
accounts. Total contractor construction of gas utilities cannot be derived from Census
data because the Census combines gas pipelines and petroleum pipelines in one activity.

In 1977, the construction payroll or gas utilities was $432 million (1977 Gas Facts,
p.182) (Source 22011). This accounts for only part or the FAC; the cost of materials
must also be included. An output/payroll ratio was calculated for gas utilities, using
data from the Employment and Employee Compensation in the 1972 Input-Output Study
(Source 03518). New and maintenance data were combined in the calculation of this
ratio, which was then applied to the $432 million payroll, yielding an estimate or total
FAC. The calculation are summarized:
1655 + 414
353 •7 + 206 •7 (432) = $1,595 million
This amount must be split between new construction and maintenance construction.
This process is complicated somewhat by the fact that the Census category including
gas utilities also includes· petroleum pipelines. For the construction or gas and
petroleum pipelines, the Census gives:
New pipelines
Maintenance
Total

1,949
309
$2,258 (mil $)

An initial assumption is that all or the contract maintenance is performed on petroleum

pipelines, and that any maintenance performed on gas pipelines is FAC. This appears
reasonable since gas companies are more likely to employ their own maintenance crews
than are petroleum pipeline companies, and, furthermore, the 1972 FAC (BEA 1-0
table) for petroleum pipelines was only $90 million, compared to $905.8 million for gas
utilities.
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An estimate for total maintenance for gas utilities was obtained by multiplying the
1972 maintenance (as given by BEA) by the ratio or (1977 total plant)/(1972 total plant,
as given by 1977 Gas Facts (p. 116 and p. 150, respectively):
(414) 56,668 = 525 (mil $)
44,683
Deducting this entire amount from total F AC provides an estimate for new FAC.
Total FAC

1,595

Maint FAC
New FAC

.....ill
1,070 (mil $)

NIPA reports new private gas utility construction in 1977 as $1,482 million. State and
local government gas utility construction Is estimated at $67 million.

Using the

information developed above, a table showing total construction, contract construction,
and FAC can now be completed.
(mil $)
Total
Contract
FAC

New

Malnt

Total

1,549

525

2,074

479

0

479

525

1,595

1,070

In 1972, FAC made up about U percent of total gas utility construction.

In 1977,

estimated FAC makes up about 77 percent. This indicates that the estimate of $1,595
million may be too high. Furthermore, the estimate of $1,070 million for new FAC for
gas utilities leaves nothing for FAC (or petroleum pipelines. NIPA indicates that new
construction of petroleum pipelines amounted to $1,197 million in 1977. Adding this
amount to gas pipelines yields a total for all new pipeline construction of $2,746
million. The Census Indicates that contract construction or all new pipelines was
$1,949 million. Subtracting the Census amount from the total amount yields an
estimated $797 million for new FAC for all pipelines, compared to the estimated $1,070
million tor new FAC Cor gas pipelines. Examining only the Census data, it the amount
of new contract construction tor gas ($741 million) is subtracted from new contract
construction for all pipelines ($1,949 million), $1,208 million is left for contract
construction or petroleum pipelines (compared to $1,197 million in total new construction reported by NlPA). This analysis provides further evidence that the FAC estimate
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(or gas utilities may be too high. In any event, FAC for petroleum pipelines is so small
that for all practical purposes it can be assumed to be zero.
MRIO 105 - Real Estate
Mr. Alan Blum (Source 03126) has made the following estimates or new residential
FAC:
•

Single family residential, new: $4,928 million,

•
•

Single ramily residential, additions and alterations: $5,060 million;
MultiCamily residential, additions and alterations: $313 million.

Blum's estimate regarding single-ramily residential FAC (new) is diCCicult to verify. His
estimates regarding additions and alterations, however, are subject to verification.
According to Residential Alterations and Repairs, May 1978 C 50-77-5, (Source
a total or $14,237 million was spent on additions and alterations in 1977.
amount, $12,015 million was spent on jobs costing more than $25, and $2,222
was spent on jobs costing less than $25. Of the $12,015 million spent on jobs

03122),
Of this
million
costing

more than $25, $4,538 million represented payments (or building materials purchased
directly by the owner. Thus, of the jobs costing more than $25, $4,538 million (37 .8%)
represents FAC. If this same proportion holds true for jobs costing less than $25, then
there is an additional $840 million in new FAC (.378 x 52222 = 5840). The total FAC,
then, according to Residential Alterations and Repairs, ls approximately $5,378
millions. This is extremely close to Blum's estimate of $5,373 million.
In view of the above verification or Blul)l'S estimate of FAC for additions and
alterations, it seems reasonable to accept not only that estimate, but also the one

regarding new single-family residential structures. To sum marlze, total new F AC for
single-family structures Is $9,988 million, while for new multifamily structures it ls
$313 million.
Since Residential Alterations and Repairs provides no state-level data, the residential
FAC will be distributed to states proportionately to the states' net receipts (or singlefamily residential structures and multifamily residential structures, respectively.
The publication Residential Alterations and Repairs can also be used to estimate the
amount of maintenance FAC performed on residential structures. This publication can
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be used to create the following table:
(mll $)
Repairs
Replacements
TOTAL

4,042

Multifamily
5,639
1,657

11,344
5,699

9,747

7,296

17,043

Singlefamily
5,707

Total

FAC may now be estimated. Contract maintenance construction, as reported by the
Census, can be subtracted from the total maintenance construction shown above. The
result will be F AC. This is shown In the following table:

Total
Contract

Singlefamily
9,747
7,102

FAC

2,645

(mil $)

Multifamily
7,296
1,379
5,917

Total

8,562

This estimate may be checked against the data in Table 13 of Residential Alterations
and Repairs, which shows payments for building materials purchased directly by owner
for maintenance jobs of $25 or more. Table 13 indicates that such purchases amounted
to $1,845 million for repairs and $776 million for replacements. Thus, FAC for jobs
costing more than $25 amounted to $2,621 million. For jobs costing less than $25,
repairs accounted for $5,956 million while replacements accounted for $1,657 milliori.
The total cost or these small jobs was $7,613 million. It is difficult, however, to
estimate what proportion or such jobs was FAC. If 75 percent or these jobs were
performed by the homeowner, or performed !>Y a contractor with materials purchased
by the homeowner, then FAC tor jobs ot less than $25 amounts to $5,710 million.
Adding $5,710 million to $2,621 million gives a total estimated FAC or $8,331 million.
Although slightly lower than the first estimate, it does lend credibility to the first
estimate, provided the 75 percent figure Is accepted.
The assumption that 75 percent

ot the jobs costing less than $25 are performed with

materials purchased by owners Is arbitrary, but reasonable. These are small jobs, such
as repairing broken windows, fixing a light switch, or painting a porch. Indeed, it seems
difficult to imagine a contractor doing anything for less than $25. In view or this rough
verification or the original estimate, residential maintenance FAC will be assumed to
be $8,562 million.
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FAC for renter-occupied non-residential buildings is difficult to estimate, but is
assumed to be relatively insignificant. This assumption Is based on the fact that I-0
Sector 71.0200 accounted for only $383.3 million in maintenance or non-residential
buildings in 1972 (BEA I-0 Tables). Much or this amount, furthermore, was probably
contract maintenance.
MRIO 094 - Federal Electric Utilities and State and Local Electric Utilities
In 1972, BEA made individual estimates or FAC or electric utilities for private electric
utilities, and State and local electric utilities. For purposes or this study, however, only

one estimate, covering FAC or all electric utilities, has been made. New FAC was
estimated at $5794 million and maintenance FAC was estimated at $2260 million. The
methodology used to generate these estimates is discussed above, in the section titled
MRIO 094 - Electric Services (Utilities).
MRIO 119 - Other State and Local Government Enterprises
No data were available for FAC for other state and local government enterprises. BEA
provided some data on FAC compensation that was used to estimate total FAC for each
or the four state and local final demand sectors. These estimates of 1977 FAC and the
BEA estimates of 1972 FAC were used to estimate 1977 FAC for other state and local
government enterprises.
In 1972, BEA estimated total FAC for the four final demand sectors at $7,059 million,
and for other government enterprises, $2,455 million. The total estimated FAC for
1977 for the four final demand sectors is $11,786 million. FAC for other government
enterprises for 1977 is then estimated by:
11,786
7, 059 (2,455) = $4,100 million

The $4,100 million must be split between new and maintenance, and then distributed to
the individual construction activities. (Since all new construction is part of final
demand, the new FAC will be redefined to the appropriate final demand sector.) The
distribution was based on the activities remaining In the 1972 I-0 tables after
eliminating all the activities that are not government enterprises. After Isolating the
1972 new construction that originated in the other government enterprises sector and
that was redefined to a final demand sector, new FAC was estimated by applying
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1972/1977 ratios to total state and local government construction, and by accepting
some or Blum's estimates or FAC tor state and local governments.

The tollowing table summarizes the results ror new FAC.

M.filQ
015

Activiti
6

12

12
12
016

28

27

26

33

018

35
35

Descrietion
OUice Buildings
Other Buildings
Other Buildings
Other Buildings

Government Function
General Government
General Government
Air & Water Transportation
Other Commercial Activities

Subways
Local Transit
Gas Utilities
Sewer & Water Mains. Sewer & Water
Sewer & Water Mains.
Other Nonbuilding
Other Nonbuilding
Total

Air & Water Transportation
Other Commercial

(mil $)
New FAC
38
10
18
18
68
21

473
159
37
7

849

Subtracting $849 million from $4,100 million leave $3,251 million for maintenance FAC.
This was distributed to construction activities proportionate to 1972 maintenance as
reported by BEA for other state and local government enterprises. The results are
summarized in the table below.

Activity
12
27
26

33
14
35

Description
Other Nonresidential
Gas Utilities
Sewer and Water Mains
Sewer and Water Plants
Highways (tolls)
Other Nonbuild!ng
Tot al

(mil $)
_!A£_
134
19

177
_ill
3251

*1906 is f'or water f'acilitles; 896 is for sewer facilities.
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Final Demand - Federal Government Purchases, Non-Defense
The estimate ror new FAC in the Federal non-defense sector was based on compensation ror force-account construction. NIPA Table 5.4 indicates that total public new
construction, including FAC compensation, was $39,455 million; NIPA Table 3.7 B
Indicates that total public new construction, excluding FAC compensation was $38,324
million. The difference or $ll31 million is new FAC compensation. Deducting $884
million ror state and local government FAC compensation, leaves $247 million for
Federal new FAC compensation. Rather than making an arbitrary split between
defense and non-defense, this entire amount was allocated to the non-defense sector.
(In 1972, about 85 percent or all Federal FAC originated in the non-defense sector.)
Total new FAC (compensation plus materials) can be estimated by multiplying the FAC
compensation by an appropriate output/compensation ratio. Most or the Federal nondefense construction is conservation and development (62 percent in 1972). Therefore,
it seems reasonable that most or the FAC is devoted to conservation and development
facilities, and all or it will be so allocated. In 1972, the ratio or output/compensation
for new conservation and development facilities was 2.25 (output= 2172; compensation
= 965). New FAC is then calculated directly:
FAC = (2.25)($247) = $556 million
Final Demand - State and Local Government Purchases
The same methodology and data sources were used to estimate force-account construction ror all four or the State and Local Government final demand sectors. The basic
methodology was to estimate FAC compensation Cora particular government function,
and then multiply this estimate by an output/compensation ratio for an appropriate
construction activity. The product is an estimate or force-account construction by
function and activity. The data source for FAC compensation by government function
was a printout of unreleased projections by BEA (Source 03516). The Employment and
Employee Compensation in the 1972 Input Output Study (Source 03518) was used to
calculate output/compensation ratios. Arter multiplication, the estimates or FAC were
aggregated to the final demand sector level.
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Exhibit 4-5 shows the estimates or FAC compensation by function tor both new
construction and maintenance, the output/compensation ratios used for each function,
and the FAC estimates. The symbol N/A means that BEA estimates or FAC
compensation were not available. A brief discussion of each final demand sector
follows.
Education
It was assumed that all new FAC compensation for this sector was for educational
buildings, and the output/compensation ratio was based on BEA activity 11.0207 -new
educational buildings. All maintenance FAC compensation was assumed to be for
buildings, and the output/compensation ratio was based on BEA activity 12.0201 maintenance and repair or other non farm buildings.
Health, Welfare, and Sanitation
New FAC compensation for function five, health, was multiplied by the output/compensation ratio for BEA activity 11.0209 - new other nonfarm buildings. New FAC
compensation for function six, hospitals, was multiplied by the output/compensation
ratio tor BEA activity 11.0208 - new hospitals and institutional buildings. All
maintenance FAC compensation was assumed to be for buildings, and the output/compensation ratio was based on BEA activity 12.0201 - maintenance and repair of .other
nonfarm buildings.
BEA provided no estimates of FAC for functions seven and eight (sewerage and other
sanitation). FAC for these functions was estimated separately. See discussion above
for MRIO 119 - Other State and Local Government Enterprises.
Safety
According to the BEA projections, there is no new force-account construction in this
sector. All the maintenance FAC compensation is assumed to be for buildings, and the
output/compensation ratio is based on BEA activity 12.0201 - maintenance and repair or
other nonfarm buildings.
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EXHIBIT 4-5:
FORCE-ACCOUNT FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
($ Millions)

t

.

~·

.."'

Final Demand
Sector
Education

...

II:

Ill

I(

I

Health,
Welfare,
Sanitation

.
.,.

Safety

Government Function

1. Higher Education
2. Elementary & Secondary Ed.
3. Libraries
4• Other Education
Total

5. Health
6. Hospitals
7. Sewerage
8. Other Sanitation
9. Welfare
Total

10. Police
11. Fire
12. Correction
Total

Other General 13. General Government
Government
14. Highways
15. Natural Resources
16. Parks and Recreation
17. Airports
18. Housing and Urban Renewal
19. Public Utilities
20. Other Commercial Activities
Total

New FAC
Com12ensation

5.576
14.930
0
0
1.347
5.645
N/A
N/A
0

New
X

Out/Com12.

6425 /1977 .6

Totah All State and Local FAC (except government enterprises)

FAC

18.1
48.5

6Ll
2907.6/909,3
4180/1472

4.3
16.0

20-3

0
0
0
26.070
469.594
47,420
55.037
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

=

Maint FAC
ComQensation

m.m}

1124.561
15.768
19,326

"·"'}

123.567
N/A
N/A

3331.9

11512.7/4952,2

389,0

14,264
389.0

"·'"}

-r

46.421

78.8

276.343
3146.169
98.727

1371.7
106.7
123.9

11512. 7 /4952.2

Maint.
FAC

3331.9

15.598

6263/2072
10429/3570.4
2172 /964. 9
2172/964.9

Out/Come

114.585
NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A

11512. 7 /4952.2

187.2
187.2

11512, 7 /4952. 2
4185.3 /2518. 7
602,4 /423.3
602.4 /423,3

642.4
5228.0
140.5
163.1

1681,1

6174.0

1768.0

10082.1

Other General Government
New FAC compensation for !unction 13, general government, was assumed to be Cor
ortice buildings, and the output/compensation ratio was based on BEA activity 11.0202 new orrice buildings. New FAC compensation for function 14, highways, was multiplied
by the output/compensation ratio for BEA activity 11.0400 - new highways and streets.
New FAC compensation for functions 15, natural resources, and for !unction 16, parks
and recreation, was assumed to be for conservation and development. The output/compensation ratio for these two activities was based on BEA activity 11.0506 - new
conservation and development facilities.
Maintenance FAC compensation for function 13, general government, was assumed to
be for buildings, and the output/compensation ratio was based on BEA activity 12.0201 maintenance and repair or other nonfarm buildings. Maintenance FAC compensation
for function 14, highways, was multiplied by the output/compensation ratio for BEA
activity 12.0214 - maintenance and repair of highways and streets. Maintenance FAC
compensation for function 15, natural resources, and for function 16, parks and
recreation, was assumed to be for BEA activity 12.0213 - maintenance and repair or
conservation and development facilities.
BEA provided no estimates or FAC for the following functions in this sector: function
17, airports; function 18, housing and urban renewal; function 19, public utilities
(water supply, electric power, gas supply, and local transit); and function 20, other
commercial activities (parking lots and liquor stores). FAC for these functions was
estimated separately. See discussion of MRIO 119 - Other State and Local Government
Enterprises.
Adjustments to Sector Data for Force-Account Construction
The data Cor output, employment, payroll and value added associated with forceaccount construction (FAC) will be Included in the appropriate MRlO construction
sector. Correspondingly, the data for the originating sectors must be adjusted as
necessary to exclude data associated with force-account construction.
The estimates for the amount or force-account construction by sector are shown In
Exhibit 4-4. The adjustments to the originating sectors differ depending upon how the
data were developed Initially and for this reason are discussed below under headings
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convenient for distinguishing these ditrerences. For a given MRIO sector, the
treatment of the data associated with new FAC and maintenance FAC is identical.
Mining Sectors
In estimating force-account construction in the mining sectors, capitalized values of
construction work by type in the revised estimates of the National Income and Product
Accounts (NIPA) contained in the July 1979 Survey of current Business (Source 03501)
were used. In 1977, slightly over $10 billion was spent on mining exploration, shafts,
and wells.

Of this total, $9,135 billion represented capitalized expenditures on

petroleum exploration and well drilling. This figure was assumed to be the control total
for total construction in MRIO Sectors 010 and 011. The remainder ($932 million) was
taken to be the control total for all other mining (I.e., nonpetroleum exploration and
development) force-account construction. This latter figure would be apportioned
among the remaining five MRIO mining sectors.
Of the $9,135 billion in petroleum mining force-account construction, it was assumed
that most of it represented output of the oil and gas field services in 1977 along with
some capitalized expenditure on exploration and development by the oil and gas
producing SIC. With total force-account construction output established to be $9,135
billion, estimates or the employment, payroll, cost or materials, and value added
associated with this output were calculated based on the ratios of value of shipments
(adjusted for inventory change) to employment, payroll, etc., determined from the
national level oil and gas field services data. State level oil and gas field service data
were also scaled to the $9.1 billion control total to provide estimates or force-account
construction by state.
As indicated above, capitalized force-account construction in the oil and gas extraction
Industry has been excluded In developing the output, employment, payroll, and value
added measures for the oil and gas industries (MRIO 010 and 011). The specific inputs
of materials and services were developed excluding Inputs to the oil_ and gas service
Industries (SIC 138) in which most or the capitalized work is performed, and which In
total account for output or approximately the same amount as the capitalized work
(actually the service industries do some work on current account and some capitalized
work Is performed In the operating Industries.) Thus, the adjustments necessary are
already made In the original data development. (These adjustments were made at that
stage of the work In order to simplify the split of the oil and gas Industry into two
separate sectors.)
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No adjustments were made for force-account construction in the other mineral sectors
However, the capitalized value of the construction was not
Included in output; only the value of mineral products is included in output. Thus, It is
necessary to adjust only the Input controls, specific Input data, employment, payrolls
and value added to exclude the data associated with force-account construction.

in the original data.

The remaining $932 million or other mining force-account construction was split among
the remaining five MRIO sectors proportional to the sum of capitalized exploration and
development expenditures of the SICs comprising those sectors. For Sectors 008, 009,
and 012, this sum Included any capitalized exploration and development expenditures by
their associated mining services SICs. Estimates of value added, employment, and
payrolls associated with each sector's force-account construction were estimated Crom
ratios determined from the national level mining services data. The value of total
intermediate Inputs was calculated by subtracting value added associated with FAC
from the total value of FAC In each sector. Splitting the national MRIO sector totals
was again accomplished by using, where available, mining services value or production
data by state or by using MRIO sector output totals by state. The adjustments to each
mining sector are as follows:
(mil $)

MRIO
007
008
009
012
013

Value
of
FAC
97.9
363.8
417.3
27.9
25.1

Total Intermediate
Ineuts
30.3
106.8
104.0

Value
Added
67.6
257.0
"313.3
19.1

8.8
9.1

16.0

Number
of Emeioiees
2000
7600
6800
600
500

Pairoll
31.2
118.6
118.9
9.9
8.3

The specific inputs associated with FAC in the mining sectors were estimated by
applying the BEA Input vector for new access structures for solid mineral development
(11.0508) to the value of total Intermediate inputs. The BEA input vector was applied
to each of the five values of total intermediate inputs, and the resulting vector of
inputs was deducted from the inputs of the appropriate mining sector.
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Other Sectors
Adjustments to other sectors were limited to the data for employment, payrolls, and
value added, except for the Federal government sector (for which adjustments to
specific inputs were also necessary). This was the case since none of the output data as
developed for these other sectors included the capitalized value of force-eccount
construction, and the specific inputs were based on data that excluded Inputs for forceaccount construction. These adjustments are discussed below.
Employment and Payroll
Two distinct methodologies were used to estimate employment and payroll associated
with force-account construction. The first methodology covers the private-sector
MRIOs, while the second covers the public-sector MRIOs.
The F AC associated with each of the private sector MRIOs was redefined to a
particular construction activity. Employment/output and payroll/output ratios, based
on the Census data for each activity, were then applied to the FAC output. This
yielded estimates of employment and payroll. These estimated values were deducted
from the originating sector, and were added to the appropriate construction activity.
The FAC associated with the public-sector MRIOs was actually estimated by using
employee compensation data provided by BEA. This compensation was !irst adjusted to
allow for employee benefits, and was then deducted from the appropriate MRlO payroll
data. Relationships from the Census construction data were used to estimate the
amount of employment associated with the ~ti mates of F AC payroll. The employment
estimates were then deducted from the appropriate MRIO employment data. The
payroll and employment estimates were added to the appropriate construction activity.
Value Added
the case for employment and payroll, two distinct methodologies were used to
estimate value added associated with force-account construction: one for the privatesector MRIOs and one for the public-sector MRIOs.
As was
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For the private-sector FAC, value added was estimated by using ratios of value added
to output from the 1972 BEA I-0 tables, The ratio corresponding to the construction
activity to which the FAC was redefined was applied to the FAC output, yielding an
estimate of value added. These estimates were deducted from the appropriate privatesector MRIO value added, and were added to the appropriate construction activity value
added.
For the public-sector FAC, value added is equivalent to compensation, which is already·
known. These values were deducted from the public-sector MRIOs and added to the
appropriate construction activity.
Specific Inputs to Federal Government
The only force-account construction identified in the federal government was conservation and development. Specific inputs to the Federal government sector, nondefense, were adjusted to exclude inputs associated with this force-account construction. This was necessary since the inputs to Federal government were based on
contract awards data and Census data on shipments to the Federal government (MA 175
survey) which included such inputs. The adjustment was made by subtracting the inputs
developed for this segment of force-account construction (in association with the
development of inputs to all construction activities) from the inputs originally developed for the Federal government.
Reconciliation or the 1977 Census or Construction Industries and
the 1977 Value of New Construction Put In Place Series
The 1977 Census and the 1977 VIP series are the two primary data sources that provide
Information on the amount of construction activity. The Census data are being used In
this project because the Census provides state-level output, employment, and payroll
data. The VIP data are being used to establish national control totals. (The VIP data are
being used as a control because the BEA control totals and NIPA are based on the VIP
series.) Although both the Census and the VIP series provide measures of output by
construction activity, the two sets of data are not directly comparable, Therefore,
prior to comparing the Census data to the VIP data certain adjustments must be made
to take Into account the discrepancies discussed below. Arter these adjustments are
made, any remaining dirferences must be accounted for, and further adjustments to the
Census data may be required.
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Differences Between the Census and the VIP Series
The Census of Construction Industries is conducted every five years, while the VIP
series is a result of monthly surveys. The methodologies and universes covered by these
two programs differ significantly, leading to differences in the measures of output. The
differences in the two series can be summarized as follows:
•

The Census reports actual receipts obtained in 1977 regardless of when
the construction took place, while the VIP series reports the value of
construction work done in 1977 regardless of when payment was received.

•

For individual- construction activities, the Census data are given in gross
receipts, while the VIP reports the value of construction based on final
costs.

•

The Census includes data on only those establishments classified in the
construction industry (by SIC), while the VIP series reports the value of all
new construction work, including force-account construction.

•

Architectural and engineering fees are not included in the construction
receipts reported by the Census, but are Included in the VIP data.

•

The gross receipts given In the Census for individual construction activities do not include receipts for approximately 720,000 nonemployer
establishments accounting for $20.2 billion in construction receipts. The
VIP series includes the value ·or new construction performed by such
establishments, but not the value of maintenance and repair activities.

•

The Census reports $9.2 billion of gross receipts for "Construction, Not
Specified by Kind." There is no similar category in the VIP, because
classifications are assigned by analysts.

•

Some of the Census building categories, particularly industrial buildings,
include the value of a great deal of installed equipment; the VIP series
does not.
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•

There are discrepancies In the two series due to definitional differences
and mlsclass!Cication by respondents. For example, VIP data !or buildings
often include auxiliary facilities such as parking lots, streets, water and
sewer connections, sidewalks, and fences built in conjunction with the
buildings. The Census classifications are based on the function of the
structure while VIP classifications, as in the example above, are sometimes based on the ownership of the project. Regarding misclassification
by respondent, in the Census the respondents select the category of
construction from a preprinted list on the questionnaire, and Interpretation of these categories could vary among respondents. In the VIP series,
most classifications are assigned by analysts based on the project description.

In order to compare the Census with the VIP or NIP A, the data must be adjusted to
account for the discrepancies discussed above. These adjustments are discussed in the
following section.
The Census data for each activity can be aggregated in either of two ways to reach
national totals by construction activity. First, the establishment-level data (Table 5,
Industry Series) can be summed across all 27 four-digit SICs. Alternatively, the statelevel data (Table 7, Geographic Area Series) can be summed across all states. Although
one would expect the results to be identical, this turns out not to be the case. In most
cases, the aggregation of national establishment-level data yields higher national totals
for Individual construction activities than does the aggregation or state-level data. The
significant exceptions are the "other residential buildings" and the "other nonbuilding
construction" categories, which are much higher if aggregated across states than if
aggregated across SICs. These discrepancies result because, at the state level, some of
the activities show a very low level of receipts and are Included with the "other"
categories. The Census data, summed across states, are shown In Exhibit 4-6, Column 1.
Adjustments were made to several activities to bring them Into accord with the SICbased totals. These adjustments are shown In Exhibit 4-6, Column 10.
MRIO New Construction Output File and Comparison with NIPA
Exhibit 4-6 summarizes the data that were used to create the new construction output
flle shows certain adjustments that were made to the basic data presents the MRIO
total new construction output file by MRIO sector and construction activity, and
compares the MRIO measure or output with the NIPA measure of output,
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EXHIBIT 4-81
NEW CONSTRUC11ON OUTPUT AND COMPARISON

1

MRIO/
Actlwltz

A&B

..!!!!L .!!!!-

'
-.!2!!L
Sub-

10,053
1,951

871

171

11,144
1,154

1,015
134

1,101

HI

021
029
031
027
032
OZI
03J

22

11

014
011

111
025

11'

111
014
015
011
017
OIi

on

022
023
024
030
034
035
037
OJI
040

...

35

77
331
377
17

.

1,460
S,583
877

11,HT
1,541

UtlUtlea
Communeln Tra•
Linea
Subways
Rallroadl
Electric
Petroleum Plpenn.
Gaa UtllltlM
Sewer, Water Mein
Sewap, Water Plant

018
017
011
011
OlD
011
011

£!!!!!!I!~

10
11
12
Reportlnf MRIO
Correction
_!I!!!!.. _Ml:_
~

11,HT
1,541

'9,690
1,884
17,809
1,313
S,169
635
1,320
5 1 971
1,424
1,485

87

HI
511
410
TO
13
461
320

s,ooo

•

41,122
1,951
14,352
1,974
4,168
443
1,382
1,077
s,111
1,571

1,127

Nonresidential
Nonhousekeepq
lndulltrlal

~

I
Sub-

1,131

1,147
108
1,045
460
329

OU

EBt.
w/o PR

wrru NIPA

40,190
1,884
U,T&7
1,369
4,511
407
1,320
S,971
4,Ht
1,485

44,211
1,711
11,115
om.,.,, Bank
7,211
Sloret, Garqee
1,130
Amusement
530
Religious
410
Educational
1,174
H011pllal
1,727
Other NonNlldenllal 1,371

013

Equip.

7
Under

17,00S
ST ,911
,,011

45,244
31,028
7,217

011

8

ID,301
1,181
313

2,262
1,713
541

Restdentlal
Single
Apartment

s

51,704
47,931
1,772

1,503
1,112
311

011
011

N

3

40,47t
34,201
l,2TT

114

-:a

Delc~tlan

c-,

Net Rcpta

I
Censt.

4,U2
171
(t,000)
(',042)
(1,144)
(1,351)
(221)

(1,435)

87

515
105
341
31
12
108
110
113

.

3,171
(1,DI)

,,112

,,011
(500)

73$

ll,TtO1,150

IOI

13'
HI

3,135
1,,12

3,135
1,911

1,441
1,420

314
170

314

T,220
1,780

,,220
1,780

Highways
Hlghwaya
llrldgt!a, TU-II

12,115
10,131
1,011

122
157

730
730

U,147
11,523
2,U4

U,747
11,523
1,224

1,374
1,U4

Other Constructlall
Farm Bulldlnp
Swlmmi,. Paoli
Airport.

11,785
471
317

(T ,151)
H
11

TH
175

11,411
781
38S

11,411
781
31S

11,,n

43
171
S15

1
17
II
3
34
375
I
355
(1,011)

14.

HO

90S
421
201

135

u,111
4,241
Ut
735
12,1193
1,tn
1,740
7,641
1,981
15,121
12,897
1,224

1,10D

(3,1711

H,117
2,111
315

TIT

44
311
541
71
1,814
S,511
121
,,121

.....
1,311
1,315

13
Adj.

14
NIPA

..!2!!!!.. ..!2!!!!..
71,T0l
11,300
10,401

Tl,TIT
81,167

41,HI

41,415
80
1,751
14,180

u,uo

1,041
1,111
4,171
5,770
(4,471)

IT,T13

:H,OTT
4,271

(4,471)

1,lU

737
11,199
1,117
1,412
7,114

(1,117)

.,.04

t,310

H,117

11,122
1,073

P■ rkln&

Fencing
Dams, Rnerwoln
Marine Constructloll
Hart>ors, Porta
Const. 6: DenL
HMY)' Ind.

ouneldl

Ill

Other Nonbulldlnf
Const, NSK
Drilling
Mining
Mllll■l'J

NA11ONAL TOTALS

.

129

.,548
l,TH
1,011

11

214
271

44
311
541
72
177
1,923
121
1,351

44
311
$41

72
177

1,123
121
1,351

(1,404)
44

1,014

,u

Fae,

(1,717)

3,112

4,112

9,014
932

1,13_5
132

1,631
Ul,751

1,309

144,010

(9,000)

5,000

1,410

141,520

31,737

113,257

-

113,117

113,351

Column 1: Net Receipts
Net receipts were derived from the 1977 Census of Construction Industries.

The

methodology used to convert establishment-based gross receipts to activity-based net
receipts is described at the beginning of this chapter.
Column 2: Redistribution of Construction, NSK
The Census reports approximately $8,018 million In net receipts for construction not
specified by kind.

This entire amount was redistributed to the other construction

activities proportionate to net receipts. This was done because neither BEA nor NlPA
have a similar classification.
Column 3: Architectural and Engineering Fees
Architectural and engineering fees were derived from estimates made by Mr. George
Rolf, for a paper entitled "Comparison of the 1977 Census of Construction Industries
and the Value of New Construction Put in Place Series" (Source 03126), prepared by
Mr. Alan I. Blum, Construction Statistics Division, Bureau of the Census.

Roff

estimates $8,309 million in architectural and engineering fees directly related to new
construction activities. The 1977 Census of Service Industries (Source 03103) reports
$10,301 million In architectural and engineering fees ($7,699 million in receipts for
design engineering and $2,602 million in receipts for architectural services).

The

difference could represent architectural and engineering fees for maintenance construction and for projects that were not actually constructed.
Column 4: Sub-Total (Net Rcpts + Const, NSK+ A&E Fees)
Column four shows the results of adding Census net receipts, the redistributed
construction n.s.k., and architectural and engineering fees.
Column 5: Equipment Deduction

In several of the nonresidential building activities, according to Blum, the Census
unintentionally included the value of a great deal of installed equipment, leading to
infiated receipts. This is especially true for industrial buildings and hospitals, and, to a
lesser extent, for commercial buildings. After distributing the NlPA amount for other
nonresidential buildings ($5,770 million) to the individual NIPA nonresidential building
activities, the NIPA total for industrial buildings, commercial buildings, and hospitals ts
just over nine billion dollars more than the MRIO total for the same buildings.
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Therefore, nine billion dollars is being deducted from MRIO 015 to adjust for the
Census' inclusion of equipment. This amount was deducted Crom the individual
activities proportionate to the totals in column five.
Column 6: Establishments Without Payroll
The Census reports that establishments without payroll collected $20.1 billion in total
business receipts. These are predomlnantely one-man establishments that seem to fall
into one of two categories: those that report more than $100,000 In receipts, and
probably subcontract all the work, therefore accounting !or very little net receipts;
those that report less than $100,000 in receipts, and probably perform most of the work
themselves, therefore accounting for a substantial amount of net receipts. The
establishments reporting more than $100,000 each account for $9.4 billion in receipts
while those reporting less than $100,000 each account for $10.7 billion in receipts.
Furthermore, it is thought that these smaller establishments do a good deal of
maintenance work as well as new construction.
In view of the above, It has been decided to allocate $10 billion In net receipts Crom
establishments without payroll, this amount to be split evenly between new construction
and maintenance construction.
Column 7: Undercoverage of Residential Buildings
An addition of $6,460 million was made to MRIO 014 to correct for undercoverage of
residential buildings by the Census. This adjustment was required for two reasons.
First, it is important that the MRIO grand total for new construction agree with the
NIPA grand total for new construction. After the adjustments for equipment and !or
establishments without payroll, the MRIO total ls $176,891 million, compared to the
NIPA total of $183,351 million. The MRIO total is $6,460 million less than the NIPA
total. Therefore, an addition of $6,460 must be made to the MRlO grand total. An
examination of the MRIO-level totals reveals the greatest discrepancy exists in MRIO
014, residential buildings. (Note: This adjustment was made prior to the location
adjustment discussed previously, and some of the totals were changed as a result. This
accounts for the remaining difference between MRIO and NIPA of $94 million.)
Secondly, Blum states that "between December 1976 and December 1977 there was a 19
percent increase in the number of speculatively built houses under construction but not
yet sold which would indicate that Census receipts would be at a lower level." For this
reason it was decided to add the entire amount of $6,460 million to MRIO 014.
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Column 8: Subtotal (Census Net Rcpts + A&:E Fees + Adjustments)
Column eight shows the result of adding the adjustments to Column ,.
Column 9: Force-Account Construction
An estimated $36,737 million in new FAC was performed in 1977. The methodologies
used to estimate $33,065 million of this amount are described in an earlier section of
this chapter. The remaining estimates were ·based on estimates by Roff and Blum. The
largest part of this amount was accounted for by farm facilities ($2,100 million). Most
of the remainder was for nonresidential buildings.
Column 10: Reporting Corrections
The Census data can be summed by activity to the national level in either of two ways:
by addi~ across states or by addi~ across SICs. The two methods do not yield
identical totals. Generally, the activity totals are lower when the totals are taken
across states than when taken across SICs; the difference is found in the "heavy
industrial construction" and the "other nonbuilding construction" activities. Therefore,
it was necessary to transfer a total or $3,171 million from these two activities to the
"electric utility" and "gas utility" activities where most or the shortage occurred. In
addition, $1,259 million was moved Crom activity 25 (transmission lines) to activity 31
(electric utilities), to make these activities comparable to the corresponding NIPA
activities. Also, $500 million was transferred from activity 27 (oil pipelines) to activity·
32 (gas utilities), to make these activities comparable to the corresponding NIPA
activities.
Column 11: MRIO Totals
The totals shown in column 11 are the final MRIO output totals. BEA input vectors will
be applied to these totals, less value added.
Columns 12 and 13: Adjustments and Adjusted Totals
The adjustments in column 12 and the adjusted totals in column 13 are shown to
illustrate how the two data sets may be more nearly reconciled at the MRIO level.
These adjustments are implied by the differences in what Is included in the Census and
NIPA classifications. According to Blum, NIPA "includes privately built streets and
utilities in the value of houses, whereas the Census includes this type of work in the
nonbuilding category." Therefore, the amount of privately built water and sewer
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facilities, as well as highways and streets, may be reallocated to residential buildings.
These adjustments were not made to the MRIO as it is necessary to maintain the
Integrity of the Census detail as far as possible since it is the only comprehensive data
available at the state leveL
Column 14: NIPA Totals
These totals are shown for comparison purposes.
Note: Exhibit 4-6 shows the MRIO new construction data in its final form. In some
cases, the data in Exhibit 4-6 differ from that described in the text due to the following
reasons:
•

FAC was estimated prior to the "location of construction versus location
of establishment" adjustment. This adjustment slightly altered the
activity-level totals at the national leveL

•

For the Individual states, the location adjustment was made to the total
of Census net receipts, plus architectural and engineering fees, plus the
adjustments shown in columns 6, 7, and 8.

•

For the purposes of estimating FAC at the national level, the national
total of construction NSK was redistributed to the activities, proportionate to net receipts. However, construction NSK was actually redistributed within each state, proportionate to net receipts. The two distributions give slightly different activity totals at the national level.

•

The national total of Census' net receipts for a given activity can be
found in either of two ways: by summing across SICs or by summing
across states. The totals differ because, for some states, activities with a
low level of receipts are aggregated or are included with the "other
nonbullding" category.
Data Limitations

All of the data limitations of consequence have been discussed throughout this
methodology. For purposes of convenience, they are summarized below.
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1.

The use or VIP and NIPA data as national output control totals - For the most
part, the VIP data are considered to be the most reliable measure of national
output. However, several qualifications are necessary. First, it was necessary
to add architectural and engineering !ees to the Census data. These additions
were based on estimates made by Blum and Roff. A comparison of the total
estimated addition with the 1977 Census of Service Industries data indicates that
the estimates are fairly accurate In total, but gives no information as to the
accuracy of the estimates at the MRIO activity level. Since the total additions
for architectural and engineering fees represent only 4.8 percent of the total
VIP, any error Involved would be relatively smalL

2.

Reconciliation of the Census data with the VIP control totals - The problems
encountered in this reconciliation have already been extensively discussed.
Discrepancies between the two sets of data led to the following adjustments to
the Census data:
•

The residential buildings category (MRIO Sector 014) was increased by
$6.46 billion.

•

The nonresidential buildings category (MRlO Sector 015) was decreased by
$9.0 billion.
In addition, several synthetic adjustments were made to the MRlO data

for purposes of comparison. These adjustments were "synthetic" in the
sense that they were an attempt to reconcile discrepancies resulting from
differences in classification between the Census and NIPA series, and
were made only for illustrative purposes. The major such adjustment was
to highways and streets. Data from the Department of Transportation
indicate that the Census measurement Is more accurate than the VIP
measurement.
3.

Addition of $5,000 million In receipts from establishments without payroll -This
adjustment has already been discussed. This adjustment could be overstated to
the extent that there Is duplication of receipts due to subcontracting, some of
the receipts may be for nonconstruction activities, and some of the receipts may
represent maintenance activities. On the other hand, the adjustment may be

11

understated to the extent that more than 50 percent or the total receipts from
establishments without payroll actually represents new construction. (50 percent
or the total $10 million was allocated to new construction).
4.

Redistribution or construction NSK - $8,018 million in net receipts was
redistributed from construction, NSK to the other construction activities
proportionate to net receipts. To the extent that the actual distribution of such
receipts does not follow that pattern, there could be a small error at the MRIO
leveL

5.

Estimation or missing data - At the national SIC level and at the state level,
some data were estimated. These data, which were withheld by the Census to
avoid disclosure or individual company data, make up a small proportion of the
total. Any estimating error is believed to be insignificant.

6.

Estimation or net receipts from gross receipts data - The estimating techniques
have already been extensively discussed. The methodology assumed that the
ratio or (net receipts)/(gross receipts) for a particular activity was similar across
all states. Differences between states were, it was further assumed, accounted
for when the Initial estimates were scaled to reach the state totals. To the
extent that the first assumption Is in error, then, within individual states,
estimates for certain activities could be high while estimates for other activities
could be low.

6.

Estimation or employment and payroll data - The limitations that apply to the
estimation of net receipts apply generally to the estimation of employment and
payroll. In estimating "all employment" for example, it was assumed that the
ratio or (all employment)/(net receipts) for a particular activity was similar
across all states, with differences between states being accounted for by the
scaling process. However, If several activities within an individual state had a
higher-than-average labor intensity, then the employment estimates for these
activities would tend to be too low. 1be employment estimates for the other
activities within the state would then be correspondingly high.
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CHAPTER 5
MANUFACTURING
MRIO Sectors:
020 through 084
A complete concordance of manufacturing sectors with BEA 1-0 sectors and SIC
categories appears In Appendix A,
Data Sources and Estimation
Data for output, employment, payroll and value added in all manufacturing sectors were
derived from the 1977 Census or Manufactures, Industry Series, Table 2. In this table,
the values for number or establishments, employment, payroll, value added and cost or
materials were given for each state and four-digit SIC, Since the value added data in
Census include cost or services, the sum or value added and cost or materials gives the
total output for the state and four-digit SIC. Census, however, suppresses these data
whenever it is necessary to avoid disclosure or individual company data, and hence, the
suppressed data had to be estimated. To achieve this, a similar list of employment
information was obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Employment and Wages:
Monthly Employment and Quarterly Wage Data 1977, Computer Tape No. 120380,
Unemployment Insurance (U[) Data, (Source 12110). The employment and payroll data
or each four-digit SIC industry in each state contained on the UI tape were used to rm in
as much or the Census-suppressed data as possible. (See next section for detailed
procedure).
Arter this was done, there still remained data to be estimated. For these remaining
entries, data contained In the 1977 County Business Patterns (CBP, Source 03114) were
used.
Procedures Used to Estimate Suppressed Data
Three levels or estimations were used to develop the suppressed employment data in
Census.
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1.

Since Census omits a state in a four-digit SIC Industry completely when the total
employment in that state tor that tour-digit industry Is less than 150, the first step
was to insert into the Census data base these missing states from information
provided on the UI data tape.

2.

Wherever data were suppressed in Census, the number or employees per
establishment reported on the UI tape was multiplied by the number or establishments reported in Census. This computed employment was then checked with
the range interval indicated by Census. Ir the employment value was within the
range, the estimation was deemed accurate and no further adjustment would be
needed. Ir it was outside the range, however, the value was replaced by the midpoint or that Census intervaL For the last open-ended interval "F" (2500
employees or more), special estimation was needed because or Its relatively
large size. In addition, tor suppressed Census data which were also withheld in
UI the mid-points or the intervals except "F" were also substituted.

3.

To estimate the "F" suppressed groups in Census, the following estimation
procedure was used:
•

If the employment or a certain state was available from CBP and lay

within the range indicated by Census, the employment figure was used
directly, provided that both CBP and Census had the same number or
establishments. It the numbers or establishments in CBP and Census were
different, the average employment per establishment was calculated
based on CBP data and then multiplied by the number or establishments in
Census.
•

Ir no CBP data were available for a specific tour-digit industry, the value

was estimated by residual directly from the Census data as follows:
a)

When an employment figure was given in the Census Geographic
Area Series or Industry Series for a three-digit SIC which contains
the tour-digit suppressed industry, the figures ror the other fourdigit component Industries were subtracted from the three-digit
total, leaving as a residual, the suppressed data.
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b)

However, when more than one four-digit industry in a three-digit
SIC grouping were suppressed, the midpoints were used for the
industries having a definite size range (not an open-end) to obtain a
residual for the open-end suppressed employment. In cases where
the three-digit SIC level employment was not available, the twodigit total was used.

It however, the Census data to be used for estimating the residuals
were incomplete and the CBP data gave more accurate indication
as to employment sizes, the same procedure was used to estimate
by residual from the CBP data instead.
Once all data had been estimated, the values for each state were added and compared
with four-digit national total given in Census. If they were different, the entries where
mid'1)oints were substituted were then scaled so that the sum would be equal to the
national total. In some instances, however, the sum of estimated data except midpoints exceeded the national total. Under such circumstances, all estimated data were
scaled.
Arter the employment for each state was estimated and reconciled with the national
totals, the wages and salaries were estimated based on the following procedures:
1.

When employment was missing in Census and obtained directly from Ul, the
corresponding wages and salaries were also obtained from UI and inserted into
the Census data base.

2.

When employment was withheld in Census but the estimated value based on UI
data was within the Census range, the payroll figure obtained from UI adjusted
for number of establishments was inserted into the Census data base.

3.

When mid'1)oints had to be used for employment, the payroll was based on the
national average of that four-digit industry for payroll per employee.

-1.

The national average was also used for those "F" groups estimated manually as
described above.
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The payroll figure for each state was then added and compared with the Cour-digit
national total. Any discrepancy was eliminated by distributing it to case (3) values
above. Ir, however, there was no case (3) value then all estimated values were scaled.
The missing value added data in Census were estimated by using the national average
dollar of value added per employee and multiplying it by the state employment. The
output data were estimated using a similar procedure.
Data Limitations
Two limitations should be noted based on the estimation techniques described above:
1.

Due to scaling some or the data values may not be within the range indicated by
Census, even though the values before scaling were within the range. They were
not re-scaled because It was felt that the discrepancies were small and rescaling could cause problems In some other values.

2.

Since no value added or output data were available Crom UI, the state figures for
these two items were based on national averages and therefore may not be most
accurate.
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CHAPTER 6
TRANSPORTATION
MRIO Sectors:
085:
086:
087:
088:
089:
090:
091:

Railroam
Local passenger transportation and inter-city bim
Motor freight
Water transportation
Air transportation
Pipelines, except natural gas
Transportation services
Introduction

The MRIO transportation sectors include all commercial transportation of freight and
passengers, with the exception of natural gas transmission, which is included in the gas
utilities sector (MRIO 095). As shown in Exhibit 6-1, most of the transportation sectors
concord with a single two-digit SIC-coded industry. The exceptions to this involve the
assignment of certain activities in SIC 47 to MRIO sectors other than Transportation
Services (MRIO 091), as follows. SIC 4784, Fixed Facilities for Handling Motor Vehicle
Transportation, n.e.c., 1 ls assigned to MRIO 119, State and Local Government Enterprises, Except Utilities and Local Transit. Within SIC 4789, Transportation Services,
n.e.c., "sleeping and dining car operations not performed by railroads" are assigned to
MRIO 085, and "stockyards that do not buy, sell or auction livestock" are assigned to
MRIO 087. The remaining SIC 4789 activities, "horse drawn cabs" and "independently
operated pipeline terminal facilities" are assigned to MRIO 091.
This chapter provides a summary of the sources and methods employed in the
development of output, employment, and payroll data by state for the transportation
sectors. Data on the hours and wages of nonsupervisory workers by state were not

1
roll roads, bridges, and tuMels.
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EXHIBIT 6-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 085, 086, 087, 088, 089, 090, 091: Transportation
BEA 1-0 Code

MRIO Sector
085: Railroads

650100

Railroad, and Related
Services

1977 SIC
40 Railroad Transportation
474 Rental of Railroad Cars
pt. 4789 Transportation Services,

N.E.C.

650200

Local and Suburban Transit
and Interurban Highway
Passenger Transportation

pt. 41 Local and Interurban
Passenger Transit

790100

Local Govemment
Passenger Transit

pt. 41 Local and Interurban
Passenger Transit

0871 Motor Freight

650300

Motor Freight Transportation and Warehousing

088: Water Transportation

650400

Water Transportation

44

Water Transportation

089: Air Transportation

650500

Air Transportation

45

A~r Transportation

090: Pipelines, Except Natural Gas

650600

Pipelines, Except Natural Gas

46

Pipelines, Except
Natural Gas

0911 Transportation Services

650701

Freight Forwarders and Other
Transportation Services

471
4723

086: Local Passenger Transportation
and Intercity Bus

.

CIO

42 Trucking and Warehousing
pt. 4789 Transportation Services,
N.E.C.

4782
4783

pt. 4789
650702

Arrangement of Passenger
Transportation

4722

Freight Forwarding
Arrangement of Transportation of Freight and Cargo
Inspection and Weighing
Services
Packing and Crating
Transportation Services,
N.E.C.
Arrangement of Passenger
Transports tion

available. The overall approach in developing output, employment and payroll at the
state level was as Collows.
For all the transportation sectors except Railroads (MRIO 085), data on employment
and payroll could be obtained Crom published sources tor all states or a majority of the
states. Only employment data were available for railroads at the state level, and these
were collected from both published and unpublished sources. Estimates were made for
states where employment and payroll data were suppressed. Data on transportation
sector output are not available at the state level, with the exception of revenues of
publicly owned transit systems, which comprise roughly 20 percent or output for MRIO
086. These data were compiled from the 1977 Census of Governments (Source 03110),
"Compendium of Government Finances," Table 47. The remaining output for MRIO 086
(national total), as well as the national output controls for MRIO sectors 089 and 091,
were disaggregated to states on the basis of payroll. The national output controls for
the freight modes, MRIO sectors 085, 087, 088, and 090, are disaggregated to states on
the basis of transportation margins as described in the separate JFA report, The
Multiregional Input-Output Accounts, 1977: Interregional Commodity Flows. The
transportation margins were developed using revenue per ton-mile factors by mode and
commodity at the national level, in conjunction with data on ton-miles by mode,
commodity, and origin and destination states. For additional details on the development of transportation margins, see also MRlO Procedures Paper No. 1, "Trade and
Transportation Margins in the MRIO Model" (Appendix 8.1).
The development of the national output controls is documented in the next section. The
documentation of the state employment and payroll data are discussed in the third and
final section.
National Output Controls
The national output control for each transportation sector is presented In Exhibit 6-2,
along with one or more of the primary revenue components used In its derivation. The
sources and methods employed in developing these data are summarized by sector
below.
The output control for the railroads sector (MRlO 085) was obtained from the update of
the 1972 BEA 1-0 Table to 1977 by BLS. This source was chosen over the BEA "1977
Analysis Input-Output Control Total Worksheet,"1 because the BEA worksheets do not
1
Hereinafter referred to as the "1977 BEA Worksheet(s)."
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EXHIBIT &-2: NATIONAL OUTPUT CONTROLS AND THEIR PRIMARY REVENCE COMPONENTS
FOR MRIO TRANSPORTATION SECTORS, 1971
(Millions or Curr11nt Dal.Ian)

OCTPUT CONTROL

MRJOSECTOK

Olk

Jlallroadl

u,,11.2

OIi:

Local passencer
transportation and
Inter-city bUI

1,112.J

PRIMARY REVENCE COMPONENT~)
DHCriptlon
Revenue
ClUI I Line-Haul Railroads
Cius D Line-Haul Railroads
Bwltchlnr & Terminal Companl•
Total
SIC 411b
SIC 4119:
SIC
SIC
SIC
SIC
SIC

0171

011:

"·'"·'

Motor freicht

Weter transportation

U,'60.T

4121

ua,

414:
'15:

UT,

Local & Suburban Transit
Local Passencer Transportation, n.e.o.
Tulcabs
Intercity BUI
Charter BUI
School BUI
Terminal & Service PacWtiu
Total

Operating r11venu• for the
regulated carrier■
2) Operating revenues of nolt1"egulated
carriers plus public wareha11ing
Total

20,429.9
369.1
455.T
21,255.4

2,322.T
538.5
,,,s,.1
1,268.9
98.T
181.9
97.5
1,782.3

1)

31,000.0
15,002.3
'6,002.3

l) Operating revenues of the

regulated carriers, domestic eervlce
1,6'2.T
of C.S. carrier■ for
lntematlonal transportation
5,010.0
3) Receipts or rorelrn carriers for c ~
C.S. passencers and U.S. imports
,,au.o
4) Revenues or U.S. nonregulated for-hire
end private carriers, domestic aervlce
2,426.1
Total
14,032.6
2)

0811:

Air transportation

Oto:

Pipelln"", except
natural 1u

H,113.1

3,HU

Receipt■

Revenue1 of U.S. certlftcated
route and charter air carriers
revenue■

2) lnterstete petroleum products
pipeline revenue■
Total

011,

Transportation

■ervlc•

,,111.:a

20,279.3

1) Interstate crude oil pipeline

1) Motor freight forwarder■
2) Air freight forwarders
ll) SIC '722: Arrangement of l)UMl!Cer
transportation
Total
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1,as,.1
1,10.5
2,798.1
115.2
H4.T
l,T27 .3
2,887.2

yet include the portion of SIC 4789 assigned to railroads. Virtually all of MRlO 085
output is accounted for by revenues of Class I and ll line-haul railroads, and by
switching and terminal companies (Class I and n combined). Class I revenues are from
Transport Statistics (Source 16111), 1977, Part 1, Table 3. Revenues for Class ll and for
switching and terminal companies are from unpublished Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) data.
The output control for Local Passenger Transportation and Intei-City Bus (MRIO 086) is
simply the sum of all the primary revenue components listed to the right. The data
sources and methods employed in the development of controls for each of the primary
revenue components of MRIO 086 are summarized below.
Revenue for Local and Suburban Transit (SIC 4111) was developed primarily from data
published in Transit Fact Book (Source 22081), 1978-1979 Edition, as follows. Total
transit operating revenue1 for the United States plus Puerto Rico was obtained from
Table 3 of the above source. Next, two adjustments were made to this revenue figure
to obtain the SIC 4111 control First, Puerto Rico was subtracted out via the following
imputation. Using payroll data from Employment and Wages (Source 12109), the Puerto
Rico proportion of the total payroll for SIC 41 was computed; this ratio was applied to
the total revenues to estimate the revenues for Puerto Rico which was then subtracted
out of the total The second and final adjustment involved the addition of "airport bus
or limousine" revenues, from the 1977 Census of Transportation (Source 03107),
"Nonregulated Motor Carriers and Public Warehousing," Table 13.

or the six activities included in SIC

4119, Local Passenger Transportation, N.E.c. 2,

revenue data could only be found for sightseeing buses, from 1977 Census of Transportation, "Nonregulated Motor Carriers and Public Warehousing," Table 13. Revenues for
the entire four-digit industry were estimated by expanding the data for sightseeing buses
using payroll data from the Employment and Wages computer tape (Source 12110) and
the "Nonregulated Motor Carriers and Public Warehousing" reporL 3 Total U.S. payroll
for SIC 4119 was computed from the Employment and Wages computer tape and then
this figure was divided by sightseeing bus payroll (from the nonregulated motor-carriers
report) to form an expansion ratio. This ratio was then multiplied by sightseeing bus
revenues to obtain the estimate of revenue (output) for all of SIC 4119. This estimate
Is subject to considerable error.
1
Excluding airport bus and limousine.
2
Aerial tramways, ambulance sen,lce, auto rental with driver&, cog railway&, hearse and
limousine rental with drivers, and sightseeing busea.
3
Hereinafter referred to as the "nonregulated motor carrier3" report.
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Revenue for the taxicab industry (SIC 412) is a very ditficult quantity to estimate, due
to the fact that there is no routine survey of the industry where response is required by
law. However, the results of a voluntary taxicab industry survey, published in a report
entitled Taxicab Operating Characteristics (Source 23041), provided operating data 1 on
a per taxicab and vehicle mile basis for 1973 and 1975 that could be utilized in
estimating 1977 output, as follows. Data on the annual vehicle miles {VM) per taxicab
for 1973 and 1975 were extended to 1977 using one halt of the compound annual decline
rate of 1973 through 1975. Receipts per VM were extended from 1975 to 1977 using the
annual average CPI for taxicab fares In 1975 and 1977. The estimates of 1977 VM per
taxicab and receipts per VM were multiplied to obtain estimated 1977 receipts per
taxicab. This figure was then multiplied by an estimate of the total number of taxicabs
(from National Energy Accounts, Source 23011, worksheet data for auto gasoline
consumption), yielding the estimate of taxicab industry output.
Revenue for Intercity Bus (SIC 413) was derived from the 1977 BEA Worksheet data for
SIC 413, with one small adjustment for the difference between preliminary and final
data on nonregulated intercity bus from the nonregulated motor carriers report. The
primary revenue subcomponent for this item is Class I motor carrier passenger revenue2
($969.4 million), from Transport Statistics, 1977, Part 2, Table 22.
Revenues for both School Buses (SIC 415), and Terminal and Service Facilities (SIC 417)
were tabulated from 1977 BEA Worksheet data. The primary input data to the BEA
analysis of SIC 415 were obtained Crom the National School Transportation Association
on the total cost of pupil transportation at public expense for the 1976-1977 and 19771978 school years. The primary Input data to the BEA analysis for SIC 417 was
"commissions paid to agents for passenger· ticket sales and other services," from
Transport Statistics, 1977, Part 2, Table 25 (intercity service - $64.8 million) and Table
35 (local service -f 3.8 million).
Motor Freight (MRIO 087) output was tabulated from the BLS 1977 update of the BEA
1972 1-0 Table, as 1977 BEA Worksheet data for this sector were incomplete.
Revenues for the regulated carriers were obtained Crom Transport Economics (Source
16131), Volume VI, Number 1 - 1979, page 8. Revenues for the nonregulated carriers
are from the nonregulated motor carriers report, Table 1.

1
In Table S-1.
2
rncludes "special bus' (charter) revenue.
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Water Transportation (MRIO 088) output controls were also tabulated from the BLS
1977 update of the BEA 1972 1-0 Table, as there are no 1977 BEA Worksheet data for
this sector as yet. Revenues for the regulated portion of the industry are from
Transport Statistics, 1977, Part 5, page one. Receipts of U.S. carriers for international
transportation, as well as receipts of foreign carriers for carrying U.S. passengers and
U.S. imports, are from the Statistical Ab.stract of the U.S. (Source 03120), 1980, Table
1169 (original source is Survey of Current Business, Source 03501). Revenue of U.S.
nonregulated for-hire and private carriers, domestic service, was estimated as follows.
The general approach for this component was to collect data on ton-miles (TM) by broad
commodity groups1 for the above carriers and then convert these to revenues using
revenue per TM derived for each commodity using data for the regulated carriers.
Details are provided below.
With the exception of the "Petroleum and Products" commodity group, regulated TM
were subtracted from total TM to obtain TM for the nonregulated for-hire and private
carriers. The TM data were taken from Part 5, Section 3, Table 3 of Waterborne
Commerce of the United States (Source 04111), 1977. Domestic TM data from this
source include traffic to and from Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, so a special effort
was made to eliminate this traffic from the data for the "Petroleum and Products"
group (the largest commodity group in terms of tons or TM). Data on U.S. imports and
exports of crude oil and individual petroleum products with Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands were obtained from Energy Data Reports (Source 06103), "annual petroleum
statement," Tables 23 and 26. Next, these data were converted from thousands of
barrels to thousands of tons using factors from the Petroleum Measurement Tables
(Source 22101). Finally, TM for these imports and exports (combined) were estimated
by multiplying the total tonnage by the average coastwise haul 2 for private carriers of
"Petroleum and Products,". from Part 5, Section 3, Table 3 of the "Waterborne
Commerce" publication (cited above). The import/export TM, along with the TM for
regulated carriers, were subtracted from total TM for "Petroleum and Products,"
yielding the TM for nonregulated for-hire and private carriers in this commodity group.

1The commodity groups are: a) Petroleum and Products: b) Coal and Coke; c) Iron Ore
and Iron and Steel; d) Sand, Gravel, and Stone; e) Grains; f) Logs and Lumber; g)
Chemicals and Related Products; h) Shells; and t) All Others.
2
Average haul data are expressed in mCles per ton.
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The next major step was to develop estimates of revenue per TM for each commodity
group. This was implemented using the following data and data sources:
•

1977 total tons, TM, and freight revenues of Class A regulated carriers
from Revenues and Traffic of Class A and B Water Carriers
(Source 16114);

•

1977 total tons and Creight revenues by commodity for Class A regulated
carriers, from Table 5, Part S or Transport Statistics, 1977; and

•

Average haul1 for regulated carriers by commodity group and total
commodities from Part 5, Section 3, Table 3 or the "Waterborne Commerce" publication.

Using the cited data Crom Revenues and Traffic or Class A and B Water Carriers the
1977 average revenue per TM and average haul 1 were computed for Class A regulated
carriers. Class A average haul was then compared to the average haul figure for
regulated carriers, total commodities, from the "Waterborne Commerce" publication.
A scalar was formed by dividing the former by the latter, for the purpose or converting
the average haul by commodity group, regulated carriers (Crom the "Waterborne
Commerce" publication), to a Class A carrier basis. The average haul by each
commodity group was multiplied by the scalar in order to approximate the average haul
by commodity group for Class A carriers. These average haul estimates then made it
possible to estimate revenue per TM by commodity group for the Class A carriers, as
follows. Using the cited data Crom Transport Statistics, revenue per ton was estimated
for the major commodity groupings used in the "Waterborne Commerce" publication
(this typically involved aggregating data for several commodities in Transport Statistics). Class A revenues per ton by major commodity groups were then divided by
estimated Class A average haul by major commodity groups, yielding estimates of
revenue per TM. Excluded from the above procedure was the "All Others" commodity
group; the Class A average revenue per TM, all commodities (computed using cited
data from Revenues and Traffic or Class A and B Water Carriers), was used as the
approximation or revenue per TM for this major commodity group.

1

Average haul data are expressed In miles per ton.
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The final procedure involved the multiplication or estimated TM by commodity group by
revenue per TM by commodity group, yielding estimates or revenue by commodity
group, which were summed to obtain total revenues for the nonregulated for-hire and
private carriers in domestic service.
The Air Transportation (MRJO 089) output control is from the BLS 1977 update of the
BEA 1972 I-0 Table; 1977 BEA Worksheet data have not yet been prepared. The
revenues or U.S. certificated route and charter air carriers, as reported to the Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) Include operating and transport related revenues and exclude
subsidies. These data were obtained from the 1979 Supplement to the Handbook of
Airline Statistics, (Source 17211), pages 41 and 73.
The output control for Pipelines, Excluding Natural Gas (MRIO 090) is from the 1977
BEA Worksheet for BEA I-0 Sector 650600, The bulk or sector output is accounted for
by revenues of interstate crude oil and petroleum products pipelines. These data are
obtained from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Form P, Schedule 310
(Source 06201).
The output control for Transportation Services (MRlO 091) was developed using the
1977 BEA methodology for BEA I-0 Sectors 650701 and 650702, as documented on the
1977 BEA worksheets, with the exception that employment data used In the computations for SIC 4723, Arrangement of Transportation of Freight and Cargo, and SIC 478,
Miscellaneous Services Incidental to Transportation, were taken from County Business
Patterns (Source 03114) instead or from the Employment and Wages computer tape
(Source 12110).
Motor freight forwarders revenues were derived from data in
Transport Statistics, Part 3, Table 1, by subtracting the value or purchased transportation from the sum of total freight forwarder revenue and total Incidental revenues. Air
freight forwarder revenues were derived from data In the 1977 Trinc's Green Book of
Air Freight and Freight Forwarders (Source 24041), pages Al-All, by subtracting
purchased transportation, pickup, and delivery expenses from total operating revenues.
Revenues tor the arrangement of passenger transportation (SIC 4722) were obtained
from Table 1 or the 1977 Census or Service Industries (Source 03103), "Arrangement of
Passenger Transportation." Other primary revenue components for this sector (not
shown In Exhibit 6-2) are not available from published sources and are estimated using
employment and other secondary data.
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The State Distribution or Transportation
Employment and Payroll
This section provides documentation or the data sources and Imputations employed In
the development or employment and payroll by State for the following subsets or the
MRIO transportation sectors:
•
•
•

Railroads: MRIO Sector 085
Transportation, excluding railroads and transportation services: MRIO
Sectors 085 - 090
Transportation Services: MRIO Sector 091

Railroads: MRIO Sector 085
Data Sources and Estimation
Three different sources of data on railroad sector employment by state were used for
this analysis because none of the three provided full coverage of the industry by itself.
The sources are listed below.
•

Railroad Retirement Board, unpublished tabulation - state distribution of
the average number of employees covered by Railroad Retirement and
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Acts, calendar years 1977, 1979, and
1980 (Source 16601);

•

Yearbook of Railroad Facts (Source 22051);

•

Employment and Earnings: States and Areas (Source 12104), 1939-1978
Edition.

The employment data were coilected from the three above sources such that the largest
number of employees reported for each state was tabulated. After a full set or data
was collected In this manner, the data were summed for comparison to a national
control total for railroad employment from the Yearbook of Railroad Facts, 1979
Edition. The difference between the two quantities was inconsequentiaL
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Railroad payroll by state was approximated by multiplying the 1977 average annual
earnings per railroad employee ($18,518) from Yearbook or Railroad Facts, 1978
Edition, by 1977 railroad employment by state.
Data Limitations
The payroll estimates by state do not refiect whatever regional variation there Is In
railroad sector average wages per employee.
Transportation, Excluding Railroads and Transportation Services
MRIO Sectors:
086:
087:
088:
089:
090:

Local passenger transportation and inter-city bus
Motor !relght
Water transportation
Air transportation
Pipelines, except natural gas
Data Sources and Estimation

Aggregate employment and payroll data for private establishments, by state, were
tabulated Crom Employment and Wages: Annual Averages 1977 1 (Source 12109), for
SIC's 41, 42, 44, 45, and 46, No data were available on the portion of SIC 4789 that is
assigned to MRIO 087. Additional data on the employment and payroll or publiclyowned transit systems, by state, were tabulated from the 1977 Census of Governments
(SourC!e 03110), "Compendium of Public Employment, 112 Table 13 (these data provide the
remainder of SIC 41). The remaining paragraphs cover the following topics In sequence:
1) estimation of data by SIC for states suppressed in Employment and Wages, 2)
expansion of publicly-owned transit system payroll data for October 1977 (from the
"Compendium of Public Employment") to an annual basis, and 3) derivation or Cina! data
for MRIO 086 (all of SIC 41).

1Hereinafter referred to as Employment and Wages.
2Hereinafter referred to as the "Compendium of Public Employment."
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Employment and payroll data In Employment and Wages were suppressed ror two or
more states for all of the SIC's In this group except SIC '2. The severity of this
problem varied significantly from SIC to SIC. Only two states were suppressed in SIC's
41 and fS, whereas nine states were suppressed In SIC U, with 17 suppressed states in
SIC U topping the list. It is Important to note the most significant suppressslon, that
or pipeline (SIC f6) employment and payroll for Texas, which ranks first in the nation
tor both items, accounting for 27 percent of national employment and 28 percent of
national payroll (according to our estimates). Estimates were made for the suppressed
states in each affected SIC as follows.
A common methodology was used to estimate suppressed states for SIC's U, U, and t5.
For each of these, preliminary estimates were tabulated or derived from data In County
Business Patterns (Source 0311'). The next step involved the computation of proportional distributions of the preliminary estimates. The third step was to compute
employment and payroll residuals by subtracting the total for the non-suppressed states
and also data for Puerto Rico from the grand totals published In Employment and
Wages. In the final step, the residual quantities were multiplied by the proportional
distributions of the preliminary data sets, yielding final estimates for suppressed states.
As for pipelines (SIC f6), 11 of the states that were suppressed in Employment and
Wages were also suppressed In County Business Patterns, so an estimating technique
was devised to provide preliminary estimates in addition to those tabulated or derived
Crom County Business Patterns (for six states). For the 11 "double-suppressed" states
(and also Puerto Rico), preliminary estimates were made using multiple linear regression equations that captured the relationships between employment and payroll in SIC
f6 and employment and payroll in SIC's 13 (Oil and gas extraction) and 29 (Petroleum
and coal products), using data Crom Employment and Wages. Separate equations were
estimated for the employment and payroll relationships, with SIC f6 as the dependent
variable and SlC's 13 and 29 as the independent or explanatory variables (these
industries are explanatory in the sense that they provide the crude oil and petroleum
products that are transported by the pipeline Industry.) The equations are presented
below.

H

Employment Equation:
y
=
R2
=

10.195 + o.02sx + o.o•ox
2
1
0.982

where:
y

Xl
x2

=
=
=

Employment in SIC 13
Employment In SIC 29

=
=

218.305 + 0.033X = 0.036X
1
2
0.980

=
=
=

Payroll ($,000) in SIC 46
Payroll ($,000) in SIC 13
Payroll ($,000) in SIC 29

Employment In SIC .S

Payroll Equation:
y

R2
where
y
Xl
x2

After all the preliminary estimates were assembled, those that were felt to be
overestimated or of low quality were scaled back such that the sum of the data for all
50 states, D.C., and Puerto Rico would equal the grand totals published in Employment
and Wages. It is Important to note that the totals tor the United States are estimates,
as they were obtained by subtracting estimates for Puerto Rico from the grand totals.
It should be noted that upon examination, data from Employment and Wages for
Colorado resulted in an unusually high ratio of payroll-to-employment. AB these data
were obtained directly from Employment and Wages, these data were assumed to be of
unacceptable quality and were replaced with employment and payroll data from County
Business Patterns.
The payroll data for publicly-owned transit systems (part SIC 41), obtained from the
"Compendium of Public Employment," were only for October of 1977, so these data had
to be expanded to an annual basis. This was achieved by dividing the total number of
days in the year (365) by the number of days In October (31) to form an expansion ratio
which was subsequently multiplied by the October payroll. yielding estimated annual
payroll.
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The final employment and payroll for MRIO 086 (all of SIC U) was obtained by adding
the final sets of data for private establishments in SIC 41 to the final data sets for
publicly-owned transit systems.
Transportation Services:

MRIO 091
Data Sources and Estimation

Employment and payroll data were tabulated from County Business Patterns (Source
03114), 1977 Edition, state volumes, for SIC 47 and SIC 474. No data were available for
the portion of SIC 4789 that is assigned to this sector. Thus, for each state which had
published data for both SIC's 47 and 474, the data for SIC 474 were subtracted from the
data for SIC 47, yielding approximate data for MRIO 091.
The national controls on employment and payroll in MRIO 091 were also approximated
by subtracting data for SIC 474 from data for SIC 47 (publlshed in County Business
Patterni;, 1977, United States volume).
Employment and payroll data from County Business Patterns for SIC 47 were suppressed
for five states, whereas data for SIC 474 were suppressed In nine states.
estimating- procedures used for suppressed states are described below.

The

Employment and payroll in SIC 474 was estimated for suppressed states in two major
steps. The first was to make preliminary estimates for these states; the second was to
scale them such that their sum, added to the sum for nonsuppressed states, equaled the
national controls (tabulated directly from' County Business Patterns, 1977, United
States volume). Addition details are provided below.
Preliminary employment by state for SIC 474 was taken to be the mid-point of the
employee size class reported in County Business Patterns. Prellmlnary payroll by state
was estimated by multiplying preliminary employment by an estimate of the average
annual wage in SIC 474 for the state. The average annual wage by state was estimated
by multiplying the national average by relative per capita Income ratios (derived from
1977 state and national per capita income data in the August 1978 issue of Survey or
Current Business, Source 03501).
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Data for SIC 47 were suppressed In County Business Patterns for the following states:
Connecticut, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, and Vermont. However, employment
and payroll data for this SIC In these states were available from Employment and
Wages. These data were tabulated and employed In the allocation of MRIO 091 residual
quantities to the suppressed states. The residuals were computed by subtracting the
sum of MRIO 091 data for nonsuppressed states 1 from the national controls for MRIO
091. After subtracting estimates of SIC 474 in Ohio from the SIC 47 data reported for
that state in Employment and Wagell, the resulting data were assembled with the
Employment and Wages data for the other suppressed states, and then proportional
distributions were computed from the full sets of data. Finally, the MRIO 091 residuals
were multiplied by the above proportional distributions to obtain the r111al MRIO 091
estimates of employment and payroll for suppressed states.

1

Published data for SIC 47 minus published or estimated data for SIC 47 4.
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CHAPTERT
COMMUNICATIONS
MRIO Sector:
092: Communications, Except Radio and Television

As shown in Exhibit 7-1, this MRIO sector includes telephone communications (SIC 481),
telegraph communications (SIC 482), and miscellaneous communication services (SIC
489). Radio broadcasting and television broadcuti~ (SIC 483) are exduded. There
were no redefinitions or adjustments to coverage within this sector.
Data Sources and Estimation
Output Data
Data on revenues for telegraph companies and for Bell Telephone were available in the
16203). Revenues of
independent telephone companies were obtained from the 1980 Independent Telephone
Statistics (Source 22041). The data source for cable television revenues was the 1977
Cable Television Revenues (Source 16206), Lacking primary data on revenues for the
remainder of this sector, e.g., other telephone communicatloll.'I, radar station operations, etc., output of this sector was augmented based on the ratio or employment for
which revenue data were available to total sector employment augmented by noncomparable Imports, available from BEA's National Income and Wealth Division (NIWD).
Lacking state data for output, national output totals were dsaggregated based on
employment by state.
1977 Statistics of Communications Common Carriers (Source

Emt;ioyment and Payroll Data
Two 1ources were used In developing employment and payrolls data: 1977 County
Business Patterm (Source 03114) and 1977 Employment In the Broadcast Industry
(Source 16211), State employment and payrolls Cor SIC 483 (Source 03114) were
subtracted Crom state employment and payrolls Cor SIC 48 (Source 03114}. The
remaining quantities are the employment and payrolls of MRIO Sector 092, by state.
Where data published in the 1977 County Business Patterns were published in ranges or
withheld, data from Source 16211 were used to estimate the suwressed values.
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EXHmrr 1-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sector 092: Commmications, Except Radio and Television
BEA 1-0 Code

MRIO Sector

0921 Commmications, Except

Radio and Television

IO

'°

660000

Communications, Except Radio and
Television

48

1977 SIC
Communication, (Except
483, Radio and Television
Broadcast!~)

Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the estimations described above.
These include:
1.

Output not available in primary data that was estimated based on output per
employee for the rest of the sector may not accurately reflect the output of
these activities.

2.

Total output by state was distributed based on employment and does not
necessary reflect the actual output by state.

3.

Suppressed data that was estimated for employment or payroll may fail to
reflect the actual distribution of these data •
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CHAPTER 8
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
MRIO Sector:
093:

Radio and Television Broadeasting

As shown in Exhibit 8-1, this MRIO sector includes all establishments within SIC group
483, Radio and Television Broadcasting. According to the methodology employed in the
BEA I-O tables, the majority of the output of this sector was considered to be
secondary to this sector and primary to MRIO Sector 108, Miscellaneous Services and
Advertising. This secondary product treatment was not utilized in the MRIO since
there is no compelling justification for assuming that purchases of station time for
advertising are homogeneous with the miscellaneous and advertising services provided
by MRIO Sector 108.
Data Sources and Estimation
Output Data
Revenue data for radio and television were developed from the 1977 AM and FM
Broadcast Financial Data (Source 16202) and the 1977 TV Broadcast Financial Data
(Source 16201). These sources were supplemented with the 1980 Status Report of
Public Broadcasting (Source 20101) and the 1977 Employment in the Broadcasting
Industry (Source 16211). To correspond with data available at the state level, it was
necessary to split revenues into five sectors; radio stations, television stations, radio
and television networks, public radio and public television.
State-level data for radio stations were available for revenues and for time sales
(including commissions to agencies). There were two problems. First, revenues were
reported by all stations, while time sales were reported only for stations with revenues
larger than $25,000. Time sales for stations with revenues less than $25,000 were
estimated based on time sales of larger stations. Second, commissions to agencies are
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EXHIBIT 8-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sector 093: Radio and Television Broadcasting

MRIOSector

...

C,

N

093: Radio and Television
Broadcasting

BEA 1-0 Code

670000 Radio and Television Broadcasting

1977 SIC
483

Radio and television
broadcasting

not included In the output or this sector and therefore had to be deducted from time

sales. Commissiom on time sales were estimated by subtracting revenues (net or
commissions) by state from time sales pl.111 other revenues.
For televisicn stations, commissioN were also included in time sales and were deducted
in a simil.- matter, However, state disagregatlon was based on data by television
markets. State totals were developed in two ste(JI. First, revenues and time sales for
markets of three stations or more (accounting for almost all of the television station
revenues), were assigned to states based on the location of their station,. For markets
with stations in more than one state, revenues and time sales were distributed based on

the mmber of statio111 in each state. Second, revenues for statiom in a market of two
stations or less were distributed based on the number of stations Oess stations in
markets of the three stations or more) in each state. Total revenues by state were the

sum of time sales and other revenues in both market sizes.
Revenues and time sales for radio and TV networks from the 1977 AM and FM
Broadcast Financial Data (Source 16202) and the 1977 TV Broadcast Financial Data
(Source 16201) were dsaggregated by state based on employment in broadcasting
headquarters from the 1977 Employment in the Broadcasting Industry (Source 16211).
For public televisioo, expenses and depreciation were used as the measure of output.
Public radio expenses were disaggregated based en public radio income by state. Public
television expenses were dsaggregated based on public television income by state.
Depreciation was disaggregated based oo the swn of public radio and television Income.
Employment and Payroll Data
Employment and payroll data were tabulated from the 1977 County Business Patterns
(Source 03114). Some employment figures were given as ranges and some payroll data
were withheld, both to avoid disclC6ure of individual company data. These missing
quantities were estimated by using broadcasting employment data from the !!!!,
Employment In the Broadcasting Industry (Source 16211). Data from this source was
also used to cl.saggregate the unallocated portion of national total employment and
payrolls to states.
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Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the estimations described above.
These Include:
1.

For radio stations, time sales and other revenues ror stations with less than
$25,000 or revenue were estimated based on the percentage ror stations larger
than $25,000 revenue. This may not renect the actual sales and revenues of
these smaller stations.

2.

For both radio and television stations the amount of other revenues and
commissions were estimated by state from limited data and may not reflect
actual values.

3.

The process of developing state disaggregated data for television stations from
market level data may rail to reflect the actual distribution of these data.

4.

The state disaggregation of public radio and television expenses based on income
may fail to reflect the actual distribution or these data.

5.

The estimated distribution of employment and payrolls may not represent actual
employment by state.
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CHAPTER 9
ELECTRIC UTILITIES
MRIO Sector:
094:

Electric Utilities

As shown in Exhibit 9-1, this MRIO sector includes all of SIC 491, part of SIC 493 and
all Federal, state and local government electric utilities.

Data Sources and Estimation
Output Data
Revenue, adjusted to exclude the cost of purchased power and other miscellaneous
adjustments, was used to measure output. Data was developed for each individual
utility and was then summed by state and by utility type. Data by utility type was
subsequently summed to provide state output totals. Data was developed by utility type
due to variance in data sources, differences in adjustments to revenue data and
discrepancies between fiscal and calendar years. Data were developed by the following
utility types:
•

Private utilities;

•
•
•

Municipal utilities;
Federal Projects; and
Rural Electrification Administration Cooperatives.

Data for private utilities were from the 1977 Statistics of Privately Owned Electric
Utilities in the United States (Source 06103). For each utility output was the total of
sales, resales, other operating revenues, credit for steam transferred less purchased
power and electric plant leased to others. Utilities were assigned to the state In which
they generated power. Output for utilities that generated power in more than one state
were split among states based on net generation. Net generation by state and utility
were available f'rom the 1977 Electric Generating Plant List (Source 06106), a
computer printout available from the Energy Information Administration.
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EXHmrr 9-I
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sector 0941 Electric Utilities
1977 SIC

BEA 1-0 Code

MRIOSector
680100

Electric Services (Utilities)

pt. 491
pt. 493

Electric Services
Combination Electrical and Gas
and Other Utility Services-

...

780200

Federal Electric Utilities

Electric Services

"'

790200

State and Local Electric
Utilities

pt. 491
pt. 491

094: Electric Utilities

C)

Electric Services

. Electric utility aervlcea port of SIC 493.

.

..,

Data for municipal electric utilities were from the 1977 and 1978 Statistics of Publicly
Owned Electric Utilities in the United States (Source 06103). Output, defined as
operating revenues less purchased power, was first developed by utility and fiscal years
and then fiscal year output was averaged, based on number of months In the calendar
year to produce calendar year output figures. The results for each utility were then
summed In accordance with the state In which the municipality was located to provide
state output totals. In addition, these state output totals were multiplied by a factor of
1.08 to adjust for undercoverage In source 06103. This estimate was based on data for
electric power revenues from the 1977 Census of Governments (Source 03110) and
Governmental Finances In 1977-1978 (Source 03103).
Data for Federal utilities were from the 1977 and 1978 ~1.utistics of Publicly Owned
Electric Utilities In the United States (Source 06103). Fiscal year output for each
Federal project was estimated as operating revenue less purchased power and revenue
from electric plant leased to others. Calendar year 1977 output was estimated as the
sum of 75 percent of fiscal year 1977 output and 25 percent of fiscal year 1978 output.
Output for Federal projects which were single plants were assigned to states based on
the location of the generating plant, Output for Federal projects that generated in
more than one state were disaggregated based on net generation. Net generation data
was available from the 1977 Electric Generating Plant List (Source 06106). Output for
Federal Projects that marketed power for other Federal projects was disaggregated to
states based on the output for those projects they market power for. Output data by
utility were summed to provide state output totals for Federal utilities.
Data for Rural Electrification Administration Cooperatives were from the 1977 Annual
Statistical Report of Rural Electric Borrowers (Source 02201). Output was defined as
operating revenue and patronage capital plus non-operating margins less the cost of
purchased power. Data were tabulated by utility for power supply borrowers,
distribution systems and for paid-up borrowers. Financial data for paid-up borrowers
was not available so these utilities were assigned output equal to the average for all
borrowers. Only cooperative paid-up borrowers were Included. Those REA borrowers
and non-borrowers which were not cooperatives were Identified by the Rural Electrification Administration. Each utility was Identified by state In the statistical report.
Output data was summed by state to provide state output totals for cooperatives.
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Employment and Payroll Data
Employment and payroll data were tabulated, by simple addition, from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics' Employment and Wages: Monthly and Quarterly Wage Data for 1977,
Computer Tape No. 120380, Unemployment Insurance (UI) Data (Source 12110), and
from the 1977 Census of Governments (Source 03110). Data for private and Federal
utilities were taken from Source 12210. Data for state and local utilities were from
Source 03310. Employment and payrolls for electric services in combination utilities
were estimated based on the percentage of operating revenue derived by the combination utilities for electric services. Employment and payrolls for combination utilities,
by state, were available from Source 12110. Combination utiliti·es and their operating
revenues by type of service were available by company in the 1977 Statistics of
Privately Owned Electric Utilities (Source 06103). State and local utility payrolls,
reported for the month of October, were inflated to yearly payrolls.
Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the techniques described above.
These include:
1.

Data for class C and D private utilities, state and local utilities not covered in
Source 06103, and rural non-borrowers were based on output data for the
majority of their respective sectors, These estimates may fail to reflect the
actual outputs for these utility groups.

2.

The averaging or fiscal years for government utilities may fail to reflect the
actual amounts of revenue, rental income and purchased power in the calendar
year,

3.

Employment and payrolls for combination utilities were based on operating
revenues by type of service. This estimation technique may not reflect the
actual employment and payrolls for electric/gas/water and sanitary service
employees.

4.

Employment and payrolls for combination utilities were based on operating
revenues by type of service. This estimation technique may not reriect the
actual employment and payrolls for electric/gas/water and sanitary service
employees.
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5.

State and local government utilities payrolls were based on data available for
October and may not reflect actual annual payrolls.
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CHAPTER 10
GAS PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION
MRIO Sector1
095:
As

Gas Production and Distribution

shown in Exhibit 10-1, this MRIO sector includes SIC group 492, part or SIC group

493 and all public gas production and distribution facilities.

Data Sources and Estimation
Output was calculated as the sum or sales, resales, credits from gas for electric
generation, miscellaneous revenue and the value or direct sales from the wellhead.
Data on sales, resales, and credits from gas for electric generation were available, by
state, Crom the 1977 Gas Facts (Source 22011), Miscellaneous revenues were also
available Crom source 22011 but had to be prorated to states In proportion to the other
three Items. Direct sales Crom the wellhead were estimated by scaling the 1972
estimate Crom the Detailed Input-Output Structure or the U.S. Economy: 1972
(Source 03504) by the change in total value of shipments from 1972 to 1977 for product
code 1311532. Distribution or this national control total to states was accomplished by
prorating among states In proportion to the value or shipments for product code
1311532, Data on value of shipments for p_roduct code 1311532 were from the !!!!
Census of Mineral Industries (Source 03504).
Employment and payrolls were tabulated for private and Federal utilities from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics' Employment and Wages:
Monthly Employment and
Quarterly Wage Data for 1977, Computer Tape No. 120380, Unemployment Insurance
(Ul) Data (Source 12110). Employment and payroll data for state and local government
utilities were drawn from the 1977 Census of Governments (Source 03110).
Employment and payrolls for services In combination utillties were estimated based on
the percentage or operating revenue derived by the combination utilities for gas
services. Employment and payrolls for combination utilities by state were available
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Exnmrr 10-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES

Sector 095: Gas Production and Distribution
MRIOSector
095: Gas Productlat and Dlstributlat

.........
•Goa utility servlcea part of SIC 493.

1977 SIC

BEA 1-0 Code

680200 Gas Productiat and Distribution
(Utilities)

492

pt. 493

Gas Productlat and
Distributioo
Combimtlon Electric and Gas
and Other U tfllty Servtces•

from source 12110. Combination utilities and their operating revenues by type or
service were available by company In the 1977 Statistics or Privately Owned Electric
~ (Source 06103).
State and local government utility payrolls, reported In the 1977 Census or Gove(Source 03110) for the month or October, were inflated to yearly payrolls.

~

Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the estimation techniques described
above. These include:
1.

Distribution or output by state ls based on location or the source or revenue
rather than the location or the actual service. This ls a direct result or lack or
Information with which to associate proportions or revenues generated along the
pipeline system.

2.

Employment and payrolls for combination utilities were based on operating
revenues by type or service. This estimation technique may not reflect the
actual employment and payrolls !or electric/gas/water and sanitary service
employees.

3.

State and local utility payrolls were based on October payrolls and may not
reflect actual annual payrolls.
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CHAPTER 11
WATER AND SANITARY SERVICES
MRIO Sector:
096:

Water and Sanitary Services

As shown in Exhibit 11-1, this MRIO sector includes all of SIC groups 494, 495, 496,
497, part of 493 and all government water, sewer, and sanitary services.
Data Sources and Estimation
Output Data
Output for state and local government water, sewer and sanitary services, by state, was
tabulated from the 1977 Census of Governments (Source 03110). Output was defined as
the larger of revenues or expenditures. Output for private water, sewer, and sanitary
establishments were defined as business receipts which were available from the 1976
and 1977 Statistics of Income (Source 15101). Output for private and Federal steam
and irrigation enterprises were based on output per employee for private water and
sanitary servfoes. Output for all private and Federal establishments were disaggregated
by state based on employment.
Employment and Payroll Data
Employment and payrolls for state and local water, sewer and sanitary services were
tabulated from the 1977' Census of Governments. ayroll data were for the month of
October and were scaled to yield a yearly estimate. Employment and payrolls for
private and Federal establishments were gathered from the Bureau of Labor Statistics'
Employment and Wages: Monthly Employment and Quarterly Wage Data (Computer
Tape No. 120380) for 1977 (Source 12110) and adjusted to reflect yearly averages.
Employment and payrolls for water and sanitary services In combination utilities were
estimated based on the percentage of operating revenue derived by the combination
utilities for water and sanitary services. Employment and payrolls for combination
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EXHIBIT 11-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES

Sector 096: Water and Sanit8l'y Services
MRIOSector

096: Water and Sanlt8l'y Services

.
.......

BEA 1-0 Code

680301 Water Supply and Sewerage Systems

494
4952

680302 Sanit8l'y Services, Steam Supply, and
Irrigation Systems

495
496
497
pt. 493

•Water and ateam ,upply, ln-fgatfon, and 118werage and other santtary services part of SIC 493.

1977 SIC
Water Supply
Sewerage Systems

Bani t8l'y Services (e xcl.
4952)
Steam Supply
Irrigation Systems
Combination Electrical and Gas
and Other Utility Services'"

utilities by state were available Crom Source 12110. Combination utilities and their
operating reve1U1es by type of service were available by company in the 1977 Statistics
of Privately-Owned Electric Utilities (Source 06103).
Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the estimations described above.
These include:
1.

Output tor Federal and private steam and Irrigation companies were based on
estimated output per employee and may fail to reflect actual output for these
enterprises.

2.

Output for all Federal and private water and.sanitary services were disaggregated based on employment and thus may fail to reflect the actual distribution
of output.

3.

Employment and payrolls for combination utilities were based on operating
revenues by type of service. This estimation technique may not reflect the
actual employment and payrolls for electric/gas/water and sanitary service
employees.

4.

State and local payrolls were estimated by inflating payrolls for the month of
October and may not reflect actual annual payrolls.
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CHAPTER 12
WHOLESALE TRADE

MRIO Sector:
097:

Wholesale Trade

The wholesale trade services, Identified as MRIO Sector 097, Include the activities of
18 SlCs as identified In Exhibit 12-1. The services of manufacturers' sales offices are
not Included In the output of wholesale trade.
Data Sources and Estimation
Subsequent sections explain how data collected In the 1977 Census or Wholesale Trade
(Source 03102) at the three-<liglt SIC (referred to also as kind-of-business) detail are
used, where available, to estimate state controls that approximate a measure of
services for the establishments within wholesale trade. Where data are lacking at
three-digit detail, data that are available at the two-digit level (durable versus
nondurable goods) are used to estimate the value of services within wholesale activity,
by state.
National Output of Wholesale Establishments
The output of wholesale trade activity is spread among three types of operations within
wholesale trade (as distinguished by data collecton tor the Bureau of Census):
Merchant Wholesalers
Manufacturers Sales Offices and Branches
Agents, Brokers, and Commission Merchants
The output of wholesale trade as developed by BEA 1-0 convention for each of these
operations is defined so as to exclude the cost of a goods purchased by wholesale
traders. The output of wholesale traders is thus represented by a measure of the
~

produced within the sectors.

The output of wholesale activity, I.e., the
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EXHIBIT 12-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 097: WholesaleTrade
1977 SIC

BEA 1-0 Code

MRIOSector
0971 Wholesale Trade

690100

WholesaleTrade

50

......
""'

51

Wholesale Trade, Durable
Go~
Motor Vehicles and Automotive
501
Parts and Supplies
Fumiture and Home Furnlshi~
502
Lumber and Other CCJllStructlon
503
Materials
504 Sporting, Recreational,
Photograptic, and Hobby G()O(B,
Toys, and Supplies
Metals and Minerals, Except
505
Petroleum
506
Electrical Goods
Hardware, and Plumbing and
507
Heating Equipment and Supplies
Machinery, &Juipment, and Supplies
508
Miscellaneous Durable Goods
509
Wholesale Trade, Nondurable Goods•
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519

•Ezcludlng Manufacturers' Sales O(flce:s.

Paper and Paper Products
Drugs, Drug Proprietaries and
Druggists' Sundries
Apparel, Piece Goods, and
Notions
Groceries and Related Products
Farm-Product Raw Materials
Chemicals and Allied Products
Petroleum and Petroleum Products
Beer, Wine and Distlllei Alcoholic
Beverages
Miscellaneous Nondurable Goods

services produced by the sector, at the national level, Is measured by type or operation
as follows:

(1)

Merchant Wholesalers' services are equal to the Census measure or gross
margin, defined as sales less cost of goods sold (beginning Inventory plus
purchases minus ending Inventory).

(2)

Manufacturers' Sales Branches' services are approximated by the Census
data on operating expenses for Sales Branches plus an estimate of profits
from IRS data.

(3)

Agents, Brokers, and Commission Merchants' services are measured by an
approximation or the commissions received by these operators, developed
by adding operating expenses (from Census) to an estimate or profit Cor
agents, brokers, and commission merchants developed from IRS data.

National controls were developed following the above procedures. For purposes of a
state-level I-0 system, two additional steps were required:
•

the national measure or output Cor each or the three operations must be
distributed to each of the 51 states (including Washington, D.C.),

•

an accounting system must be established wherein the value of these
services may be assigned within the 1-0 network.

and

Distributing the data by state Involves the use of estimations necessary to overcome
statistical Inadequacies of data at the state leveL Given that state-level data are
deficient In many respects there exists numerous trade~Cfs between utilizing extensive
estimating techniques to approximate very detailed treatment versus the use of more
aggregated treatment that does not require extensive manipulation but does not provide
the same level of detalL
In the accounting framework, there is difficulty in that the data available on wholesale
trade activity are not available so as to match completely with the commodities passing
through wholesale services, I.e., the data cannot be comprehensively matched with
producing sectors nor with the purchasers within consuming sectors. The technique
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used for state distribution follows. The assignment of wholesale output with commodity
nows is outlined In Appendix B.l and rurther explained in the JFA report State Inputs to
Industries, 1977.
State Distribution of Wholesale Activity
The data that are available to estimate wholesale services by state are largely confined
to the data collected by the Census of Wholesale Trade and related Census' series. The
same is not true of data pertaining to employment and payroll, but employment data
are not available at a sufficient level of detail in any non-Census source to support
adjustment of Census output data by corresponding data on employment. Thus, the
following discussion is confined to development or Census data. Because the data items
collected and the level of coverage by Census varies by type of wholesale operation,
separate procedures are explained by type or wholesale activity.
Merchant Wholesalers, by state
As mentioned previously, the services of Merchant Wholesalers are represented by the
concept of gross margin, i.e., sales less cost of goods sold. Data are available from
Census for the gross margin of Merchant Wholesalers by major kinds or business, I.e., by
three~igit wholesale SIC at the national level only. Thus, for each or the 18 threedigit SICs within wholesale trade, we are able to develop a ratio of gross margin to
total sales (including cost of goods sold) at the national level. These data provide a
national (total) dollar value of g~oss margin for Merchant Wholesalers, and a ratio of
gross margin to sales at the three~igit level that can be used to estimate wholesale
gross margins by state when multiplied by state three~igit sales data for Merchant
Wholesalers.
The data that are available at the three~lglt state-level for Merchant Wholesalers have
some suppressions that necessitate estimation but, for the most part, can be said to
reliably support development of three-digit detail at the state level. As explained
below, the same cannot be said for the three~iglt level of detail in the two remaining
types of wholesale trade activity.
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Manu!ae?turers' Sales Brane?hes, by State
In the data available for Manufae?turers• Sales BranC!hes, two areas of data defiC!lencies

prevent the development or 1tate-level data as efficiently as Is tnie for Mere?hant
Wholesalers. First, exe?ept at the national level tor all wholesale ae?tlvlty (SIC 50 plus
51), the operating expenses or Manufae?turers' Sales Branches (our surrogate for gross
margin) are combined with Manufacturers' Sales OffiC!es. Thus, to obtain estimates for
brane?hes even at the national level by two-or three-digit SIC, It is nee?essary to estimate
the operating expenses by applying the ratio of total operating expenses of branC!hes to
total operating expenses of branches plus ofrlces. Therefore, any estimate or services
for branches will be subjee?t to the reliability or the assumption that the ratio of
operating expenses (branches) to operating expenses (brane?hes plus offiC!es) Is C?onstant
across all kinds of business. Clearly, this assumption strongly limits the reliability or
estimates, even by kind-of-business at the national leveL
The see?ond constraint to developing estimates by state Involves the frequency or data
suppression at the state level by three-digit kind-of-business. For many states,
operating expenses are suppressed for half or more of the 18 three-digit categories.
Remember that even the operating expenses provided are not for branches only, but are
rather a total of brane?hes and offices.
Because of the severe restrictions Imposed by the three-digit data available ror
branches, margins are estimated for branches at the two-digit level, by state. The
Imputation for SIC 50 is represented by:

SIC 50 + 51: Manu ae?turers' Sales Branches and O ices, Operating Expenses US
X
SIC SO, Manufacturers• Sales Branches and Offices, Operating Expenses (by state)

=
SIC SO, Manufacturers' Sales Branches, Operating Expenses (by state)
The same procedure would be used to Impute SIC 51.
Agents, Brokers, and Commission Merchants by State
While the data on operating expenses for Agents, Brokers, and Commission Merchants
do not suffer, from combination with any other activity as was tnie for the case of
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Manufacturers' Sales Branches, the number of suppressed data elements at the threedigit kind-of-business level within states Is high. State-level data for Agents, Brokers,
and Commission Merchants were therefore developed at the tw~igit SIC level only.
Profit, Manufacturers' Sales Branches and Agents, Brokers and Merchants
To compute profit estimates for agents, brokers and commission merchants, U.S. ratios
of net Income (less deficit) to business receipts, developed from IRS's 1976 Statistics of
Income, Business Income Tax Returns, and 1976 Statistics of Income, Source Book of
Corporation Income Tax Returns (Source 15101) for two~lgit and available three~igit
SIC's were applied to Census state sales data. These profit estimates were added to
operating expenses to provide a gross margin estimate for Manufacturers' Sales Offices
and Agents, Brokers, and Commission Merchants.
Summary
The technique explained to develop state-level data on wholesale trade services is based
on the availability and reliability of data as provided from the Bureau of Census.
Clearly, the method proposed for Merchant Wholesalers generates relatively more
accurate and reliable data than Is true for the remaining two operations. Fortunately,
Merchant Wholesalers represent the lion's share of wholesale trade: 65.8 percent of
total sales within wholesale trade are conducted by Merchant Wholesalers. Accordingly, the weakest data will result from the Imputations necessary to develop
Manufacturers' Sales Branches representing 21.5 percent of total sales. The somewhat
more reliable technique proposed for Agents, Brokers, and Commission Merchants will
represent the remaining 12.7 percent of total sales. The total value of services
calculated by state are used as a control for the assignment of the use of wholesale
activity within the I-O framework as described In the JFA report State Inputs to
Industries, 1977.
Employment and Payroll Data
Employment and payroll data were collected for SICs 50 and 51 and summed for total
sector employment, by state.

'I
>

I
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Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the estimation techniques described
above, These Include:
1.

The value of services for all types of wholesale activity by state were estimated
based on national-level ratios. Thus all state-level data for output are subject to
the assumption that the ratio of gross margins to sales are constant across all
states. This assumption clearly limits the quality of state level gross margin
data.

2.

The value of services estimated for manufacturers' sales branches and agents,
brokers, and commission merchants is limited further by the level of detail of
available data for sales and the estimation technique used for profits (agents,
brokers, and commission merchants).

3.

The splitting of manufacturers' branches from Census totals for branches and
oCfices may fail to renect the actual sales, employment and payroll data for
these establishments.
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CHAPTER 13
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MRIO Sector:
098:

Eating and Drinking Places

As shown in Exhibit 13-1, MRIO Sector 098 includes all of SIC major group 58, Eating
and Drinking Places. Establishments engaged primarily in the sales of prepared foods
and drinks for consumption on the premises are included in this sector.
Though within the Standard Industrial Classification, eating and drinking places are
included in the retail trade division, within the MRIO framework these establishments
are handled apart from the balance of retail trade. Thus, instead of measuring the
output of eating and drinking establishments on a margin basis which would exclude the
cost of purchased food and beverages as was done for other trade sectors, dining
establishments are handled like all non-retail sectors - on a gross basis including the
cost of purchased inputs. Since eating and drinking establishments perform a service
which changes the nature of the products that it buys, the service rendered approximates more closely the activities of other sectors rather than just the margin function
associated with retail trade. Beginning with the 1972 I-0 table, BEA also excludes
eating and drinking from the retail trade Industry.
Though the MRIO measurement of output for eating and drinking places parallels that
of BEA, BEA goes one step further in defining their sector on an activity rather than an
establishment basis. Thus BEA Sector 74000 includes the output of establishments
classified as eating and drinking and additionally includes, as redefinitions, meal and
beverage sales made in hotels, motels, boarding schools, bowling alleys, etc. Where
these redefinitions are substantial, as in the case of meals and beverages served In
hotels and lodging places, the redefined amounts are treated as a by-product by the
method described In MRIO Procedures No. z. No adjustment was made for relatively
small redefinition values.
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EXHIBIT 13-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES

Sector 098: Eating and Drinking Places

...
...
N

098

MRIO Sector
Eating and Drinking Places

BEA 1-0 Code

74000

Eating and Drinking Places•

1977 SIC

58

Eating and Drinking Places

•It should be noted that BEA treat! the output of Sector 14000 on an activity basi.s and thua redeflnea the meals and beverage
aolea aS30Clated with other aector3, e.g., dining in hoteb, meals aerved on airline3, etc., Into Eating and DriM!nQ Places.
Within the MRIO, sd>3tantlal valuea a330Clated with theae redeflnltlOM will be treated on a by-product baa!&

Data Sources and Estimation
Output (sales), employment and payroll data for SIC 58 were tabulated from the ll!1
Census or Retail Trade (Source 03101). All data were taken direcUy from the Census,
except for employment which wu computed u an average of the four quarters
employment provided in Cemus' Subject Series, Miscellaneous Subjects (Source 03101).
·Data Limitations
Since employment data were represented by an average of the employment in each of
Coir quarters provided in Census, these data may fail to refiect actual aMual
employment for 1977.
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CHAPTER 14
RETAIL TRADE
MRIO Sectors:
099: General Merchandise and Apparel Stores
100: Food, Drug and Liquor Stores
101: Automotive Dealers and Gasoline Service Stations
102: Other Retail Stores
As shown in Exhibit 14-1, this group of MRIO sectors includes all of SIC Division G,

Retail Trade which Includes major groups SICs 52-59, except SIC 58, as well as SIC
7396, Trading Stamp Services.
The output of trade sectors ls defined differently from the output of other MRIO
sectors, I.e., the output of trade Is defined as to exclude the cost of a goods sold by
trade establishments. Thus, the 1-0 definition of trade output represents the value of
services provided by trade establishments and does not include the value of commodities following through trade.

This treatment Is used to preserve the link of

commodities between producers and users. If the cost of goods sold were treated as an
input to trade and correspondingly included in the output of trade establishments, most
purchases would be made from trade establishments rather than from the actual
producer of the commodity.
To preserve the producer-user link, the value of services rendered by trade, I.e.,
margins, are developed by state and kind-of-business and subsequently linked with
commodities fiowlng from producers through trade. In the case of retail trade, most
purchases are made within final demand and retail margins will be distributed to the
appropriate final demand category as these data are developed.
Data Sources and Estimation
Sales, payroll and employment data for SICs 52-57, and 59 were tabulated from the
1977 Census of Retail Trade (Source 03101).
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Receipts (expenses), payroll and

EXHmrr 14-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 099, 100, 101, 1021 Retail Trade
MRIOSector
0991 General Merchandise and
Apparel

BEA 1-0 Code
690200 (pt.) Retail Trade

1977 SIC
531
533
539
561
562
563

·1

...

.

564

N

565
568

568
569
1001 Food, Drug and Liquor Stores

690200 (pt.) Retail Trade

541
542
543
544
545
546
549
591
592

Department Stores
Variety Stores
Miscellaneous General
Merchandse Stores
Men's and Boy's Clothi~
and Furnishings Stores
Women'sReady-T~Wear
Stores
Women's Accessory and
Specialty Stores
Chilo-en's and Infants'
Wear Stores
Family Clothi~ Stores
Shoe Stores
Furriers and Fur ShopJ
Miscellaneous Apparel
and Accessory Stores
Grocery Stores
Meat and Fish (Seafood)
Markets, lncludi~
Freezer Provlsioners
Fruit Stores and Vegetable
Markets
Candy, Nut, and Confectionery
Stores
Dairy Products Stores
Retail Bakeries
Miscellaneous Food Stores
Drug Stores and Proprietary
Stores
Liquor Stores

EXHIBIT 14-1 (eont'd)
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 099, 100, 101, 1021 Retell Trade
MRIOSector
1011 Automotive Dealers and
Gasoline Service Stations

1977 SIC

BEA 1-0 Code

890200 (pt.) Retail Trade

551
552

553
554
555
558
557
559

.....
CD

1021 Other Retail Stores

890200 (pt.) Retell Trade

521
523
525
528
527
571
572
573
593
594
598
598
599
7396

Motor Vehlele Dealers
(New and Used)
Motor Vehicle Dealers
(Used Only)
Auto and Home Supply Stores
Gm;oline Service Stations
Boat Dealers
Recreational and Utility
Trailer Dealers
Motorcycle Dealers
Automotive Dealers, Not
Elsewhere Classified
Lumber and Other Bullcl,.r
Material Dealers
Paint, Glass, and Wellpaper
Stores
Hardware Stores
Retail Nurseries, Lawn and
Garden Supply Stores
Mobile Home Dealers
Furniture, Home Ftrnlshl,v,
and Eqtapment Stores,
Exeept Appliances
Household Appliance Stores
Radio, Television, and
Music Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Mise. Shopping Good, Stores
Nonstore Retailers
Fuel and lee Dealers
Retail Stores, Not Elsewhere
Classified
Trading Stamp Services

employment data for SIC 7396, Trading Stamp Services were tabulated from the ill1.
Census of Service Industries (Source 03103). Data used in computing retail trade gross
margins for MRIO sectors 099-102 were based on the Current Business Report "1977
Retail Trade, Annual Sales and Purchases, Year-End Inventories, and Accounts Receivable by Kind of Retail Store" (Source 03119).
The basic data development methodology involved the addition of the three- or fourdigit SIC codes for sales, payroll and employment. To develop output from sales data, a
national retail trade margin was calculated as sales less purchases plus ending
Inventories less beginning inventories, at the kind-of-business leveL Margins were
computed for each state by kind-of-business from the national margins based on state
sales by kind-of-business.
To estimate gross margins by state and by sector, first U.S. gross margins were
computed for the level of disaggregation available in CBR "1977 Retail Trade" (Source
03119). Gross margins were computed as sales less merchandise purchases plus 1977
merchandise inventories less 1976 merchandise inventories. National gross margin to
sales ratios were then computed and applied to state sales data by SIC to obtain state
gross margin estimates.
Employment and payroll data were generally gathered for the two-digit SIC level and
summed for a MRIO sector totaL
Suppressed data by state within Census accounted for less than two percent of sales,
employment or payroll within retail trade sectors. Suppressions were estimated based
on the number of establishments within affected states.
Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the sources and Imputations described
above. These Include:
1.

Estimating state gross margins by applying a national gross margin/sales ratio to
state sales data may fall to reflect the actual state output distribution.
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2.

For each sector, suppressed data that was estimated based on the number of
establishments, etc. may fail to reflect the actual distribution of these data.

3.

Employment estimates within the MRIO do not Include establishments with no
payroll and self-employment which may be significant for some types of
establishments within retail trade.
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CHAPTER 15
FINANCE
MRIO Sector:
103: Banking, Credit Agencies and Investment Brokers
As shown in Exhibit 15-1, this sector includes the output of banks and other financial

intermediaries. The output of financial establishments is equal to the value of financial
services performed , e.g., the output of commercial banks is the total of bank receipts
(interest, dividends, and service charges) less the price banks pay for money (interest
paid). Alternatively, the output of financial establishments Is equal to nonfinancial
expenses pha profits. To avoid the somewhat tedious step of estimating the value of
bank services furnished without explicit charges, output data were developed based on
the nonfinancial-expenses-plus-profits definition.
In the following sections, the
methods used to develop output based on the nonfinancial-expemes-plus-profits technique are explained and these totals are compared with the estimated national totals
availatie from the BEA "1977 Analysis Input-Output Control Worksheets" which were
developed using the bank-receipts-less-interest-paid definition for output.
Data Sources and Estimation
Lacking Census data concerning establishments in this sector, output data was
developed by types of establishments from numerous sources as outlined below.

TyPe of Establishment
Federal Reserve Banks

16401:

Commercial, Stock 6: Mutual
Savings Banks and Trust
Companies (FDIC-Insured)

16302:

Savings and Loan Associations

16802:

Source
(1977) Annual Report of the
Federal Reserve Board of
Governors
(1977) Bank Operating Sta~

(FSLIC-Insured)
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(1977) Combined Financial
Statements
FSLIC-Insured
Savings and Loan Associations

EXHIBIT 15-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sector 103: Banking, Credit Agencies and Investment Brokers

103

Banking, Credit Agencies and
Investment Brokers

1977 SIC

BEA 1-0 Code

MRIOSector
700100

Banking

60

700200

Credit Agencies

61

......

67

N

700300

•PT SIC 613,

Security and Commodity
Brokers

62

Banking
Credit Agencies Other than
Banks (Excluding the Commodity Credit Corporation>4'
Holding and Other Investment
Offlcm
Security and Commodity
Broken, Dealers, Exchanges
and Services

the Commodity Credit Corporation, BEA Sector 180300, t., Included Ln MRIO Sector 118, Federal Government

Ente,vlaea, Except UtilltLea and Local Transit.

Federal-Chartered Credit Unions

17101:

(1977) Annual Report, National Credit Union Administration

State-Chartered Credit Unicm

17102:

State-Chartered
Credit
Unions, 1977 Annual Report

Conswner and Sales Finance
Companies

22112:

NCFA Research Report on
Finance Companies in 1977

Mortgage Bankers

22121:

Mortgage Banking 1977: Financial Statements and Operating Ratios

Security and Commodity Brokers,
Dealers, and Exchanges

16501:

(1979) Annual Report of the
Securities and
Exchange
Commission

Employment and payroll data by state for all establishments except Federal Reserve
Banks were tabulated from the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Employment and Wages:
Monthly Employment and Quarterly Wage Data 1977, Computer Tape No. 120380
(Source 12110) which included 1977 Unemployment Insurance (UI) Data. Employment
and payroll of Federal Reserve Banks was tabulated separately from the 1977 Annual
Report of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Source 16401).
State Distribution of Output
Output by state was provided In the output sources noted for Federal Reserve Banks,
FDIC-Insured Commercial, Stock and Mutual Savings Banks and Trust Companies,
FSLIC-insured Savings and Loan Associations and Federal Chartered Credit Unions.
State distribution of the output for remaini(lg establishments was based on payroll as
reported on the UI tape (Source 12110). The total employment and payroll from the
sources noted above represented 92 percent (based on payroll) of that reported for all
financial establishments In the UI data base. The remaining employment and payroll
represents the activity of financial establishments for which no output data were
available. Output of these establishments was estimated as explained below.
Estimation of Output

1977 SIC
605:

Establishments Performing Functions
Closely Related to Banking
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Based on the ratio of output to payroll
for the balance of SIC 60, Bank!~.

6124: State Savings and Loan Associations,
Notlnsured, Members of the Federal

Based on the ratio of output to payroll
for SIC 6122 and 6123, Savings and

Home Loan Bank System

Loan Associations that are insured by
the FSLIC.

6125: State Savings and Loan Associations,
Not Insured, Not Members of the
Federal Home Loan Bank System

Based on the ratio of output to payroll
for SIC 6122 and 6123, Savings and
Loan Associations that are insured by
the FSLIC.
Based on a weighted average of output
to payroll for SIC 6142 and 6143,

6144: Industrial Loan Companies not

Engaged in Deposit Banking

Federal and state-chartered credit
uniom.
Based on a weighted average of output
to payroll for SIC 6145, Licensed

6149: Miscellaneous Personal Credit
Institutions

Small Loan Lenders and SIC 6146,
Installment Sales Finance Companies.
622:

Based on the ratio of output to payroll
for SIC 621 and 623, Security Brokers,
Dealers, and Flotation Companies and
Security and Commodity Exchanges.

Commodity Ccntracts Brokers
and Dealers

628:

673:

Services Allied With the Exchange of Securities or Com-

Based on the ratio of output to payroll

modities

Dealers, and Flotation Companies and
Security and Commodity Exchanges.

Trusts

Based on the ratio of output to payroll
as reported in the Federal Reserve

for SIC 621 and 623, Security Brokers,

Board's Functional Ccst Analysis, 1977

Average Banks (Source 16402).
Lacking any available data to estimate output for SIC's not covered above, output was
considered equal to payroll for these establishments. These establishments represent a
very small portion of total banking activity.
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These many components of output for the Finance Sector were summed to provide
output by state for MRIO 103. As shown in Exhibit 15-1, MRIO 103 Is comprised of
three BEA sectors: 700100-Banking, 700200-Credit Agencies and 700300-Security and
Commodity Brokers. BEA has completed 1977 worksheets that provide national output
totals for two of these sectors, Banking and Security and Commodity Brokers. For
establishments included in BEA 700100, Banking, the MRIO total national output
exceeds the output estimated by BEA by 1.4 percent. For BEA 700300, Security and
Commodity Brokers, the MRIO output equals about 95 percent of the output estimated
by BEA. The small differences between the output data estimated by BEA versus MRIO
can be attributed to the differing definitions used for output and differing data sources
used in the MRIO to provide state-level data.
Data Limitations
1,

The national output of this sector was developed, u previously explained, from
some eight different data sources. As such, these estimates are relatively
weaker than other output estimates within the accounts.

2.

The state distribution of output within this sector was largely based on available
state-level employment data. These estimates may therefore be expected to be
less reliable than for sectors where actual state-level data were available.
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CHAPTER 16
INSURANCE
MRIO Sector,
104: Insurance
As shown in Exhibit 16-1, this sector includes SIC 63, Insurance and SIC 64, Insurance

Agents, Brokers and Service. All types of insurance carriers are included in this sector
as well as agents and brokers dealing in insurance and organizations o!!ering services to
insurance companies or policyholders.
Output for insurance carriers was measured in three ways. The output of life insurance
carriers was measured by operating expenses plus dividends paid to stockholders while
the output of all other carriers was measured on a net basis, I.e., premiums received
less benefits and dividends paid. The output of insurance agents and brokers and
insurance services was measured by operating expenses plus profit.
Data Sources ,ind Estimation
The national output (operating expenses plus dividends paid to stockholders) of life
Insurance companies was developed from data In the Life Insurance Fact Book (1978,
Source 22071). Lacking primary data sour~es for other types of insurance carriers,
national data were drawn from BEA's "1977 Analysis Input-Output Control Worksheets"
for:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fraternal Life Insurance
Property and Casualty Insurance
Accident and Health Insurance
Mortgage Guarantee Insurance
Title Insurance
Income Loss Insurance
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
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EXHmrr 1s-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sector 104: Insirance
MRIOSector
1041 lnslD'ance

BEA 1-0 Code

700400
700500

63

Insurance

Insurance Agents, Brokers,

64

lnsirance Agents, Brokers,
and Service

and Services

.........

1977 SIC

Insurance Carriers

•
•
•

Independent Accident and Health Plans
Accidental Death and Dismemberment I115urance
Private Pension Plan,

For SIC 64, Insurance Agents, Brokers and Services, expenses plus profits data,
developed from IRS 1977 Statistics of Income, Corporate Income Tax Returns, and .!fil
Statistics of Income, Business Income Tax Returns (both preliminary) (Source 15101)
were used as a measure of output.
Employment and payroll data for this sector were obtained by 4-digit SIC from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics' Employment and Wages:
Monthly Employment and
Quarterly Wage Data 1977, Computer Tape No. 120380, (Source 12110) which included
1977 Unemploymentlnsurance (UI) data.
State disaggregation of all components of the insurance sector were based on payroll
data from the UI tape. Each component identified above was matched with the most
appropriate 4-digi t SIC and distributed by state accordingly.
Data Limitations
1.

The national values for output for all insurance activities except life insurance
were drawn from the BEA 1977 worleheets which are preliminary data. Moreover, lacking published data on a large portion of these data, BEA's data
development was based ai telephone conversations with cognizant government or
industry persons and may fail to accurately measure non-life insurance output.

2.

The state disaggregation of the output for this sector was based on payroll data
in all cases. Tlis method may fail to accurately refiect insurance output at the
state level.
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CHAPTER 17
REAL ESTATE AND RENTAL
MRIO Sector:
105: Real Estate and Rental
As shown In Exhibit 17-1, this MRIO sector Includes allot SIC groups:

65: Real Estate
66: Combinations of Real Estate, Insurance, Loans, Law Of!ices
1531 (part): Operative Builders
In addition to the output of these SIC g?'oups, the real estate sector contains rental and

royalty payments made within all sectors Including Imputed rental values for all capital
assets whose value is purchased as a part of personal consumption expenditures. These
additional components of the real estate sector are not part of any SIC group, and are
not counted in the output of any sector except real estate.
Data Sources and Estimation
Output Data
The components of output at the national level for 1977 are shown In Exhibit 17-2. For
comparison, the table also Includes preliminary control totals from BLS for 1-0 71.0100
and 71.0200, which together comprise the activities of MRIO Sector 105. As can be
seen In Exhibit 17-2, eighteen components have been Identified at the national level.
Output data were developed at the state level using the following component breakdowns:

1.

Owner-Occupied Dwelllngs (non-farm)

2.

3,

Tenant-Occupied Dwellings (non-farm)
Farm Dwellings (owner occupied and tenant occupied)

4.

Permanent Guests of Hotels

5.

Non Profit Institutions
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EXHIBIT 17-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 105:

...
•
0

!!!1.fil£

BEA 1-0 Code

MRIO Sector
1051 Real Estate and Rental

Real Estate and Rental

710100

Owner-Occupied Dwellings

710200

Real Estate

Not Applicable
65
88
pt. 1531

Real Estate
Combinations or Real
Estate, Insurance, Loans,
Law Offices
Operative Builders

EXHIBIT 17-2: NATIONAL TOTALS -- COMPONENTS AND
BLS SECTOR TOTALS

Billions or
Dollars

COMPONENT

BLS Sector

Billions or
Dollars

Owner Occupied Dwellilli'S
1.
2.

Non Farm
Farm

125.4

5.7
131.1

71.0100

129.6

71.0200

149.0
278.6

Tenant Occupied Dwellings
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Non Farm
Farm
Permanent Guests or Hotels, etc.
Non Profit Institutions

47.8
1,4

(by-product)
6.3

Business Rent Paid
Corporations
Partnerships
Sole Proprietors
Non-profit

50.0
4.4

10.1
1.1

11.

Government Rent Paid
Royalty Receipts (in lieu or payments)

2.4

12.
13.

Corporations
Partnerships
Persons
Government
Operating Receipts or Real Estate Firms
Corporations
Partnerships
Sole Proprietors

6.1

u.

15,
16.

17.
18.

0.4

2.2
1.3
14,4

7.1
9,8

164.8
295.9

TOTAL
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7.
I.
9.

Rental Payments by Business
Royalty Payments by Business
Rental Payment., by Govemment
Operating Receipts of Real Estate Firms

This sector is comprised largely of financial nows not ldentltied with a "real" Industry.
The only establishment defined activity Included ls the sales and management !unction
of the real estate Industry. For this reason the data must be compiled from diverse
sources In component detail by state and summed to provide state "industry" totals.
Owner-Occupied Dwellings (Non-Farm)
The national total tor Imputed rental value of owner-occupied non-farm dwellings ls
taken from the NIPA accounts as published In the Survey of Current Business, National
Income and Product Accounts, 1976-79: Special Supplement, July 1981, (Source 03501).
The rental value of owner-occupied non-farm dwellings are dlsagregated by state based
on the total value or owner-occupied dwellings by state. State-level data on the value
of owner-occupied dwellings were calculated as the median value of dwellings multiplied by the number of units from the 1970 Census or Housing (Source 03112). These
data were scaled to 1977 values using the ratio between 1977 and 1970 median values
and units by major Census region from the 1977 Survey of Housing (Source 03115).
Tenant-Occupied Dwellings (Non-Farm)
The imputed rental value of tenant-occupied non-farm dwellings were developed using
the same techniques and data sources as for owner-occupied dwellings, substituting
total rents paid in place of total value of dwellings. Total rents are the product of
median rents paid and number of rental units

by states.

Farm Dwellings
The total rental value of owner- and tenant-occupied farm dwellings was based on NIPA
data published In Survey of Current Business, NIPA 1 1976-79 (Source 03501). Statelevel data summing to this control total were available In unpublished data from the
U.S. Department or Agriculture, Economic Research Service.
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Permanent Guests or Hotels
This component was redefined by BEA to be Included In the real estate and rental
sector. We choose not to redefine this activity due to dl!riculty in separately
Identifying the Inputs to this component. Therefore, It remains as part or the output or
Hotels and Lodging places and will be treated as a by-product or that Industry (see
MRIO Procedures No. 2).
Non-Profit Institutions
The Imputed rental value or buildings and equipment owned and used by non-profit
Institutions serving individuals was developed as a control total from NIPA data
published in Survey or Current Business, NlPA 1 1976-79 (Source 03501) and disagregated
based on the state output ot non-profit institutions (MRIO Sector 116).
Rental Payments by Business
As shown In Exhibit 17-2, rental payments by business are the total or rents paid by
corporations, partnerships and sole proprietorships. These data are collected from the
1977 Statistics or Income (Source 15101) at the national level by Industry. Data on
rental payments by Industry are not available at the state level. Therefore, the IRS
industry totals were converted to totals by MRIO sector and distributed to states based
on the output measures for each sector. This procedure simultaneously provides state
totals and detailed state industry distribution for. this component or the rental sector.
A number of secondary sources were used to allocate the IRS industry totals to
MRIO sector totals. These sources included the 1977 Census or Agriculture (Source
03109), the 1977 Census or Mineral Industries (Source 03106), the 1977 Census or
Construction (Source 03104), the 1977 Census or Manufactures (Source 03105), and the
1977 Census or Service Industries (Source 03103).
Data on rent paid by non-profit businesses were not included In the IRS data and were
obtained from the National Income and Wealth Division of the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.
Royalty Payments
Lacking sur!icient data on royalty payments, the national control totals !or royalties
shown In Exhibit 17-2 were based on receipts. Total royalty receipts were calculated as
the sum or receipts by persons, corporations, partnerships and government. All receipts

1(3

data except for government were taken from the 1977 Statistics of Income
(Source 15101). Government receipts were available In the Budget of the U.S.
Government {Source 01101).
Receipts for royalty payments were distributed by Industry based on the methods used
In the 1972 BEA 1-0 study. Royalties paid by book publishing, phonograph records,
miscellaneous publishing, newspapers, periodicals, greeting card publishing, producers of
theater, symphony and dance groups, motion picture producers, and advertising were
developed by scaling estimates from the 1972 BEA 1-0 study by the change In output of
the various sectors between 1972 and 1977. Royalty payments by radio and television
broadcasting were based on statistics published In T. V. Broadcast Financial Data 1977
{Source 16201) and the AM and FM Broadcast Financial Data 1977 {Source 16202).
Royalty payments by mining sectors were based on data from the 1967 Census of
Mineral Industries {Source 03106). These data were updated by sealing by the change In
output from 1967 to 1977. The remaining unallocated royalties were allocated to
manufacturing sectors in proportion to their royalty receipts based on the assumption
that these receipts consisted of Intra-sector payments !or patent rights.
Rental Payments by Government
Figures on rental payments by government were taken directly from the data developed
as part or final demand. {See Volume IV).
Operating Receipts of Real Estate Firms
The receipts of real estate firms were available at the national level from the ~
Statistics of Income (Source 15101). These figures had to be adjusted to exclude rents
received which were already accounted for In the analysis of rents paid for tenantoccupied dwellings and rental payments by business (see above). This was accomplished
by excluding business receipts for operators and lessors of buildings.
The national level control total was then split into two parts. The first part, broker's
commissions on sales of structures was available In the NIPA accounts as published In
the Survey of Current Business, National Income and Product Account; 1976-79:
Special Supplement, July 1981, (Source 03501). The second part, receipts of real estate
firms for property management, was the residual of the national control total arter
broker's commissions were subtracted.
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Broker's commissions were prorated to states In proportion Aggregate sales price, by
state, trom the 1977 Census ot Governments (Source 03110). Management fees were
prorated to states in proportion to payrolls tor the real estate sector (see below).
Employment and Payroll Data
Employment and payroll data are tabulated only for the real estate sector because
there is no employment and payroll corresponding to rental, royalty and Imputed rental
outputs. Payroll and employment data tor real estate were gathered from the Bureau
or Labor Statistics' Employment and Wages: Monthly Employment and Quarterly Wage
Data (Computer Tape No. 120380) for 1977 (Source 12110) and adjusted to reflect
yearly averages.
Data Limitations
The lack of data for many components of output within this sector places many
limitations on these data, Including:
l.

The Imputed rental value of owner-occupied dwellings are based on NIPA data
distributed by state based on the total value of housing by state and may fall to
reflect the actual distribution or implicit rental values by state.

2.

The amounts used from NIPA for rents paid by tenants for dwellln5s were
estimated based on contract rents Jess an adjustment for utilities included In
rent and are thus subject to an error factor. The state distributions or rents paid
by tenants is based on total contract rents by state and thus may fail to reflect
the actual distribution of total rents ~Id.

3.

The imputed rental value of owner-occupied farm dwellings and rents paid for
tenant-occupied farm dwelling are USDA estimates and may not reflect either
the actual amounts or distributions of these quantities.

4.

The national Imputed value of rental tor buildings and equipment owned and used
by nonprofit Institutions Is based on NIPA data disaggregated by state based on
output of all nonprofit institutions. The final values may not reflect the actual
national rental payments and/or state distributions of these values.

5.

Royalty payments are distributed to sectors based on a variety of estimating
techniques and may fall to reflect the actual distributions of these payments.

II.

The receipts of real estate firms are distributed by states based on payroll and
may fall to represent the actual distribution of receipts.

CHAPTER 18
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICF.S
MRIO Sectors:
106: Hotels and Lodging Places
107: Personal and Repair Services, Exe!ept Auto
108: Miscellaneous Services and Advertising
109: Miscellaneous Professional Services
110: Auto Rental, Repair, and Maintenance
111: Amusements
As shown in Exhibit 18-1, this group of MRIO sectors Include the following SIC major
groups:

70:

72:
73:
75:
76:
78:
79:
81:
89:

Hotels, Rooming Houses, Camps and Other Lodging Places
Personal Services
Business Services (except SIC 7396 , Trading Stamp Services)
Automotive Repair, Services, and Garages
Miscellaneous Repair Services
Motion Pictures
Amusement and Recreation Services, Except Motion Pictures
Legal Services
Miscellaneous Servie?es (Except SIC 892, Noncommere?ial Educational,
Scientific, and Research Organizations)

Establishments In MRIO Sectors 106-111 provide various types of services including:
lodging, personal, business, legal, automotive, amusement and recreation and other
miscellaneous services.
Services not covered in this chapter: health, educational and social services, membership and noncommercial educational, scientific and research orgllllizations, and
museums, art galleries, botanical and zoological gardens, e.re discussed In other
chapters of this report.

i
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EXHIBIT 18-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 106-1111 Miscellaneous Service Sectors

MRIO Sector
106: Hotels and Lodging Places

720100

BEA 1-0 Code
Hotels and Lodging Places (excluding

!.m.fil£
70

Hotels, Rooming Houses,
Camps, and Other Lodging
Places

721

Laundry, Cleaning, and
Garment Services
Shoe Repair Shops, Shoe
Shine Parlors, and Hat
Cleaning Shops
Funeral Service and
Crematories
Photographic Studios, Portrait
Mlscellane0111 Personal Servs.
Electrical Repair Shops
Watch, Clock, and Jewelry
Repair
Reupholstery and Furniture
Repair

dining•)
1071 Personal and Repair Services,

.
CID

720201

Laundry, Cleaning, Garment Services
and Shoe Repair

Bxcept Auto

'125
720202

Funeral Service and Crematories

728

720203

Portrait, Photographic Studios,
and Miscellaneous Personal Services
Electrical Repair Shops
Watch, Clock, Jewelry and
Furniture Repair

'122
729

720204
720205

'162
763
764

720300

Beauty and Barber Shops

723
124

Beauty Shops
Barber Shops

..-----BEA conafders aa!es of meala and beverugea on an actfvfty basts and therefore rede(tnea the• aalea to BEA Sector 14000.
WIUun the MRIO, aales of meals and beverages will be treated on a by-prowct basis.

EXHIBIT 18-1 (cont'd)
MRJO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 106-111: Miscellaneous Service Sectors

Miscellaneous Repair Shops
and Related Services
Services to Dwellings and
Other Buildings

730101

Miscellaneous Repair Shops

769

730102

Services to Dwellings and
Other Buildings

734

730103

Personnel Supply Services

738

Personnel Supply Services

730104

Computer and Data Processing
Services

737

Computer and Data Processing Services

730105

Manegement and Consulting
Services, Testing and Research
Laboratories

7391

......

.

1977 SIC

BEA 1-0 Code

MRIOSector
108: Miscellaneous Services and
Advertising

7392
7397

Research and Development
Laboratories
Management, Consulting, and
Public Relations Services
Commercial Testing Lalla

'130106

Protective Services

7393

Detective Agencies and
Protective Services

730107

P.quipment Rental and Leasing

7394

P.quipment Rental and
Leasing Services

'1301D8

Photofinishing Lalla, Photocopy
and Commercial Photography

7332

Blueprinting and Photocopying
Services
Commercial Photography,
Art and Graphics
Photofinishing Laboratories

7333
7395

73D1D9

Other Business Services

732

7331
7339
735
7399
730200

Advertising

731

Conswner Credit Reporting
Agencies, Mercantile Reporting
Agencies, and Adj~tment
and Collection Agencies
Direct Mail Advertising Servs
S tenogr aphi c Services; and
Reproduction Services, N.E. C.
News Syndicates
Business Services, N.E.C.
Advertising

EXHmrr 18-1 (cont'd)

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 106-111: Miscellaneous Service Sectors
BEA 1-0 Code

MRIO Sector
109: MlscellaneOU!I Professional

...

"'

0

110: Auto Rental, Repair and
Maintenance

1977 SIC

730301
730302

Legal Services
Engineering, Architectural, and
Surveying Services

811
891

Legal Services
Engineering, Architectiral, and
Surveying Services

730303

Accowitlng, Auditing and
Bookkeeping, and Miscellaneous
Services, N.E.C.

893

Accowitlng, Auditing, and
Bookkeeping Services
Services, Not Elsewhere
Classified

899

750001

Auto Rental and Leasing,
Without Drivers

'150002

Automotive Repair Sho111 and
Services

'153
7549

Automotive Repair Sho(II
Automotive Services, Except
Repalr and Car Washes

'150003

Automobile Parkh~ and Car
Washes

752
7542

Automobile Parking
Car Washes

'151

Automotive Rental and
Leasing, Without Drivers

II! d

i!8 111 1!111 i

1111~1 Ill H!f

.ii

EXHmrr 18-1 (cont'd)
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 106-111: Miscellaneous Service Sectors
MRIO Sector
1111 Am111ements

.....,.
...

BEA 1-0 Code

~
Motion Pictures

760100

Motion Pictures

760201

Theatrical Producers (Except
Motion Pictures), Bands, and
Entertainers

792

Theatrical Producers (Eii:cept
Motion Pictures), Bands, Oschest
and EntertainerS

760202

Bowling Alleys, Billiard and Pool
Establishments

793

Bowling Alleys and Billiard
and Pool Establishments

760203

Commercial Sports Except Racing

7941

Professional Sports Clubs
and Promoters

760204

Racing (Including Track Operation)

7948

Racing, Including Track
Operation

760205

Membership Sports and Recreation
Clubs
Other Am111ement and Recreation
Services

799 7

Membership Sports and
Recreation Clubs
Dance Halls, Studios, arxl
Schools
Public Golt COU1'8es
Coin-Operated Am111ement
Devices
Ami.Bement Parks
Amusement and Recreation
Services, N .E.C.

760206

78

791
7992
7993
7996
7999

Data Sources and Estimation
Data ror all SICs were tabulated Crom the 1977 Census or Service Industries (Source
03103). For MRIO Sectors 106-111 the basic data development methodology involved
the addition or two- or three-digit SIC components. For Sector 106, this included both
taxable and tax-exempt establishment data. For Sector 108, SIC 7396 data were
subtracted Crom the sum or SIC 73 and SIC 769 data.
'The Subject Serles, Hotels, Motels and Other Lodging Places and the Geographic Area
Series, Other Service Industries (Source 03103) were divided into two sections, taxable
and tax-exempt establishments. 'The Geographic Area Serles, Alabama - United States
(Source 03103) Includes data only !or taxable establishments. Data !or taxable
establishments' output were defined as receipts while !or tax-exempt establishments
output was de!ined as expenses. Data for tax-exempt Industries cover only establishments with payroll Employment Includes only paid employees.
State-level suppression or output, employment and payroll within Census data
accounted for approximately one percent or less or national totals for these sectors.
Suppressions were estimated based on the number or establishments within affected
states. In addition, for Sectors 107 and 108, suppressions or SIC 763 and 769 data
(where combined data for these two SICS were provided) were estimated by using
national ratios Crom BEA's "1977 Analysis Input-Output Control Total Worksheet." For
Sector 106, output was obtained by summing the receipts or all taxable establishments
and the expenses or tax-exempt establishments of the component SICs.
Adjustments to Covera·ge and Redefinition
In 1972, BEA made more than 40 rede!initions to these miscellaneous sectors. In the

MRIO, only substantial rede!lnitlons were considered and these will be treated In
accordance with the methods described In MRIO Procedures No. 2. Many of the BEA
redefinitions are minor and no adjustments will be made !or these values.
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Data Limitations
Several data limitations should l>e noted based on the sources and techniques described
above. These Include:
1.

Suppressed data that were estimated may fall to reflect the actual distribution
of the state output, employment and payroll data.

z.

For Sector 106, Census employment and output data for tax-exempt establishments do not Include establishments without payrolls and self-employment may
be slgniticant.

''

i'

I I
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CHAPTER 19
HEALTH CARE SERVICES
MRIO Sectors:
112: Doctors and Dentists, Including Outpatient Care Facilities
113: Hospitals and Nursing
114: Other Medical and Health Services
As shown in Exhibit 19-1, this group of MRIO sectors includes all of SIC major group 80,
Health Services as well as SIC 07 4, Veterinary Services.

Data Sources and Estimation
Census-based data were used to develop output and employment estimates !or the
health care sectors. Data for SIC 80, Health Services were tabulated from the

llll

Census of Service Industries (Source: 03103) while data for Veterinary ServiceB (SIC
074) were taken from the 1978 Census of Agriculture (Source: 03109),
The basic data development methodology for each of these sectors was a straightforward addition of the three-digit SIC codes for output, employment and payroll. There
were no redefinitions, reclassifications, or secondary products.
Data on output, employment, and payrolls as available In the Census of Service
Industries were divided Into two sections, taxable and non-taxable establishments. Data
for taxable establishments' output was defined as gross receipts while for non-taxable
establishments output was defined as expenses. Employment includes only paid
employment, volunteer employment ls not reported. In addition, establishments that
are owned by a government entity but operated by a private organization are Included
while those owned and operated by a government entity are not.
Four data estimation techniques were used to adjust for Inadequate data within health
services sectors. In the first Instance, the reporting level of detail for data on receipts
for taxable establishments without payroll was a combined total of SIC's 808, 809
154

EXHWIT 19-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 112, 113, 114: Health Care Services

Doctors and dentists, lncludirc
outpatient care facilities

..."'...

pt. 770100

Doctors and Dentists

pt. 770300 Other Medical and Health
Services
113: Hmpltals and Nurslrc

pt. 770300

801
802
803
808

805

Other Medical and Health
Services
Hos pi tels

808

pt. 770300 Other Medical and Health
Services

074
804

770200
1141 Other medical and health
services

1977 SIC

BEA l-0 Code

MRIOSector
112

807
809
pt. 770100

Doctors and Dentists

8041

Offices of Physici&111
Offices of Dentists
Offices of Osteopathic
Physicia111
Outpatient Care Facilities
Nurslrc and Personal Care
Facilities
Haspitels
Veterinary Services
Offices of Other Health
Practitioners (excludirc 8041)
Medical and Dental
Laboratories
Health and Allied Services,
Not Elsewhere Classified
Offices of Ctaropractors

and 8049. However, receipts were reported separately for these SIC's for establishments with payroll. Therefore, receipts for establishments without payroll were
estimated based on data for establishments with payroll. In the second case, a minor
portion of output, employment, and payrolls for non-taxable establishments were
included In an "other" category. These data were divided among three-digit SIC codes
based on the ratio of output, employment, or payrolls for these SIC codes for taxable
establishments. Third, data withheld to avoid disclosure of individual company data
were estimated based on each state's unsuppressed output, employment, or payroll, by
sector. Thls procedure was applied separately to taxable and non-taxable establishments. Finally, lacking Census state-level data for employment in veterinary services,
total (national) employment for SIC 074 was disaggregated by state based on state gross
receipts data for veterinary services.
Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the estimations described above.
These include:
1.

The distribution of total output for without-payroll establishments by SIC was
made based on the relative distribution of output in payroll establishments and
does not necessarily reflect the actual output by these establishments in MRIO
Sectors 112 and 114.

2.

Data for SIC codes 801-804, 807 and 809 for non-taxable establishments were
reported only as a total, by state. These data were divided among three~iglt SIC
codes based on the ratio for these SIC codes for taxable establishments, and may
fail to reflect the actual distribution of these data.

3.

For each sector, suppressed data that was estimated based on output, employment or payroll may fail to reflect the actual distribution of these data.

,.

Within Sector lU, the estimated state distribution or employment by gross
receipts for SIC 074 may not represent the actual employment by state for
veterinary services.
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CHAPTER 20
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MRIO Sector:
115: Educational Services
As shown in Exhibit 20-1, MRIO Sector 115 Includes all of SIC major group 82,
Educational Services. The activities covered within this sector include all educational
services in the private economy.
Data Sources and Estimation
Data for SIC 82, Educational Services were tabulated from the 1977 Census of Service
Industries (Source 03103) which covered all educational services, excluding schools
operated by religious organizations. Data for schools operated by religious organizations were developed from data provided in Catholic High Schools and Their Finances
(Source 22061), Basic Financial Data on Catholic Elementary Schools (Source 22062)
(both published in 1978), Digest of Education Statistics 1977-78 and 1979 (Source
08101), and unpublished data from the National Catholic Educational Association and
the National Center for Education Statistics.
The basic data development methodology involved the addition of taxable and taxexempt SIC 82 data from Census and estimated religious school data for output,
employment and payroll.
Census data (Source 03103), Geographic Area Series, Other Service Industries and
Subject Serles, Miscellaneous Subjects, were divided into two sections, taxable and taxexempt establishments. Data for taxable establishments' output was defined as receipts
while for tax-exempt establishments output was defined as expenses or revenue. Data
for tax-exempt industries cover only establishments with payroll. Employment includes
only paid employees. Census data covers the fiscal year ending in 1977.
Census data suppressions at the state level accounted for about one percent of the
national totals for output, employment and payroll. Suppressions within data for
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BXHmrr 20-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sector 115: E<itcatlonal Services
MRIOSector
1151 E<itcatlonal Services

BEA 1-0 Code

1977 SIC

770401

Elementary and Secondary Schools

821

770402

Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools

822

Colleges, Universities, Professional Schools, and
Jwtior Colleges

770403

Lllraries, correspondence and
Vocational Schools, and E<itcational Services, N.E.C.

823

Litraries and Information
Centers
Correspondence Schools
and Vocational Schools
Schools and E<itcatlonal
Services, Not Elsewhere
Classified

Elementary and Secondary
SchooB

...

"'
ID

824
829

taxable establishments were estimated based on the receipts ror components not
suppressed within a state. Suppressions ror tax-exempt establishments were estimated
based on the number or establishments within a state.
Lacking Census data on educational services provided by religious organizations, it was
necessary to estimate these data Crom several dirferent sources. Output for Catholic
schools, defined as expenses, was estimated as the sum of Catholic elementary and
Catholic high school expenses. While these data were available by state for Catholic
elementary schools (Source 22062), the national total for Catholic high school expenses
(Source 22061) was distributed based on unpublished National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) data on number of teachers In Catholic elementary and secondary
schools for fall 1978, by state. Output for religious schools other than Catholic was
estimated by applying state ratios or current expenditures per public elementary and
secondary school teacher (Source 08101) to unpublished NCES state data on number or
teachers in church affiliated, other than Catholic, elementary and secondary schools.
Output of schools operated by religious organizations was the sum or the estimated
output or Catholic schools and the estimated output of religious schools other than
Catholic.
Employment for elementary and secondary schools operated by religious organizations'
was estimated by adjusting unpublished NCES state data on number or teachers for fall
1978 by NCES national data on number of teachers for fall 1976. Payroll tor Catholic
schools was estimated as 75 percent of computed expenses, by state. 1 Payroll for
religious schools other than Catholic was estimated based on the average annual salary
of instructional staff in public elementary schools for 1977-78, by state. Payroll for
schools operated by religious organizations .was the sum of the estimated payroll of
Catholic schools and the estimated payroll or religious schools other than Catholic.

~:
I

Adjustments to Coverage and Redefinitions
Revenues or private schools from housing and board are redefined by BEA to Sectors
7201, Hotels and Lodging Places and Sector 7400, Eating and Drinking Places,
respectively. These redefined amounts will be handled within the MRIO by the by-

'

'

'

'

1

Appro.r!mately three-fourths of all operatlng e.rpenses In Catholic high schools are
5alaries and fringe benefits, from Catholic Schools and Their Finances (Source 22061).

I

;"
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product method described In MRJO Procedures No. 2. The BEA rede!inltion !or sale or
merchandise will be allocated as an Intra-sector now with no adjustment to output (see
al.9o Procedures No. 2 paper). No adjustment will be made !or the small quantity BEA
rede!lnes representing admission fees to athletic events.
Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the sources and estimations described
above. These Include:
1.

The data used to estimate Catholic school services were weak and the estimates
developed may not refiect the actual value or Catholic educational services.

2.

Limited data were available to estimate educational services provided by
religious organizations, other than Catholic schools and estimates !or these
services are also very weak.

3.

Census revenue, expenses and employment data !or tax-exempt establishments
and employment data for taxable establishments does not cover establishments
without payroll.

4.

Suppressed Census data that was imputed based on receipts or all establishments
and national proportions may fail to reflect the actual distribution or the output,
employment or payroll data.
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CHAPTER21
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
MRIO Sector1
116: Nt11profit Organizations
As shown In Exhibit 21-1, this MRIO sector Includes all of SIC major grou15 84, Museums,
Art Gaileries, Botanical and Zoological Gardens and 86, Memberstip Organizations, as
well as SIC 892, Nt11commercial Educational, Scientific, and Research Organizations.
Data Sources and Estimation
The 1977 Census of Service Industries (Source 03103) included data for all components
of ttis sector except SIC 866, Religious Organization;. Output of SIC 866 was
estimated at the national level based on the estimate of personal consumption
expenditures for religion by BEA's National Income and Wealth Divisi<l'I (NIWD). The
output was distributed by state based oo employment for SIC 866 as reported in County
Business Pattern; 1977 (Source 03114). Payroll and employment data for SIC 866 were
also tabulated from County Busines.s Patterns 1977.
The basic data development methodology involved the addition or taxable and taxexempt SIC 84, 86 (excluding 866) and 892 data from Census and SIC 866 actual and
estimated data from County Business Pattern; 1977 and BEA's National Income and
Wealth Division.
Census data (Source 03103), Geographic Area Serles, Other Service Industries and
Subject Series, Miscellaneous Subjects, were divided into two sections, taxable and taxexempt establishments. Data for taxable establishments' output was defined as receipts
while for tax-exempt establishments output was defined as expenses. Census data Cor
nonprofit organizations, except religiolL'I were provided for tax-exempt establishments
only, except for SIC 892. Data for tu-exempt industries cover only establishments
with payroll. Taxable SIC 892 data were published only for establishments with payroll,
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EXHIBIT 21-1
MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 118: N onprorlt Organizations

MRIOSector
1181 Nonprofit Organizations

...
0,

BEA 1-0 Code

1977 SIC

770501

Business Associations and
Professional Membership
Organizations

881
882

Business Amociatlons
Professional Membership
0 rganlzations

770502

Labor Organizations and
Civic, Social and Fraternal
Associations

863
884

Labor Unions and Similar
Organizations
Civic, Social, and Pratemal
Association,

770503

Religious Organizations

868

Religious Organizations

770504

Other Membership
O rganiza tlons

841
842

Musewns and Art Galleries
Arboreta, Botanical and
Zoological Gardens
Political Organizations
Membership Organizations,
Not Elsewhere Classified
Noncommercial Educational,
Scientific, and Research
Organizations

N

865
869
892

though data for establishments with no payroll were included In combination with SIC'a
83 and 899. Receipts for taxable establishments without payroll were estimated based
on output data for establishments with payroll.
Suppressed data elements at the state level amounted to less than one percent of total
sector out(J.lt, employment and payroll data. Where state data were suppressed,
estimates were made based on the nwnber of establishments within the state.
Adju;tments to Coverage and Redefinitions
Following preliminary estimation of output, payroll and employment for this sector,
redefinitions were estimated to adjust the total sector controls. Sectors whose output
ls augmented by redefinitions from nonpro!lt organizations include:
102: Other Retail Stores
098: Eating and Drinking Places
State-level data on the redefined amounts for Eating and Drinking Places and Other
Retail Stores were Imputed from Census of Service Industries (Source 03103) data.
These redefined amounts were then deducted from nonprofit organizations expenses and
added to the receipts of the appropriate sectors, by state.
Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based oo the sources and estimations described
above. These include:
1.

The ise of NIWD data on personal conswnption expenditures for religion
<lstributed by County Business Patterns' employment may fail to reflect the
actual state distribution of religious organizations' output data.

2.

Suppressed Census data estimated based on the number of establishments or
national proportions may fall to retlect the actual distribution of the state
output, payroll, and employment data.

3.

Census data for expenses and employment
cover establishments with no payroll.
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ot tax-exempt establishments does not

CHAPTER22
OfHER SOCIAL SERVICES
MRIO Sector:
117: Other Social Services
As shown In Exhibit 22-1, MRIO Sector 117 Includes all of SIC major group 83, Social
Services. Services offered by establishments In this sector Include private sector social
and rehabilitation services to the general public as well as social services directed
toward the dsadvantaged or handicapped.
Data Sources and Estimation
Data for SIC 83, Social Services were tabulated from 1977 Census of Service Industries
(Source 03103). The basic data were developed by straightforward addition of taxable
and tax-exempt SIC 83 output, payroll and employment data. There were no
redefinitions, reclassifications, or secondary products.
Census data (Source 03103), Geographic Area Series, Other Service Industries were
cl vided into two sections, taxable and tax-exempt establishments. Output data for
taxable establishments were measured by receipts while for tax-exempt establishments
expenses are used to measure output. Data for tax-exempt establishments are only
available for establishments with payroll. ·Taxable SIC 83 establishment data were
available from Census for establishments with payroll, but data for establishments with
no payroll were Included In combination with SIC 892 and 899 (not Included in this
sector), by state. The output for taxable establishments without payroll was estimated
based on receipts for establishments with payroll. Output for SIC 83 was the sum of the
taxable receipts and the tax-exempt expenses.
At the state level, suppressed data elements accounted for less than one percent of the
national totals for output, employment and payroll. These suppressions were estimated
based on the number of estat>lishments within affected states.
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EXHIBIT 22-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sector 1171 Other Social Services
MRIOSector
1171 Other Social Services

......

"'

BEA 1-0 Code

1977 SIC

770600 Job Trainl...r and Related
Services

833

Job Trainl...r and
V ocatlonal Rehabilitation
Services

770700 Child Day Care Services

835

Child Day C•e Services

770800 Residential Care

838

Residential C•e

770900 Social Services, N.E.C.

832

Indivi<bll and Family
Social Services
Social Services, Not
Elsewhere Classified

839

Data Limitations
Several data limitations should be noted based on the sources and imputations described
above. These include:
1.

Employment data for this sector represent only the employment of establishments with payroll. Since establishments with payroll generate only about half
or the total sector receipts, self-employment for this sector Is very significant.

2.

Census receipts for establishments without payroll were broken out by state,
based on receipts for establishments with payroll and may not represent the
actual receipts, by state.

3.

Suppressed state data that was imputed based on national proportions may fail to
reflect the actual distribution of the output, payroll and employment data.
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CHAPTER 23
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISES
MRIO Sector:
118: Federal Government Enterprises, Except Utilities and Local Transit

A Federal government activity is classified as an enterprise If the "operating costs are
at least to a substantial extent covered by the sale of goods and services, In contrast to
the general activities cl. government whic.h are financed mainly by tax revenues and
1

debt creation."
BEA has refined this definition to include activities wherein (1) at
least 50 percent cl. costs are covered by sales oC goods and services, (2) sales are equal
to $10 million or more, and (3) If there is any capital stock, m06t of the capital stock is
held by a government corporation or agency. Within this definitiai, Federal government enterprises may be divided into four components:

3.

U.S. Postal Service
Federal utilities
Commodity Credit Corporation

4.

Other Federal government enterprises

1.
2.

Of these four components, the output of only two is included In MRIO Sector 118: the
Postal Service and other Federal govern.nent enterprises. The outputs of Federal
utilities are considered to be the same commodity produced by their private sector
equivalent (MRIO Sector 094: Electric Utilities, Sector 095: Oas Production and
Distribution or Sector 096: Water and Sanitary Services). It Is therefore added to the
commodity outi;ut of the corresponding private sector and not Included in this sector.
The Commodity Credit Corporation has Inputs but no output and thus does not
contribute to the output of Sector 118. In general, the output of Federal enterprises is
measured by the value of revenues (if the enterprise Is not subsidized) or the operating
expenses (a surrogate for revenues ~us subsidy) if the activity is subsidized.

1

National Income, 19S4 Edition, A Supplement to the SW-Vey of Current Bu.siness.
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On an SIC basis as shown in Exhibit 23-1, this MRIO sector includes all of SIC 4311, the
U.S. Postal Service, part of SIC 613, the Commodity Credit Corporaticn, and numerous
other Federal enterprises, as listed below:
•
•
•

Alaska Railroad
Panama Canal Company
Metropolitan Washington Airports

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Military exchanges
Federal restaurants
Government Printing Office
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
Federal Housing Administration Fund
Home Loan Bank Boe.rd Revolving Fund
Overseas Private Investment Corporation
National Credit Union Administration
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
Data Sources and Estimation

Quantifying the activities of Federal government enterprises required the use of a wide
variety of data sources and a range of techniques to distribute these data on a per-state
basis. This diversified approach was necessary because (1) most available data sources
were collected on a fiscal rather than calendar basis and (2) few of the sources used
offered data disaggregated on a stat~by-state basis. The following data sources were
used, as described below, to develop output and employment estimates for Federal
government enterprises.
~
16902: Pastmaster Accounts, Government Fiscal Year Revenue List 1977 (Sn ns)
169011

(unpublished data)
Distribution of Federal Payrolls Paid During CY 1977 in the United States
by State of Residence December 31, 1977 (unpublished data from employees' payroll withholding tax forms (W-2's))
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EXHIBIT 23-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sector 118: Federal Government Enterprises

MRIOSector

...

"'...

1181 Federal Government Enterprises,
Except Utilities and Local
Transit

BEA 1-0 Code
780100

U. S. P06tal Service

780300

Commodity Credit Corporation

780400

Other Federal Government
Enterprises

4311
pt. 813

~
U.S. Postal Service
(Commodity Credit Corp.)
Other Federal Entitles
Classified as Enterprises

16903:
01102:
15002:
14302:
04001:
16701:
17001:

Outlays by Appropriation and Program for Comminity Services Administration (Federal Information Exchange System Printout 9/30/71)
Budget of the U.S. Government, FY 77, Appendix.
Treasury Bulletin
Metropolitan Washington Airports Combined Statement of Revenue and
Expense
Army and Air Force Exchange Service AMual Report to the Secretaries
AMual Report of the Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone Govern~ , 1977
Federal Civilian Work Force Statistics
The U.S. Postal Service

1977 Fiscal Year data, by state, for the U.S. Postal Service were available for receipts,
employment, and payroll from sources 16902, 18901 and 16903, respectively. These
data were unpublished. The control total used for output was BEA's "1977 Analysis
Input-Output Control Total Worksheet" national total for the postal services. Receipts
were not adjusted for supplemental appropriations. Centro! totals for employment and
payrolls were from the Budget of the US. Government - Appendix, (Source 01102).
These totals were developed by averaging fiscal years.
Other Federal Enterprises, National Totals
National output control totals for the other enterprises were developed following
methods utilized on BEA's 1977 worksheet output controls for Federal enterprises. In
most cases this meant 75 percent of !!seal year 1977 revenues and 25 percent of fiscal
year 1978 revenues. Small adjustments were made to adjust revenue data such as the
deduction of the cost of goods sold or income from interest. The data sources utilir.ed
included: Budget of the U.S. Govemment - Appendix, (Source 01102), The Treasury
Bulletin (Source 15002), Metropolitan Washington Airports - Combined Statement of
Revenues and Expense (SourtJe 14302), Army and Airforce Exchange Service Annual
Report to the Secretaries, (Source 04001), Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone
Government AMual Report (Source 18701).
National employment and payroll control totals for all enterprises except Military
exchanges were taken from The Budget of the U.S. Government - Appendix (Source
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01102).
As with output, these data were developed by averaging fiscal years.
Employment and payrolls for military exchanges were developed from the Army and Air
Force Exchange Service Annual Report to Report to the Secretaries (Source 04001) and
scaled by output to reflect employment and payrolls In military exchanges outside the
Army and Air Force.
State Distribution o! Federal Enterprise Data
All data were developed first at the national level, and then disaggregated by state.
Postal Service control tot els were dsaggregated using state-ievel series for fiscal year
1977. Lacking state output data !or other Federal enterprises, output was distributed
by employment and payroll by state based on available employment data. Output,
employment and payroll for the second lirgest group of covered Federal enterprises,
military exchanges, were dsaggregated based on Department or Defense total civilian
employment, by state. Alaska Railroad control totals were assigned to Alaska. All
data !or metropciltan Washington Airports were assigned to the Washlngtm, D.C.
metropolitan area based on employment. Output, employment and payroll of the
Panama Canal Company within the U.S. was based In part on employment statistics for
Panama Canal Company employment In the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area with
the remainder disaggregated to states based on total Federal employment f r o m ~
Civilian Workforce Statistics (Source 17001). Data on employment In the Washington,
D.C. metropciltan area were also available for the Government Printing' Oftlce, the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, the Home Loan Bank Board Revolving
Fund, the overseas Private Investment Corporatim, the National Credit Union Asociation, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Output data for these establishments were divided among the District, Maryland and Virginia based on Federal
employment in those areas. The remaining output was distributed to the other states
based on total Federal employment (Source 17001). Output, employment and payroll for
Federal Restaurants, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the Commodity
Credit Corporation (employment and payroll only) were also dsaggreg'ated based on
total Federal employment by state.
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Adjustments to Coverage and Redefinitions
The only redefinitions involved Federal utilities (principal electric utilities and small
amounts for gas and water and sanitary operatiors), which were combined with the
respective private utility sectors, and the Alaskan Railroad, which was included with
the private railroad sector.
The output of federally-operated restaurants serving civiliars will be treated as a
secondary product and han<led by the method described in MRIO Procedures No. 2,
which essentially is to treat It as a by-product of Federal enterprises. Other output
that might have been redefined indude minor amounts cl banking and other financial
services, insurance, water transport, airport operations and retail sales in the Government Printing Office and military exchanges. No redefinitiors were made for these
minor items.
Data Limitations
Two data limitations in the estimation techniques described above should be noted:
1.

State-level data for enterprises other than the postal service were developed
through the use or proxy data, and may not represent actual the state patterns

ror these enter prises.
2.

C<r1trol totals for each Federal government entity were based oo an averaging of
fiscal years and may not accurately measure the output, employment or payroll
for these entities In calendar year 197-7.
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CHAPTER 24
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISES
MRIO Sector:
119: State and Local Government Enterprises, Except Utilities and Local Tramit
')

As shown In Exliblt 24-1, tlis MRIO sector includes government enterprises which are
not included in a speci!lc SIC grouping. Paralleling the definition of Federal
government enterprises (see Chapter 23), tlis sector includes state and local activities
that are financed mainly by the sale of goods and services in lieu of financing by tax
revenues or debt cre&tiCll.
Data Sources and Estimation
Output data for this sector were tabulated from the 1977 Censu, of Governments
(Source 03110) and the 1978 Highway Statistics (Source 14401). For activities included
in the Census of Governments the larger of revenues or expenditures was recorded.
These activities include airports, parking facilities, water transportation and terminals,
housing and urban revenual and liquor stores. Receipts for road, bridge and ferry tolls
were drawn from Highway Statistics. Output is calculated as a simple sum of these
activities. State and local utilities are Included in their respective utility sectors {094,
095, and 096), and thus are not included in this tabulation. No data were available on
miscellaneous state and local enterprises such as city markets and ttxis these activities
were not included in government enterprises.
Adjustments to Coverage and Redefinitions
Fallowing the preliminary estimation of output for this sector, redefinitions were
estimated to adjust the total seetor controls. Followi~ BEA's methodology, Sector
100: Food, Drug and Liquor stores will be augmented by reclassifications from state
and local government enterprises In the amount of $2,554.3 million. Stateievel. data on
the reclassified amount were available from the 1977 Census of Governments {Source
03110).
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EXHIBIT 24-1

MRIO CONCORDANCE WITH 1977 SIC CODES
Sectors 1191 State and Local Government Enterprises, Except
U til i ti es and Local Transit

MRIOSector

.........

1191 State and Local Government Enterprises, Except U till ties and Local

Transit

BEA 1-0 Code

790300

Other State and Local Government
Enterprises

!..?1U!Q
State and local government
classified as govemment
enterprises but not included
within any SIC

ii d I

Employment and payroll, were also tabulated from the 1977 Census of Governments.
Data were available for airports, water transportation an:l terminals, housi~ an:l urban
revenual and liquor stores. No data were available for employment In parking facilities
or toll collecticn. State payroll and employment data were given for the month of
October and were scaled to provide a 1977 total.
Data Limitations
Several data limitatlcns should be noted based on the estimations described above.
These include:
1.

Revenues, employment and payrolls were unavailable !or several state and local
governments activities and thus these quantities do not refiect the revenues,
employment and payrolls for all state and local government enterprises.

2.

Yearly payrolls were based en payrolls tor the month of October and thus may
not refiect actual payrolls.
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Concordance of MRIO, BEA 1-0 and SIC Codes

MRIO
Code

Sectot'- Name

· AmeultUN!1 fores![! and flsherles

001

Oalrf farm products

002

Llnstoet and poultry

I
I
I

1971 BEA
1-o Code

19TT
Sector Name

I

f 02c1. pt. 0191, pt.

10100 .,.,.., ,.,. products IMOD Poll1b7 1nd 1991 - - - -

10301 flett tnf•11

--■ ■ H

10302 Nf sce11■--t Hft'lteel •
>I

...

003

Cotton, grain and tobaeeo

I

mao

c.tte11 ------- ••••••••

rom Food

trlfftl -

IOZOZ Feellpatns •

-■• a ■■

··-··

•

!Ofm Cr111 Sftilll ••••• •••••••
N30G Tot.en•••••••••••••••••
004
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I
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0219, pt. 0259, pt,
0291
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pt. 0219, pt. 0259,
pt. 0291
I pt. 011. pt. 0139,
pt. 0191, pt. 0219,
pt. 0259, pt. 0291
I pt.· 0139, pt. 01,1,
pt. 0219, pt. ozs,.
pt. 0291
I ou2, pt. 0191, pt.
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0291
pt. 1111. ,t. arm,
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I

,t.

-=-- ,
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2040! Tree Mtl •

SIC

1 ■-■■• ■■• •
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I
(<"Otlt'd)

'-'Vfl\,;UI '-k..1.11'--U

-

-··- ---

-

-

- --

197'1
SlC
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MRIO
Code

004

va · · · · · · - · ........... .■•

Sector Name

1-0 Code

Sector Name

Agriculture, cont'd
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and misc. crop, and senlce1

I0501 tt11t1~1n •••••••-••··•
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°'" .......
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0219, pt. 0259, pt.

20701 FDl"'llt prodllctt ■■■-■■->I
N

0291
pt. 018, pt. 0191, pt.
0219, pt. 0259, pt.
0291
pt. 018, pt. 0191, pt.
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.
n
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008
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MRIO
Code

\,;ooes

. 1911

1911 BEA

Sec!tor Name
Minim

M)Cede

!eetOl'Mame

BlC

cont'd

010

Crude petroleum

pt. Ul, pt. 1st, pt. 131

011

Natural ps and tlqulds

pt. 1st, pt. Ut, pt. 131

Ott

Stone, elllf, •nd and CNftl

90001 D1~nsion.

,ocm

CNShN Ind

----1-f

brolen ltone ■tntn9
and quarrying

Sand and 9ravel •fnfnt

90001 Clay,

ceramic. and

rerractor'1111fner111
111tntn9 ----------{
toOCM IDn~talltc Mfner1l
se"t ces and 1111 scellaneous 11tner11s .tnt119

>I

w

Ots

Cbemlt!lll and fertilizer

minerals

141-1
144

ns

and quurytng • - - } pt. 141e 141
100000 aie-tc■ I and fertlltnr
■tnen1 ■tntng - - 1 147

Cgtroctlon,,
014

Residential bdlldlnc

eonstruetlon

110101 Kt!lt ~sfdentf11 1-unft

stn1cture·s. nonrarn1 110102 lfew resfdentfal 2-4 unit
structures. nonfa.-. -

11010, lfl!W restdcnttal garden

pt. IS, pt,
pt, IS-17

aparbnl!nts. - - - - - pt, IS-17
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110105 llt!lt restdt'nttal 1ddf•
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non,,,. -----, ,t. 1S-17
(cont'd)

17
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MRIO
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Seetor
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ec.-ci.- of MRIO, BU l-0 Md SIC Codea
MRIO

CGde
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CIIMbwtl,_

.......

ltTT BEA
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lffl

SeetorN•-

'SIC
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pt. 11-17
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11,

~,.

111
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=:-
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of other 111111,a,.
IMllldln,t _ , ,

■-

1fflOZ llllntrn•nc• ind N!pllr
of r,r-. rnldeltt11I
hl1111n,s
(eam'd)

,t. lS-11
pt.

11, pt. 17

·-◄

c-,danee of MRIO, BRA I-<> and SIC Codes
MRIO
Code

lffl

tffl BEA
I-<> Code

SeetarNalN

. IIIC

Seetarlf•-

o-,,,etbm -.t'd
IH

Nalllt-..traetloli

1nm

lzvnt
12020S
12IIZOI
120ffl

-

1ZIIIZOI

>I

12020t

nano
12a211
12a211
120212
12a214

llllnteunce ind n,alr

or ,,,. senlce
facllltll!S - • • llllntmance ind ftpltr
If tl!1l'Phonr Ind
tel~•ph f.c:tltttet llllnt@unce and npAlr
of r•llro1ds - llltntffllncl! and npAlr
or electric ■tt1tt1
fct1ltll!S - ltllntl!Nnc:I! and npatr
of gas -utt1tt1
fcl1ltll!S - - - - •
lllllntenance •nd "P,llr
of pelnllllll plpelt--

,t.H,,t.17
,t. 11-17
,t. 11-17
,t. 11-17

,t. 11-17

,t.11-17

lllllntenance and repetr
of 1U1ter supply
f•cl1ttfl!S - - ltllntffllnce and repair
of s,-r f•ctltttes •

llllintffllnce and repetr

of lnCi11 transit
fac11 t Un
-llllf ntmance and npa1r
of ll111Ury
f•cl1ltll!S - - - •
flltntl!Mncl! and repair
of conserwatt• _.
deftlopnient
f.ctltt1es - - - •
flllntftllnce •lld repair
of lltg,_,s •

street, - - - - -

,t. 11-17
,t. 11-i7
,t. 11-17
,t. 11-17.
,t. 11-17

,t. 11-11

(eont'dJ

' ,c_.- £1l!!L..5'\?· .

l::.?:7-\".

-

~..

.o•~ ~~

.. ~- f! .. r"@··,,,,,.

·1~1~:J.L

·-c il!L . iM ·1

.. I. ...,.,,,,"•'""'"'.0'""""""4"-·,,,._._,&L

!!!i.l!!ii!liJJi§.:::

]f.2£ ,,_.

.¥1"""""Y

rt ...

i11il!ilfi!l!l!lill'

.i!t

.fillll

JI . I II I I . . LI . H iili

MU!IH UJ,li

-,.,-· .~]!1!111"

-ff .-.

.-,~·-,~·•-··

...,....;..,,. ··11.

c-,lanee of MlllO, BEA l-0 and SIC Codel
MRJO

Code

...

Seetw Na111e

I

&ITT Bl!A
l-0 Ooda

I

121lfll

Beetorlluill

~~

llllnte11,1nce and repair
of petrvl- and
Mlural gas wtls Nllntffllnce and repair
•f other 11111Nthll..

factll tin

.

uozoo

OldllMe

I

...........

I

130300

130500
130600
U01111t

I

.

;t. IS-11

.,..,,,_..

I

,._tt,111.na,tftll'
sioatl ........c. Tanks and tnlt

~ts

S-11 ei-.s

J4U
fflS
3484

s-an •""' •-n,... :,,.az

ltherorcllllnce•

accnsor1a

JC8t

IIN& 111ckt119 p1111ts alld otller
prepared IINtl hultr, drffSl"f ,,...,._
Poultr, and e,g
procn1l119

2011

140200
140300

ere-,,,
butter - - ~ e . natural •

ZOZ1

140400

Condensed and

140500

Ice crea111 nd frvnt1

14CMiOI

nul4111111 - -

1•01oi

1•0102

140101
140UM
ffl

I pt. 1•

•-'!!S!ml

>I

n1

llTT
llC

OonatNe\lon -t'd

120211

..

I

S.USlg@S

proceued •

Z01:I
ZOii

2017
ZGZZ

eo,aporated 111111 -

ZOZJ

dHS@rll -

20l4

(cont'd)

ZOZI

c - - - or MRJO, Bl!A l-0 and SIC Codae
MRJO
Code

....

lffl.

lffl Bl!A
lleetarN■me

1--0Cod■

lleettWN-

M-f■eturl!!!; ......rd

IU

C--■d

...

,_,ooc11

l.aM Clnnff 111d are4 . foods - - - - - - -

140800 C:.nnrd sprcl•ltles
140900 C,nnrd fn,lts iM

141000

-

wr9rt.bles
Dfhydr•lt!d

food

products -

141100 Pfcklrs, sauces, .,..
sal1d dresst~,s 141ZOD Fresh vr rrazl!II
p1ck19'd rtsll -

141JDI Froren fruits, fNtt
Julen •nd

-

!091

ZOJ2

20D
203I

ZOJS
I09Z

ftelrtibles - - 2037
141302 Frvzen spect,ltln ZOll

►
I

ffl

Ol'ulalllprvdlletl

nour

141401
and otlll!P tr•f■
■111 products - - 1041
141401 C.-ru1 brNUHt foods • 204:1
14140] 11rnded nd prepare.I
flour - - - - - - - zu.s
"1!101 ..,, ut, _. etller ,et

,.,.

2047

14150l ,-.,...... feeds. ....c. • 204..

m
IN

...,......
....... _,......,.,.....

141600 lttc■ 111111119
141700 !let con1111111111 -

:NM4

2046

141801 lretd, c•t■, ... n11t111
p r o d . : t s - - ZOSI
Z05Z
141802 CNkles-' cr11CHr1 141900 Sugai' 142001 Confrclt-17 ,roducb -

14.ZOOZ Chocolltr 1114 COCN
products

14ZOD! CIIN!n, , (cont'd)

2061-I

20'5

2°"
2061

_ _ I:!![ R. ±siMtt1. J_ _]

..

1Jj$] /"IL --•~

·-_rn~.~nt

flli~!ili

-~.q,,,----:~~~~-n-\i'$)':tlii:9~-·...;

,----:.,::c;:,,,,-,-=~~~~~ "'S'.-<,S;=~~:,1pE·<i.-.C"=•;~-='~-<:OG

C-claliee

MRIO
Code

---·- ....

_,

7. __

or IIIKIU, 11111\ t-U UICI IOI\;,._

.-__

lfflBEA

-

-

""-~-

·- 77

...__

-

·-•--

....

lffl

..

Manufacturing eanN

ffl

. . . . . . . fttne111, .........

2082
Z08J

U2101 Natt Nftf'lflll
14ZlOZ llalt - - - l42l0J lllnn. llrllNlt, ...
spirits
-14Zlot Dhtll1etl U•IIOI"• ellttjl&
brw1-l4Z200 Bottled_, caiined soR

Ir-,

ZON
ZOll5

211111

drinks---

ffl

OU.fwd,..._.

>I

14DII n•wrlnt eatracts •
slrups, •.e.c. -

ZOl7

142400 Cat.blftsftll ell tdl11 142SOO So~an vii .t11s 142600 Yr9et11ble •II ■ms,

Z075·

n.~.c. -

•·•

Incl OIJS •

1C2800 Routed corrre
142900 Shortrnl119 incl cootl119

olls-

143000 flalNlf•ctam Ice
143100 llaUr'Clll1 lfMI S(Nlghet&f 14ll00 food prtp1ntt•s• ••••C.•

Nlaeeopndllell

-

..... , . . .... Unad •11111

.

•••-

1427CJO AIIIN1 and NrlN fits

nt

2074

ms
Z011
2095
:Nl7'
2097
2091

'

zon

150101 Clg,1r1!tln
211
ZIZ
ISOtOZ CJ~rs 15010J Qlewl119 IN -kt119
t o b l c c o - - 111
1502G0 Ttblcco st-9119 IN

ndl'71nt
IIOIOO ..,,.,,_,_ f1brtc

114

■ms

end febrtc ftnlsllt ..
plants

IIIIZOO ..m,w fabrtc ■1111 (eont'd)

m.J, m,.a

tH

-,.,ze-_77_·::;:::,=;p-..0:-. • - -

MRIO
Code

lffl BEA

,_.. ,.......

Sector Name
Manufacllll'i!!I -t•d

QI

Pllbrle. , - ..i lifted ■Illa

Ul

P1oor - • ..S •lie. tntDa
pNNlue•

.

►I

0

131

UI

lffl
_,.

---·- ··--

1150l00 Tam •111s and

finishing of
tl!at11Ho a.e.Co 161M!IO Thre,d ■1111 - 170100 noor CHerln,s 170200 Fl!lt 900ds. n.e:c. 170300 bee CjOOds .,_
170400 P•ddlng •nd upho1stery fi1lt119 170500 Processed telltll•
... ste - 17CN500 Co•tf!d f,brtcs 0 Mt
rubbl!rtzed-170700 Tltt cord and f•brlC 17,l'JOll Cord•IJI! tnd twine - 171001 llolMlftlll f•brlcs 17100Z Teatlle goods, ••••c• 180101 llowtl's Jioslery, na,t
socks -

a..i-, 11111 bit po111

IBOlDZ lfostery, 11.e.c. 180300 Knit r,brtc ■111s 180400
•de ,,_
pun:hned •tert1l1 - .
180201 Knit evtel'llffr ■Ills IIIOlOZ Intl
■1111 -

,..,.re,

Apparel

..,_.r

IM

'

OU. febrteatiecl tatDe proclllelll

.

...,...

180203 lntttt~ 11111s. 11.e.c• •
190100 Curt,tns lfNI draperies •
190200 llousefumlshl119s 1

..

n.e.c. - - - - - - -

11JOJ01 Textt le bigs· __-_

190lOZ C.n•as and related

l!!mt'dl

l!LT.

--1&.£L~~ ·.nL.

n~--~ ..1wc

·1:u:ttfr~st_.

--.iz~:~~~f.:·r-

LT!i%¥½'7~._-<_,_

· ~-,,._"ct_~10,i:;.;:%1H@~it1fffe°".·"'

"=--------

~L_- !lid~ ..-.: m!fii! ~ i¥ , l?'Jr~~---:::w. __;~ - .:; ,-

ConeaN!llnee of MRIO, Bl!A l-0 and SIC Codal
MRIO
Code

lffl BEA

leetorN•-

l..n ,....._

!m[BIIIDDI aard
tM

..
......~

en

••

OU. lllbrleated 11111th p,odlle18

............

·----'-labrleated bldldlflp
... INIJIJe . . . .
B...e.111 llnlt-

-~-----

190303 Ple1tlng 111111 stttc:fl1:J •
190304 --toallttft 1114 lpplft
tr1..t1191

1'0JOS Sch1f01 111ch1ne
tabroldertes •
1903M Flbrtc•tu tedtle
products, •••• c. 200100 Logging c-.s _. lont..
contr1etors
ZOOZOO s-ms and pl1111t111
•llh. ,eneral
Z00300 lllrdwood dt'""'ston and
flooring •I 11s
Z0040I Specta1 pNlduct s-1111,

~.e.c.

~ 1 1m1wrt -

lffl
,.,,,.

Zffl
Z3M

ffl7

Zffl

2411
Z4Z1
2421

fl2t
201
2434

l0050Z llood ltl tchen c1bhiell 200600 ,fflrer Md plywood -

zus-a

200000
ZOO'JOI
200902
200903
210000

2491
2448
249ze

200701 Structw11 IIIIM-.-ers•
n.e.c. - - -

llood PrffffY1-,
. llood p11lets •·ute PnttclebcN,.. - Wood praducts, ■.e.c. llood ant1h1ers

200702 Pref1brfc1t.N _ .
bulhll ■,s - -

'1050Z Mlle ..._.

220101 llood t..-.eho1tl ,_,.... 2201oz 11ouse11o1o1 r11n11t-,

a.e.c. ffllOJ llood TY lfNI radle
abl•ts
(eont'd)

Z439

2499

Z44le 1441
Z45Z
Z451

2511
251'
nr,

-

Cent!orda- of MlllO, BEA l-0 Md SIC Codes

MRIO
Code

..
at

lffl BEA
1-0 Coda

_SeetCII' Mame

Mwifaetwlnc

eonl'1I

220200 Upholstered llonello1'

R_...,._..

OUW,...._llllllnst.-

leetCll'Na-

fumltunt ffllOO !let• I llouseho1•
fumtture

I

:t20400 lllttresses • llellsprl1191
Z30100 Vood om~ f,mitture
ZJ0200 llet•l office furnl ltlN
U0300 Publtc blltldl119 furwl_,.

ZlCMOO Vood Plrlltlons ....

.

►
,!.

..

.... .................

ftiiturn
230500 "'-'bil ,.rUUon 111d
natures•
IJO&OO Dr•IN!l".Y ...,._,. _.
•
blinds and SMIies 130700 Fvrnlture and ftatlff'ete

I

... ,.c.•

240\00 Pulp 11t11s
Z40ZOO P11N?r 1111 11 s, eace,t
bulld1119, paper 24030IJ P1perbo1rd ■1111 - 240400 [nftlc,pes • - 240SOO S1ntt•ry paper Pl"llllllcU240602 lulldl119 paper Ind
bolircl ■Ills - -

1407GI Piper co.t1119 IIMI

gl1rl119 - - - -

l4070Z .. gs, e111;e,l te11tl10 :t4070J Die-cut Plpc!f' 11111

I

2S14
2515
25Z1
Z52Z

ZSJI•

1541•
2542

ffl'I
15'1
211•

:tU

zn

Zr.4Z

2647

ZH•
"41

ZMJ

bcNrd - -

2645
:t&tl
:tMI

products, ••e.c. -

2Mf'

!4070$ Sbllonery Pl'llllllctl 24070li Cotiwrted paper
Papaboird -'81..,. 81111 INlla

2S1Z

pulp goods - - -

24117111 P~ned ind 1111ldri

Ml

I!~-

250000 P1~r11Dartl aat.atners
,ndboaet -

ffl

(cont'd)

~c----

'li~~;:,~c_:Y·

,_cz.'.f.,~~±,;r~~-{~@»Z,i,Jfi@§~~

t·~- ..

··-'"".i::''~.=i;_~--'C'",.,,

"i',)¼,c',-~""3F~-..;,;;;..::;-c-·

Ca,-clllNe of MRIO, BEA l-0 and SIC Code■
MRIO
Code

lffl BEA

ll«twNalN

·~,._._

___ .,__

lffl

"

1....

11-raeturi!!I CGlt'd

ta

lie• ; SQtff, perlodleal ■ _.
..... prlntl,cMd . . . . . . .

260100·
260100
260)01
ZMllOZ
160400

IINSpipc"
271
P•rlodlc1ls - - 27'l
Z7J1
loolt publ tshl11t Doolt printing
Z73Z

"lsc@l11,,_

260501

pub1lsht119 •
Co-lll!rct1l printing -

274•

zm-a.1114

ZMJSOZ Lt thoC)r1pltlc pl1te•
Nltlng Ind Sl!"I~ - ms
260601 llllnlfold busfness fo,-• 271
Z6060Z ll•nkboolts and loose-

.::-

'6071JO

260001

2'0802
NOflOJ
'l"1RIM

NJ

...

..............
Aptelllbnl

••leala

Z60II05

2111111

1Hf blnden
mz
Grfttt119 canl publtsfllat m
EngrHlntJ 111d pl1ta
prtntt119 - - llookblndtng Ind related
m,
ti110rk-TJPHett1119
Z791
rt,ol~r••l"!J - - 279J
E1Ktrotypln9 ....
s tefflltyptn,
t1M

rm

t...,.,...lc _,

llllhntrt ■I

_,..le

Cflmlc■ II

-

m• ,..,. 111-,.
211s.nw■

270201 •tt~llldphos•

287M
plwlte f.rtllU•rs :r10lOl Fertltlrers. ■tatng only 2875

Z70JOO Agrlct1lhr11

diltllc■ II,

•.•. c. - - - - - - - Zl7t

NS

Otl.-ellll■lealprodllet■

..

270401 Cull and - 4 c-1ca11
'l7040Z AdheslYl!S and '"luU
Z7CMOJ bploslYl!S

..•

'lll61
Zll'JI

Zffl

•.7--',",-~~-==,,.

'l'I

w~r~== ,-----~

IOC

- - - - .,HII\OOJ
,,nu1• ,.,, .,;aqq.. CICllOlt
o1M1J plle SMl1 CIOU)l(

• Uql1

ZSi1

""
""

U6Z

161

IDIJald '8111■ ,_ .-qqia11

HI

s6unto>
, - •11•J 1lllfdSV GOCOIC
- - •~:,01q
, - H.llll ■ I• 6u1a14 CIOZOIC
•::1•••11 •1,0, ~
-IM1M ,. S1:>ft"°"4 PIO&(
- - - - - - - sa1w~6
,.,.
•u• 6u1u:>,.,q111
NJIIUM -1cu1a.,

-

~

SIZ
tHZ t.ill -

NZ
ltll

'9lll• ,_

.

~111J14

111101c
IOIGIC

IIIIOOOC

...................... ...
aaaapul

.....,..s,... ... 11119.

IN

IUOJ11"'°"4 1•ll•1 INl£06Z

qllo)6e Mll::lt 8::IIJJIIS
- - - spoo6
NJ1t1111H put laqSlt04

t0l06l

du(I

D0106Z

,..ape-o

.qNMq;ip -.io , - UC!$ 10l06l

. .nz

-aa

etlli

ZOZ06l

.....,..s ......

3JS01•11•>

-- •a,;iqu

.czaz

,,11164

'"
'"

:
I

<

DOtQII

s.a;wiu
31~l1111;13 aotoei
=»n;,q1uts OlllOiZ
-su,Sil.l

ap-•

.mz

Mqq11,1

lZBZ

.... 1l1J"•1N P! 1Hl,4 DOUIN

111RMf111'-,-11o11a,aw

•2•a•11

l6IIZ

'1110J1IIIMMII tn1-r., 90MILZ

S68Z
l68Z

~

.....

---

WI

,,.Ill uoq.,13 SO~OlZ
-Ill iUJlUJ.'4 °.«l.cJlZ

_

. -~.

aapoo

_,.,-,

:)IS,..

.............. .-.w,
p;-,111:1 Jllplll.ia.r-R
Nl■ N-i»s

Vll81.Ll1
(>-I

'"

...
aP'Y.)

011111

we 'OlllW JO ■;)U.-:)

•

c.-,i,,-

I

MRIO
Code

Sector

NI

ltm

tffl BEA

N■me

•-r■ehrlng1

ISi

I

or MRIO, BEA f-0 ■nd SIC Cadet

eant'd

a-,-u.

a11111Nr-i ■. .

....................

.

...>

JOJ
Jl0J01 llfct.1-t l"Ubbc!r :SZOJOi F■brl t•lNI r,,bllef'
products, 11.e.c. 3204CIIJ fltscellaneous plastfa
products - - - - J07
J20SOI . .be, and plastics
hose 11111 lleltliet 31M

I

:ll0001 leather t.11111119 11111
flnlslllng - 3401CJO loot 1ml shoe cut
stock and findings -~0201 Shoes, e11cept rubber 34020Z House s1 lppers 340301 Le1tht!r glows 11111
•lttens 340301! lug~?!
340303 llollien s lllndbags alNI

I

I

-·

I

311
313
3143-f
314Z

I

31S

311

punn-~--- 3171

~0304 Pers-I 1eatller ,.._ 317Z
J40JOS Leatller guods·,. ■.1.c. • lit
Ill

1M

oa.. ............

..........,,....

I

J501111 '1ass 11111 g1 ■ss,,..
ducts, except
tont.ltieers

J50ZGO

I

C1■sl

CNtaflllft -

'601oct ee.nt, ..,._lie 360200 lrtdt ud •tnct-1 cl

,('.
lZ1,
3Z21

3Z4

ttl•--=~""

'6QJOCI CerMIC •11 11111 f1-

mt,

m

--

-

...

tlle--

JZSJ
JZSS

...

•••• c.

Jiff

'1

360400 C1 ■1 refr■ctwtn
360500 Stl'IICblnl clay prHIICts
(-,t'd)

'\

r

~-

'-

---------- -- ··-----.
MRIO

Code

lffl 81!.A

---•----•..raeturlgL eant'cl

"'

IIIDllallldelQp,odanl

~,........

36060D

•-•-u--•

,tt_ ,,...,....
flatu~ -

J&07U1 tft,-is dlflll fM
utensils - 3507UZ Fflll! r1rthenlllre ,_.
11trnsfls

3&0IIOO ,.rc:rl•f• e1ectrtai1
suppltes 360900 ,.tter, pl'lldllcts, 11,e.c. •
360100 Co11erete Ill lock Md llrtdt •
361100 CoMret• pruducts, 11,e.c,•
361200 Read1..tm cuncreta 361300 Lt~ - 361400 Gyps• l'f'Oducts
361500 tutstune aml stprod11cts 361600 llbr-•sh• prvclucts 361700 Asbes~os products 361800 Caskets, pack1n9 llltl

..~

seal 1119 clc!'IICC!S -

361900 llfnerals, 9l'OIIIIII fl'
lrHted362000 "fneral - •
- 362100 lloncl•J' refrectort• 36Z2lllt llola!tal11c ■tnenl

ISi

._1■111111e1 ■m.•r.,.i,c

products, 11.e.c. ffl1D1 11.st flll'ftltd ......,

32&1

mz
m,
3?64.
3269
3211
3Z7Z
3273
3274

3275.

m

3291
329Z

3ffl

mse

3Z96
3291

32ft

■fl1s

370102 Elect..-te11""1a1
products

371111M Cold ftntsllllll ef sleet

shl,n---

JJOlOS Steel pipe _. llltlel (eont'd)

·-

lffl
..,,.

mr

l

DIP
3311
3317

...._.

-

•

IL II 111 ··

..

-

•

I.II mLP . w!B"Jti, ~.-.illiilill ;-,sc+',c;,.,,..._: ··••••

ij, .

·n• ..· ~,,,c,.,.,..,,,;

..,.. ::·.,, ., ·"" .Ml

...•

~-~-~
---·

,.

j
of MRIO,
MRIO
Code

................ ,......
._........ ,__.._

M...raeturt5o eont'd

ISi

1$1

"'

BEA l-0 Ind SIC Codel

lim

lumeEA

PttaaJ_,_

•--1

l

370300 lr'IIII tnd steel
l'&llt
370401 ...fof'IJ1111J1
tel he.t treattftt 3391
310402 PrlNr, •t•I prvdctlt

11.e.c. - - - - - Jffl
37Ul00 I""' tnd I teeI
f o a l d r l n - - 33Z

I

_..._,..._..I
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APPENDIX B
MRIO PROCEDURES PAPERS

APPENDIX B.1

MRIO Procedures: No. 1
November 4, 1981

TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION MARGINS IN THE MRIO MODEL

The treatment or trade and transportation margins In Input-output tables has always
posed special problems. !!' the national Input-output tables these margins are allocated
to consuming industries ln association with the now of Inputs to which they apply. Thus
the now or steel to automobiles carries with lt the cost or transporting the steel from
the steel production plant to the automobile plant. In practice It ls calculated u the
revenue collected by each transportation mode for hauling steel prorated over the
consumers or steel In lieu or data on the speclrlc modal mix and distance-or-haul for
each consumer, each consumer ls allocated a portion or the revenues rrom each mode
proportionate to Its value or steel consumed, refiectlng the national average modal-mix
and distance-or-haul
When these allocations are completed ror the nows of all commodities, each consuming
industry has been assigned transportation costs for each or Its Inputs. This set of
allocations, one for each transportation mode,. ls referred to as a transportation margin
matrix; each column records the transportation costs (for a specific mode) on each of
the inputs to a specific Industry. The sum of each column represents the total
transportation costs to the Industry for a transportation mode. These totals are then
entered as a row In the main I-0 table, representing the allocation of transportation
freight costs (revenues) for each mode to each industry. The commodity flows are
expressed In producers' values and the transportation margin inputs {together with
wholesale trade and other margins) account ~or the difference between producers and
delivered values.
In the national table this procedure can be simplified by allocating the transportation
margins to the producing industries. As long as transportation costs are allocated to
consuming industries proportionate to transactions values, the exact same results will
be obtained in model solutions by allocating the margins as a total to producing
Industries. The commodity nows then represent producers' values plus the cost of

transportation.
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Wholesale trade margins are handled In an identical fashion to transportation margins ln
the national I-O table. These margins also can be allocated to producing industries,
eliminating the need for the wholesale trade margin matrix.

In this case, the

transactions nows In the main 1-0 table would be expressed in producers' values plus
transportation and wholesale trade margins. Thus the Intermediate transactions data
~uld be expressed fn values very close to delivered or purchasers' values, the
exceptions being retail trade margins, of which 9096 are allocated to final demand, and
minor margins for Insurance. (Excise and sales taxes are now allocated ln the national

l-0 table either to producing Industries or to wholesale or retail trade as a total for
each type of tu -- the effect la the same as that 1uggested for transportation and
wholesale trade above.)
Note: It ls not contended that transportation and trade margins are always allocated to
consuming industries proportionate to transactions in the national 1-0 table; rather this
ls the case ln an overwhelming majority of the nows and an assumption of

proportionality is a close approximation of what is now the case. This follows from the
simple fact that information on how these margins apply to specific consuming
industries is simply not available.
The assignment of transportation and wholesale trade margins to producing ■ectors

eliminates two arduous procedures which are cumbersome and frustrating in both the
development and updating of 1-0 tables, and lead to considerable complexity in
exposition and Interpretation of the tables:

1.

1he margin matrix procedure explained above. This procedure Is cumberaome to perform, subject to ted_ious revision In every case of revision to
transactions In the course of balancing the table, and equally tedious in

updating the table.
2.

1he "unpeellng" of margins from ·purchasers' value to obtain the producers'
values In which the transactions data are finally stated. Much of the data
on materials and services purchased by each Industry ls available only in

purchasers' or delivered values; adjusting these values to producers' values

ls a tedious task, subject to much error, adjustments that must be revised
continually to be consistent with changes as they are made to the

transactions data. These adjustments are voluminous and are difficult to
track, making It extremely difficult to maintain an audit trail from the
original data. In the end, much time and effort la spent on maintaining
specious detail which provides no additional Information over a less
elaborate procedure.
Transportation and Wholesale Margins at the Regional Level
'Ille difficulties In allocating margins to consuming Industries are compounded at the

state level because of the manyfold Increase In the volume of the data. Instead, It ls
proposed to allocate the transportation freight margins and wholesale trade margins to
special distribution sectors established for this purpose. A further special treatment of
retail trade margins will be employed.
There are a number of complications due to the existence of lnter~tate trade. Thus
the transportation freight margins should be associated with the movement of
Interstate freight, as well as Intra-state shipments. It is also dl!ticult to Identify the
specific state Impacts or Incidence of lnter-1tate transportation: How much for the
originating state! How much for the terminating state! How much for the states that
are traversed!
There ls a further complication with the assignment of wholesale margins by state to
producing Industries. The best presumption Is that wholesale trade activity ls
associated with consumption In each state which does not generally agree with amounts
produced by each Industry. If wholesale trade margins were allocated to producing
Industries In each state, shipments out of the state would Implicitly be assigned
wholesale trade activity that should properly be assigned by the receiving state. This
kind of distortion en the wholesale trade lmputs generated by the model must be
avoided.

i
I

I

Fortunately, the solution to these complications Is rather straightforward. The
procedure requires the establishment of a separate distribution sector tor each Industry
In each state, for each sector producing commodities (or services) subject to either
transportation margins or wholesale trade margins. This presents no problem and
requires no additional Information; the work required 1s simply to segregate certain
nows In the accounting conventions In the model. With current computer capacities for
comi;,utatlon and data storage, no computational constraints need be a concern.
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The nows are Illustrated In matrix form In Figure l. Production In each state is
represented In the diagonal matrices; the oft-diagonal matrices represent the trade
nows (in the diagonal cells). Production sectors are labelled P and "sell" only to a state
distribution sector, P', to distribution sectors In other states and to foreign exports (see
for example, line A). The distribution sector, P', sells only to consuming industries and
final demand within the state. All production Inputs appear In the P column. State
wholesale trade margins,-lor each commodity (MRIO group) are allocated wholly to the
state distribution sectors, P'a (lines B at E). In this way wholesale trade margins are
allocated only to consumption within the state.
Transportation margin assignments are slightly more compleL Freight revenues will
first be calculated for each commodity for each state-to-state link for each freight
mode. There will be a large number of data Items but they will be calculated by
computer and stored for use, based on national revenue per ton-mile (converted to flows
in dollar values), using a formula for each mode which refiects fixed terminal costs at
origins and destinations and line-haul costs as a function or distance between state
centroids (nodes). Intra-state freight revenues per dollar of now for each commodity
will also be calculated as an integral part of the inter-state now procedure.
These revenues by origin-destination (0-D) link will be assigned, by a formula to be
worked out, partly to the originating state and partly to the terminating state (revenues
for intra-state shipments are allocated to the one state).1 It ls assumed that freight
costs are paid for by consumers in the receiving state. Thus freight revenues will be
allocated along with the trade nows to the distribution sector in the receiving state.
For example, In Figure 1, railroad freight in state 1 is allocated to the shipment of glass
products to state 2 (line C), In the column for P' In state 2. (Some railroad freight in
state 1 Is also allocated to P' In state 1 -- for Intra-state shipments of glass products.)
Some railroad freight from state 2 is allocated to this shipment also (line P), also In the
column for P' in state 2. Thus freight costs become part of the value In state 2's
distribution sector which is allocated to consuming industries and final demand in state
2. Thus the approi;,rlate rail freight costs are always allocated to the customers in the
receiving state, costs that refiect the distance of haul and the specific mode by which
transported. (Other modal freight costs are allocated In similar rows, one for each
mode -- to the same P' vectors as appropriate).
1The assfgnment of frefght transportat!on actMty by state fs neces.,artl)' a somewhat
arb!trary procedure. These assignments mu.,t be calCbrated wCth the mechanism that
generates the demand for freight transportation £n the model. Thus, the base-)'ear
output measures for freight transportation by state, wm be developed a., a fallout from
the revenue assCgnment procedure.
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Fortunately this procedure ror handling transportation and wholesale margins Is not as
complex as It sounds -- It ls simple straightforward accounting. It Insures that margins
In the correct amounts are assigned to the appropriate consumers within each
state -- thus Insuring that requirements tor transportation and wholesale trade activity
are "driven" by the appropriate demand wherever located by state. Updating Is
mlatlvely simple since the margins are fdentirled with specific nows and are shown u
explicit data cells in the matrix.
Retail Trade Margins and Excise and Sales Taxes
Retail trade margins and excise and sales taxes also account for part of the difference
between producers' values and purchasers' values or transactions. Since retail trade
margins apply only selectively to consumers of each commodity, It ls not appropriate to
assign these to producing sectors (P), or to state distribution sectors (Pl). Since they
are allocated about 9096 to personal consumption expenditures (PCE), they can be
handled with few exceptions as extra detail carried in PCE, stipulated in final demand.
For this purpose, several columns would be set up in final demand to record the margins
on each commodity as Illustrated in Figure 2. This will facilitate keeping track of the
margins and taxes in stipulating final demand in model applications. Purchasers' values
will be stipulated in each state and retail trade margins and excise taxes "pulled off" to
derive producers' value including wholesale and transportation margins. This procedure
will also facilitate the introduction or changes in excise taxes (in model applications), a
topic of timely interest.
Retail margins to Intermediate Industries and other final demand account for only about
1096 of total retail margins. These will be treated in the traditional way, i.e., allocated
to sectors that consume the commodities to which the margins apply. However, the
appropriate coefficients (or this purpose will be estimated based on national
coefficients without any precise tracking or such margins via a margin matrix.
Manufacturers' excise taxes will be allocated to the state distribution sectors discussed
earlier, the P's, to avoid allocating these taxes to foreign exports. Wholesales excise
taxes, either state or federal, will be allocated to these distribution sectors; this
procedure allows state wholesale excise taxes to be allocated in a state-specific
manner. Retail excise taxes will be handled exactly as retail margins are handled.
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Personal Consumption Expenditures
1-0
Codes
-

Totals

Producers' Valut
including Wholesale and Trade
Margins

Retail
Trade
Margin

Retail
Excise
Taxes

Retail
Sales

♦

♦

♦

Taxes

Purchasers'
Value

-

FIGURE 2: RETAIL TRADE MARGINS AND RETAIL TAXES IN PCE
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APPENDIX 8.2
MRIO Procedures: No. 2

November 1B, 19B1

REDEFINITIONS AND SECONDARY PRODUCTS IN THE MRIO MODEL

Redefinitions in input-output tables are generally made to adjust for secondary products
made in establishments, products that are principally made in other industries. It is
necessary to assimilate the total output of each product into a single row for
distribution to co~uming industries since the industry of origin is not distinguished in
the conswnption data.
In a few cases it is desirable to separate data for products that have been grouped
together in a single Standard Industrial Classification industry that are not in fact made
in the same establishment, e.g., aluminum combined with other chemicals, -- this is not
strictly a redefinition of establishment data but a separation of the statistics. The
distinction is important since the Cirst involves separating data for the basic reporting
unit, the establishment, whereas the latter is simply a function of the establishment
classification system. In many such cases, separate data are available for the activities
involved. For example, in government enterprises certain activities are redefined to
their private sector counterparts: electric and gas utilities and transit systems, among
others; in these cases the data are simply compiled under the appropriate sector
classification code and no separation of reported data is generally necessary. Thus,
redefinitions of establishments within SIC codes are covered by the sector classification
system and are not dealt with in this paper. The concern here is with redefinitions of
products or services within the basic reporting unit, i.e., the establishment -- to adjust
the establishment data to move these products to other establishment industry
classifi<?ations.
In addition to redefinitions, other adjustments to industry data as collected are
necessary due to under<?overage of the activities for whatever reason.
For purposes of dis<?ussion it is convenient to group redefinitions and adjustments in the
MRIO model as follows:
8-B

1.

Adjustments to establishment data to redefine the production process to 11
product or activity basis, eliminating the production of secondary
products in each industry.

2.

Adjustments to output measures (and transactions) to augment the
observed measures for undercoverage due to:
L

b.

3.

Work done on a contract basis for which contract fees are
reported, understating the full value of the product flow.
Examples: ores mined or refined on a contract basis, stumpage cut
and logged on a contract basis, fabrics finished on a contract basis.
Services rendered for which explicit payments are not made:
banking services in lieu of interest payments, implicit rental
services to owner-occupied homes. Most of these cases represent
implicit economic flows recognized in the National Income and
Product (NIPA) accounts as imputations.

Adjustments to establishment data for products that are primary to more
than one SIC industry -- to redefine this production to the SIC in which it
is primarily produced. These cases to some extent involve products that
are produced as joint products or by-products in industries other than the
principal industry of production. Examples: natural gas liquids produced
as joint products in natural gas processing plants, produced as primary
products in petroleum refining; processed and bottled milk produced on
the farm, a primary product of the processed milk industry in manufacturing; wire rope and strand produced in wire drawing mills, a primary
product of the wire product industry that makes its products from
purchased wire. This category is a special case of category 1 above.
Products in this latter category reflect integrated operations in which the
raw materials for the products are made in the same industry and, to an
extent the products are either by-products or joint products of producing
the basic materials.

Categories 1 and 3 above involve the conflict between the classification of production
activities on an establishment basis and on a product base. The conflict arises because
input data on materials, fuels and labor are generally available for
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establishments -- and not for products, whereas consumption data are available on a
product basis and the specific industries of production are not distinguished. Thus, it is
convenient to have the 1-0 table defined on an establishment basis for input definition
(the columns) and on a product basis for the distribution of output (the rows).
ESTABLISHMENT/PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION BRIDGES
There are at least three ways to bridge the establishment/product classification
problem.
Method 1
In the first input-output tables produced by BLS and BEA, the secondary products of an

industry were transferred to the industry to which they are primary via a synthetic
now. In this case, demand for the product is always satisfied by production from the
primary industry and from other industries in fixed proportions. This is mathematically
convenient, but it ls hard to find any plausible combination of circumstances that would
require such stability of market shares.
In conjunction with this method, certain industries were also defined on a product basis,
principally agriculture and construction. In the case of agriculture, the redefinition was
limited to the agricultural industries -- sectors were simply defined by product
groupings, and agricultural activity in other industries, which was of a limited nature in
any event, was ignored. In the case of construction, a large amount of construction
carried on in other industries, referred to as.force-account construction, was redefined
to the construction industries, defined on a product basis.
In addition to these two major redefinitions, a few other activities were redefined.

These included manufacturing performed in trade and service establishments, retail
trade carried on in service industries, services carried on in the trade industries, and
selected services were redefined among the services industries. These redefinitions
required appropriate adjustments to the establishment output measures and input data
for these industries.
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Method 2
The second method is to redefine all activities to a product basis by adjusting their
establishment-based output to include all production or products primary to the industry
: and to exclude all secondary production; inputs are adjusted similarly to reflect primary
product production only. This method avoids the "clumsy" transfer procedure of
Method 1 but results in the distortion of the establishment based data beyond
recognition. The inability to "track" the model results with establishment-based data is
a serious drawback in interpreting model results and in updating the data in the model.
This method is extremely tedious to Implement even at the national level since
information on the separation of inputs between primary and secondary production is
lacking. Inevitably most of the input adjustments are made by "scaling" the inputs of
the industry or primary production by the ratio between outputs as secondary and
primary production. This is a dubious procedure in many cases. The problems or
adjustment are compounded at the regional level; thousands or "scalings" would be
necessary without substantial justification.
Method 3
This method is designed to maintain the input data on an establishment basis as far as
possible while distributing each product, regardless of where made, in a single row.
This assumes that outputs of the same product in different industries are substitutable
to a large extent and requires no stability or market shares. It avoids the general
adjustment of the establishment input data or Method 2. It also avoids the introduction
of synthetic transfers and the augmentatiort (duplication) of establishment output or
Method 1.
The basic approach is to treat secondary products as joint products of the industries
producing them, with the output nows of these secondary products shown as negative
inputs from the industry row to which they are primary. In this way primary products
are always distributed in a single row, with negative offsets in the row for the amounts
produced as secondary products in other industries. It assumes that, tr two products are
produced in the same establishment, it is usually because producing more of one of the
products tends to reduce the input increments needed to produce more or the other.
This tends to control output proportions.
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The mechanics of this treatment in the matrix are illustrated in Figure 1. The nows for
several products produced in some amounts as a secondary product in another industry
are illustrated. The first example is milk, processed and bottled on the farm, and sold
to final consumers (via wholesale and/or retail trade). This product is primary to milk
· processing, a manufacturing industry. A negative now is shown in the Milk processing
row, Agriculture column, to account tor this production. The other entries in the Milk
processing row account for the consumption ot all processed milk produced, including
that produced and sold from the farm, The sum ot the product output ls obtained by
adding all the postive numbers and ignoring the negative number. The industry output
for Milk processing (the control total for its column) is the alegbraic sum of its row
(including the negative number). U it produced any secondary products, the value of
these secondary products would be included in deriving its column sum. Thus, in the
case of Agriculture, its output is obtained as the algebraic sum of its row plus the value
of processed milk shown in its column.
The next example is that or natural gas liquids produced in gas processing plants which
consist or gasoline and other products that are the same as products produced in
Petroleum refining, the principal producing industry. (This is a case where the Standard
Industrial Classification recognizes products as primary to more than one
industry -- they are a joint product, in a truer sense a by-product, or gas extraction and
processing). The now is shown as a negative amount in the Petroleum refining row, in
the column for Natural gas wells and processing plants.
The two other examples involve the Wholesale trade and the Meat processing industries.
These examples are typical of a large number of cases in which wholesale trade has
some manufacturing operations and, conversely, manufacturing plants perform their
own distribution and sales functions. In the first example, cattle slaughtering, a
primary function of the Meat processing industry, is performed in wholesale trade
establishments. In the second example, Meat processing plants sell and distribute their
products to retailers, a function of the Wholesale trade industry.
These examples illustrate the general case in which secondary products are treated as
negative allocations in the row that distributes these products, in the column of the
industry that produces them. The algebraic sums of each row and corresponding column
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FIGURE h TREATMENT OP SECONDARY PRODUCTS IM fflR MRIO MATRIX (ILLUSTRAffil)

1,Ht

"'

are equal; the sums of the product distributi<XlS and the inputs to the industry (the sums
of the positive numbers in the row and in the corresponding cdwnn) differ by the
amount of product output and industry output. Trus, the control total for the column ls
establishment output and all the inputs are establishment-based; the control total for
the row Is product output whereever produced. Thus the accowitlng system provides an
·easy transition from the establishment-based input data to the product output data.
This treatment of secondary products assumes that the secondary products are always
produced in fixed proportions to the primary product. Altho~h this· assumption ls
certainly not completely true, it ls believed to be acceptable In view of the limitations
of the alternative method, d. hancling secondary products in the model. These
limitations were discussed above under Methods 1 and 2.
PLANS FOR THE MRIO MODEL

It Is plamed to adopt Method 3 as described above wherever feasible in handling
secondary products (and products primary to more than one industry) in the MRIO
model. Several redefinitions will made, principally in force account construction On a
redefinition both output and inputs are adjusted in moving the activity from one sector
to another). Finally, a number of adjustments will be made to coverage where the
Census data understate the run value of output of specified activities.
There are a number of adjustments that affect a large number of industries. These will
be discussed first below and then, the specific industry adjustments will be discussed.
Force-Accoimt Constructloo
New and maintenance construction performed by employees of the establishment
(rather than contracted for from the construction industry) is Important in a n\lllber of
Industries. Adjustments will be made to specific industries that account for about 80
percent of this activity (in the 1972 BEA table) as listed in Exhibit 1. The initial data
rne records the data on an establishment basis but does not include the capitalized
value of new construction in the output measures (maintenance construction ls a cost
that would not be Included in the output measure in any event). The cost of materials
contrci, value added, employment and payroll data wm be adjusted in a special
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Redefinition File that will permit these adjustments to be tracked back to the Initial
Data Pile. The adjustments will be based on input patterns developed in the
construction analysis. '11le Redefinition Pile will serve also to add t_hese data to the
appropriate construction sector file. Data for specific material inputs from central
: sources, e.g., fuels consumed, will also be adjusted for in the Redefinition Pile; other
inputs will simply be developed to exclude any inputs for construction activity.
Manufacturers Resales
Goods bought and sold in the same form constitute a wholesale trade function. Some
sales of this nature occur in most all manufacturing industries but ls generally of miner
significance. It is not appropriate to treat these receipts as secondary products and
accord them the Method 3 treatment since the purchase value of the goods ls not
relevant to the wholesale trade industry (only the markup or margin on such sales Is
relevant). Thus to make the adjustment it ls necessary to eliminate the value of the
sales from output and the cost or the goods Crom cost of materials, and then compute
the component costs of the margin (materials and labor) and move it to the wholesale
trade sector. When this is completed, minor adjustments have been made to many data
items without having added much to essential information provided by the model
(wholesale trade is augmented in a relatively small way by an activity that is somewhat
extraneous to it and the establishment data are distorted).

In view or all this, it is deemed more appropriate to keep the establishment data intaet
and to simply make a "wash" transaction to account for these sales that are included in
the output measure for each industry. This is accomplished by allocating these sales to
the industry itself on the main diagonal, i.e., an intra~ector transaction. This
procedure maintains the integrity of the establishment data while "immunizing" the
now in terms or balancing output and inl)ut in the matrix.
Rental Receipts
All rental receipts, real or imputed will be redefined into the Real estate and rental
sector, following the BEA convention. Since this is only a financial now to property
type income, no signficant inputs are associated with it and therefore no adjustment
will be made to establishment-based input data. Rental receipts have been excluded
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from the output data (they are not included in the Cens\!I output measures and have
been excluded in developing the data for other sectors). The development of the data
on real and imputed rents is described in the chapter for the Real estate and rental
sector in the report on output, employment and payrolls.
Electric Energy Sales
Sales of electric energy by non-utility plants wlll be handled by Method 3 for secondary
products, as described in this paper, to the extent they can be identified by industry and
state.
Specific Adjustments, Redefinitions and Secondary Products
The specific treatment of coverage adjustments and redefinitions made by BEA in 1972
national input-output table are noted in the reproduced pages from Definitions and
Cawentions of the 1972 Input-Output Study, BEA Staff Paper, July 1980, attached as
Exhibit 2. Only items of $200 million or greater value in 1972 have been considered.
The planned treatement of each is noted by the following symbols:
R-

A -

B-

IX-

! -

redefine; move output and inputs to appropriate industry. This is for
cases where the input requirements for primary and secondary outputs are
independent.
adjust; generally made to increase Census flows for widercoverage.
treatment of secondary products by Method 3 procedures. This is for
cases where cost complemen_tarities between primary and secondary
products tend to fix the output proportions.
no adjustment to output; allocate now as intra-sector.
no adjustment; either not deemed significant, it affects an intermediate
now not of interest, or a reclassification does not seem appropriate
not yet resolved.
Other Secondary Products

It is planned to make only a few adjustments for other secondary products. Generally,
establishment output will be considered to be product output. In cases where the
difference between industry output (establishment-based) and product output in the
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national totals ls minor (at the MRIO level ot industry aggregation), no adjustments will
be made. In cases where the difference ls significant, secondary product flows will be
introduced in appropriate rows to approximately balance out these differences. These
flows wlll be introduced in accordance with the Method 3 treatment ot secondary
: products.
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EXHmrr 1
PORCE-ACCOUNT CONSTRUCTION REDEFINITIONS

Force-eccount construction refel"I to construction work performed by the work force of
the consumlni Industry or final demand sector. Both new construction and maintenance
eonstructlon la Included. In 1172, force-account constnictlon totaled nearly $21 billion.
About ID percent or the force-eccount eonstructlon activity took place In U sectors.
'l'bese sectors, and thelr 1972 value or force-account con.rtructlon., area

1972
MRPIS
Sector

BEA

010,011
055
015
092

1.0000
H.0101
15,0100
15.0000
18.0100
18.0200
'1.0200
18.0100
88.0100
H.0300
17.0000
11.0000
19.SOO

-

OH
095
105

OH
OH
111

~~

Demand

1-0

1172 Value
Sector
Petroleum and Gu Exploration
Blast Furnaces and Steel Milli
RaDroadl
Communications, ex Radio & TV
Electric Services (utlUtlu)
Ou Production., Distribution (utWtle1)
Real Estate
Federal Electric l1tlllt1u
State and Local Electric l1tllltl..
Other State and Local Gov't F.nterprlsel
Federal Gov't Purchases, Non defense
State and lA:>cal Gov't Purch., Education
State and Local Gov'l Purch., Other
General Government

PAC
(mo tl

•

Total

PAC

111.1
10,.1
1,tH.O

1.1
1.1
I.I

1,;u.1
s,011.1

11.0

IDS.I

•••

l.t

1,121.1

,.o

'32.0

1.1
1.1

,u.,

..

1,10,.,

,
,.,
,.,

, ... o.o

_!!:!

1,u,.1
1,111.1

$22,171.1

Total

1112 IJ6 of

78.1"

Estimates of 1977 force-account constructlC?n will be made for each of these ts sector-1
separately ror new construction and maintenance construction. The Initial Data Pile will
then be adjusted to Include these estimates In the MRIO corutruct[on 1ectort and
e:sclude them from the appropriate MRIO nonconstructlon·1ector. Employment, payroll, ·
cost of materials, and value added will also be added to the construction aectort and
deducted from the other tectors. All adjustments will Initially be made at the national
JeveL These adjustmenu wm be made to the 1tate data usln1 the best estimates
available of the state dlstrlbutlon of thll worlc.
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EXHIBIT 2
SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS, REDEFINITIONS
AND SECONDARY PRODUCTS

Legend:

R-

AB-

IX-

'! -

redefine; move output and Inputs to appropriate industry. 'Ibis is
for cases where the Input requirements for primary and secondary
outputs are Independent. _
adjust; generally made to Increase Census nows !or undercoverage.
treatment of secondary products by Method 3 procedures. 'Ibis is
for cases where cost complementarities between primary and
secondary products tend to rix the output proportions.
no adjustment to output; allocate now as Intra-sector.
no adjustment; either not deemed significant, it affects an Intermediate now not of interest, or a reclassification does not seem
appropriate.
not yet resolved.
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Table A.--Specfffc Redeffnftions and Coverage
Adjustments fn the 1972 1-0 Table
(M111fons of dollars)

~ (-) y

!rom or

I

Affected industry
:
J-0 4.0000 Agrfcu1turt. forestr1 and ftsher1 servtc:es

I

Amount

1

14.0101
65.0300
19.0100

Receipts for custom slaughtertng •··-··----------·-···-·•
Recefpts frcm others for the transportation of farm
workers for the benefit of the others-----·-···-····-·
Recefpts from the resale of agriculture supplies. e.g .•

69.0200
73.0300
11.0000
19.0100

Recefpts
Recefpts
Recefpts
Crop
and

fert111zers. feeds-----·-···--·-··--···-·--·-------·---

fram resale of anfmals, nursery products. etc •••
for accounting services perfonned for others---for
1andscap1ny
---------------------------·---livestock
serv ces
perfonned fn wholesale trade

-13.0

-2.8
-t.S
-22.s

-o.,

200.0

X

establishments-······-····--·······-·~--------·-··---

llY.

B

Net (increase)---------··-·------···--------------

407.t

1-0 8.0000 Crude petroleum and natural gas
11.0000

Receipts for tnstallation of ofl well 111chiner1 --------·

fil

Net (increase)-------------------------------------

67.4

1-011 and 12 Constructfon
4.0000

8.0000
66.0000
69.0100
69.0200
71.0200
72.0200
73.0100
40.0400
40.0500
40.0600
40.0700
40.0800

40.0901

40.0902
46.0100
46.0200
49.0\00

y

-200.0 X
Receipts from landscaping----·-··------·-------------·-··
-67.4
Recefpts for installation of 011 well inachfnery •······-tnstallatfon of central s~fteh1ng equipment-----·-···--700.2 X
Receipts from the sale of inachinery and equipment------·
-81.6
Receipts from sale of constnictfon inaterials and
household appliances not considered part of the value
of put-fn-place construction---------·-····-···········
-183.B·
Real estate activity of operatfve builders •···-----------·i-l,633.7 X
Receipts for installation of refrigeration equipment-····
-383.0 X
Receipts from rental of equipment-···---------·------··· -1.130.0 X
Installation receipts•···•········-·-·····-···-·-··-59.2
lnsta11at1on recefpU -----------------------------------22.3
Installation nce1Dts -----------·-----··-------------·--·
46.Z
- tnstallatfon receipts------·------------···•·•··-·······•
42.6
Installation receipts----·················--···--·--·--·
11.7
Installation receipts---·········---------------------5.7
Installation receipts--·-------------····-------···--·
24.0
lnstall1tfon receipts-----------------------------------50.0
lnsta11at1on receipts•······----····---··--·------------1.1
Installation receipts-----------------------------------l.t

1/ See last page of table A.
"[/ Includes new construction (1-0 11) and ■aintenance and repair construction (l-012).
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From or
to (-) !/_
49.0700
52.0300
62.0100
62.0200
69.0100

Table A.--Spec1ffc Redeffnftfons and Coverage
Adjustments in the 1972 1-0 Table
(M111fons of dollars)
•continued•
Affected industry
1-0 11 and 12 Constructfon y (con.)
Insta11atfon
Installatfon
Installatfon
Installatfon

I

recefpts ---------------------------------••·
receipts---·-----------------------------recetpts· -·-·····-------------·------------receipts--·-··········-·····-·--------•-···
Receipts for 1nstallfng and repatrfng plLlllbfng and
heating equi~ent ------··············-········-·····-Recefpts for otl and gas burner insta11atfon and
services by fuel 011 dealers--------~---------------Receipts for 1nsta11fng and repa1rfng glass and
screens by retailers--···-------------------------·--·
Receipts for repair of central atr conditfonfng -------Receipts for septic tank and furnace cleanfng -----------

69.0200

69.0200
72.0200
73.0100

Net (decrease)------------------------------------

Amount

2.2

,.,
57.5
3.4

24.5

176.t
137.4
50.3
185.5
-3.454.7

14.0101 Meat packfng plants
4.0000
69.0100

Recefpts for custom slaughterfng -----···········--···-Receipts for cutting and selling purchased carcasses----

13.0
21406.9

Net (increase) --·-----------------------------------

2,419.9

B

14.0102 Sausages and other prepared 11111ts
Recefpts for meats prepared 1n 11anufacturers 1 sales

69.0100

branches-------------------~-----·-··-··------------Net (increase)-------------------------------------

liL.Q. B

222.0

14.0103 Poultry dressfng plants
69.0100

.

Recefpts for poultry dressing perfonned 1n wholesale
trade establfshnents ---------------------------------

Net (increase)-------------------------------------
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420.4

Table A.--Spec1f1c Redeffnftfons 1nd Coverage
Adjustments fn the 1972 1-0 Table
(Millions of dollars) •.
- continued •
rmor
!O
(-) y
H.0100

I

Affect.ed industry:
14.1502 Prepared feeds, n.t.c.

I

Recefpts by grafn elevators and fana supply stores
for custom-prepare~ feed--------------------------·--·
Net (1ncr11s1) •------------------------------------

Anount

11248.6 B
1.zu.,

14.1801 Bread, cate, and related products
69.0200

Recefpts for the sale of bakery products produced on
the same prsnises by reta11 bakeries-------··········--

11340.0

Net (fncr•ase) ---------------········-··-·····--··--

1,340.0

B

15.0200 Tobacco stemnfng and redery1ng

.

69.0100

Receipts for stearnfng 1nd dryfng tobacco at whol1s11t

-------

estab11sh~nts
Computed
value for----------------------------------------Census undercoverage of stemnfng
and dryfng receipts-------------------······--·-···~---

Net (increase)--------------------------------------

9S7.5 B
437.2 X

1,394.7

16.0100 Broadwoven fabrfc mf11s 1nd f1brtc ffnfshtng plants
69.0100

Receipts for •converters• who ~uy goods 1n the grey,
have them finished on contract, and sell 1t

-------

Recefpts or central admfn1strat1ve offfces for
fabrics finfshed on contract for them----------------Net (increase)•·······~~------------···-······-·····

wholesale----------------------------------------------

2,307.7 A
2 1694.9 A

5,002.1

17.1002 Textile goods, n.t.c.
69.0100

Receipts for •converters• who buy wool, have tt combed
and converted to tops on contract, and sell 1t

wholesale-------················-··-·-·············---

!Y.

Ket (increase)------------------------------------

66.S
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Table A.--Specfffc Jtedeffnftions and Coverage
Adjustments fn the 1972 1-0 Table
(Millions of dollars)
- continued -

;;rom(-)ory

I

~ffec~d f ndustry

I

Amount

18.0400 Apparel r.ade from purchased 111terfal1
64.1200
69.0200

Receipts for apparel sales from establishments
primarily engaged tn dressing and dyeing of furs-----·
Recefpts for custom tailoring, dressmaltfng, and fur
90ods production by retailers----------------------····

!Q.L!

Net (increase)-·-······-·--------··------------~---·

244.0

42.6
X

20.0100 Logging camps and logging contractors

-------------

Conversfon of purchased stll!lpage to logs and bolU

shipments----~-----------·------·····-·--------·------and bolts-----------··········-------------------------

Computed value for undercoverage of Census of logs

Net (increase)------------------------------·------·

i

880.O A
, •105.2 A
1,985.2

27.0100 Industrial tnorgantc and organic chemicals
38.0400

a1Llfl1na ----·------------------------·-----·-··-··--····

11

I
~i'

Jtecetpts fre111 establtstvnents prf1111rily producing

Net (decrease)-------------------·-------~----------

-487.1

R

-487.1

27.0403 Exp1os1~•s

-------

Computed value for shfpments of explosives from
government-owned, contra~tor-operated plants-----------

ill:!

Net ( increase) -----------:--------------·-··-········

153.1

38.0100 Pr11111ry copper

-------

Computed value for Census undercoverage of pri1111ry
copper reffned on contract (toll ,rocessed) ----------Net (increase)------------------------------·--·----
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461.3

A

Table A.--Spet1f1c Redeffnftfons and Coverage
Adjustments fn the 1972 1-0 Table
(M111fons of dollars)
• continued •

r'CIIIIOr
~ (-) l/
27.0100

I

Affected fndustr;y

38.0400 Prt111&ey 1lllll1n111
Recefpts frCIII establfshments prfmartly producing
1111111 na ----•----·----- ----------------------------------

Net (increase)-------------------------------------1-0 40.0400 Fabricated 1tructural •tal
11.0000

lnsta11at1on nce1pts --•---------------~--·---------------

Net (decrease)------------------------~------------1-0 40.0500 Metal d~rs, sash, and
11.0000

tr1■

Installation receipts----------------------------------

:ll:.!

Net (decrease)•···············----------·-----------

•22.l

1-0 40.0600 Fabricated plate work (boiler shops)
11.0000

Insta11at1on receipts---------------··············-----

Net (decrease)----······------------------···------1-0 40. 0700 Sheet· Ntal wort
11.0000

Jnsta11at1on recefpts ------·------·········-------·-··--·
Ket (decrease) -----':·-·-------···....--.-------------

1-0 40.0800 Architectural ~etal wort
11.0000

lnsta11at1on receipts----------·----------·--···--------

.:ll:l

Net (decrease)•········--·-----------··-------------

-11.7
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Table A.--Spec1ffc Redefinitions and Coverage
Adjustments 1n the 1972 l-0 Tabla
(H1111ons of dollars)
· - continued from or
!D
(-) l/

I

Affected 1ndustey..

I Amount=

l-0 40.0901 Prefabricated metal buildings

11.0000

lnsta11at1on receipts-------------~······----------·-----

.:!:1,

· Net (decr11se) -------------------·-······-·-····----

-5.7

l-0 40.0902 Miscellaneous metal wort

11.0000

lnst1ll1t1on reca1pts --·-•------------~-----------------·

-24.0

Net (decrease)-------------------------·-·····-----

-24.0

1-0 46.0100 Elevators and moving stairways

11.0000

lnsta11at1on receipts•·········-----------····-·--··-----

-50.0

Net (decrease)--------········------·--·------------

-50.0

J-0 46.0200 Conveyors and conveying equipment

11.0000

Installation rece1pts -----------------------------------

.:ll

Net (decrease)--------------------·-·---------------

-9.1

1-0 49.0100 Pi,nps and coq,ressors

11.0000

..

Installation receipts------------------------------------

Net (decrease)---~-~------------------------------l-0 49.0700 General industrial r.aehinery. n.1.c.
11.0000

Installation receipts------~-----········--··--------·-··
Net (decrease)-------------------------------···--·-
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Table A.--Spec1f1c Redefin1tfons and Coverage
Adjustments fn the 1972 1-0 Table
(Millions of dollars)
• continued - .

I

Affected industry~
1-0 50.0001 Carburetors, pistons, rings, valves

'9.0100

kcunt

!Y
Net (1ncre1s1) -----------·-········-----------------

69.t

1-0 51.0101 Electronic computing equipment

-------

Revaluation of ccmputers purchased by a subs1d1ary
or used by the Nnufacturer fn a leasing operation
from a •cOllll'lerctal• or •market• value to I cost basts Net (decrease)--------------------------------------

-433.5 x

-433.5

1-0 52.0300 Refrfgeratfon and heating equipment
11.0000

lnstallatfon receipts------------------------------------

:Li

Net (decrease)-------------------------------------

-3.4

1-0 59.0302 Motor vehicle parts and accessories
69.0100

Receipts for rebuilt 110tor vehicle parts (exct'udtng)
carburetors) produced fn who1esa1e trade:••-------------

1,086.2

Net (increase)--------------------------------------

1,086.2

B

1-0 61.0100 Ship building and repa1r

-------

Construction d1fferent1a1 subsidy pa1d by the Federal
&overnirent to the shfpya_rd and included by Census
1n receipts•--------·---~~---------------~-----------Net (decrease)--------------------------------------
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Table A.--Spec1f1c Redef1n1t1ons and Coverage
Adjustments 1n the 1972 1-0 Table
(H1111ons of dollars)
- continued •
Affected fndustry
1-0 61.0200 Boat bu11d1n; and repa1rfng
69.0200
65.0400

Amount·

Receipts by boat dealers for boat repairs•···-------Receipts by 111r1nas for boat repairs-------------------

!!!:!

Net (increase)-------------------------------------

193.2

78.7
•

1-0 61.0300 Railroad equipment

65.0100

Rebuilding, building, and repa1r1ng of·locornot1ves and
cars on their own account 1n repair shops owned and
operated by railroads----------------------------------

ll!:1

Net (increase)------------------------------------

127.3

1-0 62.0100 Engineering and scientific fnstn,nents
11.0000

lnst1ll1t1on receipts-------------------------······-----

Net (decrease)-------------------------------------1-0 62.0200 Mechanical ineasuring devices
11.0000

lnsta11at1on receipts-----------·--·---------------------

-57.5

Net (decrease)•·--·---------------------------------

-57.5

1-0 64.0102 Jewelers 111ter1ats and lapidary work
69.0100

Receipts for lapidary work perfonned fn lllholesale
trade establishments-·--------------------------------Net (increase)--------~-------------------~---------

1-0-64,1200 Manufacturing industries, n.e.c.
18.0400

Receipts for apparel sales from establishments pr1111r111
engaged tn dressing and d,yeing of furs•·--------------·

Ii

Net (decrease)•·····---------···-------------------B-2'1

fil:l_B
345.2

From or

to(-)

y

I

Table A.--Spectffc Redeffnftfons and Coverage
Adjustments fn the 1972 1-0 Table
(Millions of dollars)
- conttnued Affected fndustr:,

I

Amount

l•O 65.0100 Railroads and related 1e"fce1
'1.0300
74.0000

Rebu11dfng, bu11dfng, and repairfng of tocomotfv11
and cars on their own account tn repair shops
owned and operated by railroads•··-----------··-··--···
Receipts from the sale of food and beverages.............

•127.3
-15.6

Net (decrease)--------------------------------------

-142.1

1-0 65.0300 Motor freight transportation and warehousing
4.0000

69.0100
69.0200

Receipts from the transportation of fann workers for

2.8

others---------·------------------·····-·-------------Merchant
wholesalers receipts for storfng gntn
and other CCC products----------·····--------··-·····-·
Sate of unclaimed merchandise by warehouses--······--·--·

·!L!

Net (increase)------------·······-------------------

23.2

97.0

J-0 65.0400 Water transportatton
61.0200
69.0200
69.0200
74.0000
74.0000

Receipts by 1111rfn1s for boar repairs-··------·----··-··Receipts from the sale of 111erchandise on board boats---Receipts by boat dealers for boat storage----····-·--··-Receipts from the sale of meals on boats----------------Receipts from the sale of meats by marinas---------------

-114.5

Net (dec"ase) --------~--------------~-------------·

-126.3

-1.4
16.0
-3.4

~

J-0 65.0500 Air transportation
69.0200
74.0000
16.0100

Receipts for 111erchandfse sold at airports --------------Receipts for drinks sold on afrplanes -------------------On plane cinema fees-------·----------------------------

-90.7
-33.1
-14.2

Net (decrease)--------------------------------------

-138.0

J-0 66.0000 Comnunications • except r,dio and TV
11.0000

Installation of central iwitching equipment----~---------

.!QQ.:1

Net (increase)----·-··-·····-··-··-·----------------

700.2
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Table A.--Speciffc ltedef1n1tfons and Coverage
Adjustments fn the 1972 1-0 Table
(Millions of dollars)
- continued •

;;rom(-)ory

Receipts for 1nst111fng and repairing plumbing and

14.0101
14.0102

Receipts for cutting and sellfng purchased carcasses•···· -2,406.9 B
Receipts for ~eats prepared fn Nnufacturers 11111
branches-------------········--··-······--········----- -222.0 B

16.0100
17.1002

50.0001

I

59.0302
64.0102
65.0300
72.0200
73.0100

1\

:!
\!

11i'

,,i,

Amount

12~0000

15.0200

.i

I

Crop and livestock services perfonned 1n wholesale

14.1502

I

Affected industry
1-0 69.0100 Wholesale trade

4.0000

14.0103

~·,i

I

75.0000

4.oooo

l1 112

73.0100

trade establishments-----------------------------------

-256.6

heating------------------------·······------·····------

-24.5

lte~:!~!se!;~b~~~1t!~~~~~!.!~~!~~~-!~-~~~~~~~~-----Receipts by gra1n elevators and farm supply stores

-420.4

B

B

for custom prepared feeds•··················-·--··---·· -1,248.6 B
Receipts for stel!ITling and drying tobacco at wholesale
establishments----------------------------------------- -957.5 B
Receipts of •converters• who buy goods fn the grey,
have them finished on contract, and sell at
-2,307.7 A
wholesale--··--·------------------------------······-·Receipts of •converters• who buy wool, have ft combed
and converted to tops on contract. and sel 1 at

wholesale---------------------------------------------trade-------------------------------------------------Receipts for rebuilt inotor vehfcle parts (excluding

Receipts for rebuilt carburetors produced in wholesale

-66.3

-69.9

carburetors) produced fn wholesale trade------········· -1,086.2 B
Receipts for lapidary work perfonned tn wholesale
-345.2 B
trade establishments---------------······-------------Merchant wholesalers receipts for storing grain and
-97.0
and other CCC products--·······---·-··----···---------Receipts for electrical repair wort•······--·········---- -2,680.1 B
Receipts of sales branches and.other wholesalers for
computers, photocopying, and other mfscellaneous
Nchine rental and repair----------------------······ -7.287.6 B
Recefpts for auto repair and allied services-----········ -1,ozg.3 B
Recefpts from the resale of agricultural supplies,
9.5
1.e., fertilizer, feeds, etc.-------------------------81.6
Receipts from the sale of ~achinery and equipment-------Receipts for 111erchandise including the sale of used
562.1 I
equipment, 1.e •• computers, etc.-·-····················

Net (decrease)-----------•--~----------------------- -19,852.1

B-29

From

or

to (-)

y

I-

Table A.••Spec1fic Redef1nftfons and Coverage
Adjustments 1n the 1972 1-0 Table
(M111fons of dollars)
• contfnutd •
Affected lndustt7
1-0 69.0200 Reta11 trade

12.0000
12.0000

14.1801
18.0400
11.0200

65.0400

72.0200

72.0300
73.0100

74.0000
75.0000
75.0000

76.0200
4.0000
.

11 l 12

65.0300
65.0400
65.0500

72.0100

72.0200

Receipts for 011 and gas burner 1nsta11atfon and
.
-176.t
service by fuel 011 dealers•···················--·····
Recefpts for installing and repa1rfng glass and
-137.4
screens for
by ntaflers
Receipts
the sale of----------------------------------·
bakery products produced on
the same premfse by retail bakeries•··················· •1,340.0
Receipts for custom ta11orfng, dressmaking, and fur
-201.4
goods production by retailers•············•············
-78.7
Receipts by boat dealers for boat repairs•············-·
-16.0
Receipts by boat dealers for boat storage•···············
Department store and other retail store recefpts for
cleaning servfces, portrafts 1 repair work (electrical,
jewelry, TY, shoe, appliance1, and furniture

etc.------------------------·-·····-···

B
X

-2,279.5
•20.t

B

-798.4

B

imnediate consLJnpt1on ---···--------------····---------- -3.289.7

B

reupholsttrfng.

Department store recefpts for beauty and barber servfctS••
Retail store recefpts for photoffnishtng, interior
decorating, and certafn equipment rental•·-········-·
Lunch counter, refreslvnent stand, and dining room
receipts for prepared foods and drinks for

Receipts for automotfve repafr perfonned by shoes
prfmar11y engaged 1n the sale of autorrob11ts (auto
dealers) or parts•····················-···--········-·· •10,722.8
Receipts for automotive rental, washfng, and allfed

services-----------------------------------------------

Receipts by retaflers for the rental of boats.
110torcycles, bicycles, and other sporting equipment•···
Receipts from the resale of animals, nursery

products, etc.-----------------------·----------------

Recefpts from the sale of constn,ctfon materials and
household applfances not considered part of the value
of put•fn•place constn,ctfon •·······-···········---···
Sale of unclaimed merchandise by warehouses•·············
Receipt from the sale of 11erchandfse on board boats•·-Receipts for 11erchandise sold at afrports •··········--·
Receipts for 11erchandfse sales (gasoline, liquor,
newspapers, candy, etc.) at hotels, 110tels, and
camps ------------------------------·--·--·------------··

Sale of 11erchandfse by laundries, repafr shops, and
other personal se~fce establtstvnents •······-········-

B-30

-732.3

B
B

-68.2
22.5

183.8
76.6
1.4
90.7
232.4

I

599.3

I

Table A.-•Specfffc Redefinftfons and Coverage
Adjustments tn the 1972 1-0 Table
(M111fons of dollars)
• contf nued •

From or
to (-)

l/

f

Affected fndustry
1-0 69.-0200 Retatl trade (con.)

kiount

7'.0200

Sale of merchandfse by beauty and barber shops----------Sale of irerchandise by business service establtstwnents -Sale of merchandise by eating and drinking establishmentsSale of merchandise by automobile repair and altted
servfce establishments----·············---·-··-·-····-·
Sale of inerchandise by bowltng alleys, amusement parks,

77.0400

etc.--------------·····--------------------·--·-····--Sale
of merchandise (books, supplies, etc.) by prfvatl

77.0500

Sale of merchandise by museums, clubs, socfal
organf1atfons, and other inembership organizatfons -----

72.0300

73.0100
74.0000

75.0000

schools ----·--------·-·---------------•-----------------

55.t
360.9 I
737 .S I

405.1 I
614.7 I
281.Z I

1 1600.6 I

Net (decrease)-----------············-------------- -14,599.1
l-0 71.0200 Real estate

11.0000
73.0300

Real estate activity of operative builders--------------Royalty receipts of writers, etc.-----------------·----Net (fncreas1) --~-------·····--·-------·-----------

1,633.7 x
715.8 R
2.349.5

1-0 72.0100 Hotels and 1odgfng places
H.0200

n.0200
72.0300

Receipts for inerchandfse sales (gaso11ne, ltquor,
newspapers, candy, etc.) at hotels, 110tels, and

.

camps-----------------------------------------------Receipts for laundry and valet services---···-----------

76.0200

Beauty and barber shop receipts--------·--····---------Recefpts of restaurants and lunch counters operated by
hote1s
Recef
pts -----------------------------------------------for room rental tn social and recreatf ona1

77.0400

Revenue from housing provided by prfvate colleges-------

74.0000

rembersh1p clubs ---···••.•.•··············-····--------·

Net (decrease)----------------------·-·---····--

8-31

-232.4 I

-27.1
-38.0

•2,999.3 B

8.5

424.5 B

-2,863.~

Table A.--Speciffc Redeffnftfons ind Coverage
Adjustments 1n the 1972 1-C Table
(Hillfons of do11an)
• continued •

rom(-):y
or

;

12.0000
69.0200
73.0100
11 l 12

I

Affected industr,
1-0 72.0200 Personal and repair services
Receipts for repair of central afr condftfonfng •······-·
Sale of merchandise by laundrfes, repair shops, and
other personal service establishments-·--------········
Receipts for ccmnercial photographic services
performed by photografhic studios-··················-•
Receipts for the instal ation of nfr1gerat1on

I

~un~

-50.3
-599.3

I

-u.1

equipment----------·-•··•····---·-·--·····---------·--·

383.0
2,680.1

X

reupho1ster1ng, etc.----------------------------------·

2,279.5
27.1

B

69.0100
69.0200

Receipts for t1ectr1ca1 repair work•·····················
Department store and other retail store recefpts for
cleaning services, portraits) repair work (electrical,
jewelry, TV, shoe, applfance, and furniture

72.0100
73.0100

Receipts for laundry and valet services--·······--------Receipts for locksmith servfces and the repair of
~usfcal fnstr1111ents, bicycles, and leather goods--·-···
N,t

(increase)-------···-·-------------------------•

B

120.3
.,821.3

1-0 72.0300 Beauty and barber shops
69.0200
69.0200

72.0100

Sale of 111erchandise by beauty and barber s~ops -·----·---Department store receipts for beauty and barber services Beauty and barber shop receipts of hotels, etc.•·-····---

-ss.t

Net (increase)-----------~-------------~------------

3.0

20.t

.!Y

1-0 73.0100 Miscellaneous business services
12.0000

Receipts for septic tank ind furnace cleaning----·----···
Receipts for 111erchandfse fncludfng the sale of used

69.0200
72.0200

Sale of merchandise by business service estab11shnents -·
Receipts for locksmith services and the repair of
11Usic1l instruments, bicycles, and leather goods•··-·•
Receipts for tngineerin~ and architectural services-----·
Recefpts from the renta of construction equipment •••••••
Receipts of sales branches and other wholesalers for
computers, photocopying, and other miscellaneous
inachine rental and repair•·······----------·------·-···
Retail store receipts for photofinishing, 1ntertor
decorating, and certain equipment rental•----·-········

fi9.0100

73.0300

11 l 12

69.0100
69.0200

equipment, t.e., computers,

etc.•----------------------

B-32

-185.5
-562.1

-360.9

I
I

-120.3

-94.t
1,130.0

B

7,287.6

B

798.4

B

Table A.--Spec1f1c Redeftnftfons and Coverage
Adjustments 1n the 1972 1-0 Table
(Millions of dollars)
- continued •

;;rom(-)ory
72.0200
73.0300
74.0000

I

Affected Industry
1-0 73.0100 Miscellaneous business services (con.)
Receipts for comnerc1al thotograph1c 1er11ces
perfonned by photograp fc studios-------------------•Receifts for consulting services----------------------Renta receipts for caterfng supplies, par~
equipment.

etc.-·--···-·-···············-----·--·--·--·

I Amount
19.1
90.8

120.0

Net (increase)--·······--········-··-----····-----·- 8,122.2
1-0 73.03M Miscellaneous proressfonal services
71.0200
73.0100
4.0000
73.0100

Royalty receipts of writers, etc.----------------------··
Receipts for consulting services•-----------------·······
Receipts for accounting services perfonned for others•··Receipts for engineering and architectural ser11ces •··--·

-715.8

Net (decrease)----------------------------------····

-710.8

R

-90.8

o.,

94.9

1-0 74.0000 Eating and drinking places
69.0200

Sale of merchandise by eating and dr1nk1ng

73.0100

Rental receipts for catering supplies, party equipment,

65.0100
65.0400
65.0SOO
69.0200
72.0100
76.0100
76.0200
77.0400

establishments------------------·······-·------------··
etc.---------·---·-·····----------------------·-··-··-·
Receipts from the sale of food and beverages---------·-··

Receipts from the sale of 11e1ls on boats and at Nrfnas •·
Receipts for drinks sold on airplanes------------------··
Lunch counter.refrest..nent stand, and dfnfng room
receipts for prepared foods and drinks for 1~d1ate
cons1.1nptton
-----------•--------------·----------------Receipts
of restaurants
and ~unch counters operated

by hotels ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Receipts at refreshment stands and vending 1111chines
operated by theater owners--------------------------···
Recei~ts from the sale of 111eals and beverages at
bow in; alleys, race tracks, golf courses, amusement
parks, sports events, and clubs, etc.•·······--··----··
Board receipts b1 private schools---------------------··•

B-33

-737.5

I

-120.0
15.6
26.4
33.1
3,289.7

B

2,999.3

B

229.1

B

1,102.0
492.2

B
B

,

..

.

Table A.--Spec1f1c Redeftnitfons and Coverage
Adjustments 1n the 1972 l-0 Table
(H111fons of dollars)
• continued •

From or
to (-)

y

77.0500
78.0400

I

Affected f ndustry .
1-0 74.0000 Eating and drtnkfng places (con.)

I

Sale of 111eals and beverages by social and fraternal
clubs. museums, ttc. •·····················-·--·-··---·•
Receipts for food and beverage sales by Ar,ey-A1r Force
clv111an est restaurants, officers' and enlisted
men's clu s. and YA canteens--------------------------

Net (increase)--------------------------------------

Alnount ·

491.1

B

34017

B

8,162.5

1-0 75.0000 Automobile repafr and services
69.0200

69.0100
69.0200
69.0200

Sale of merchandise by autanobile repafr and a111ed
-405.1
service for
estab11shments
Receipts
auto repair ------····--····--------··------·
and allied services------------- 1,029.3
Receipts for automotive repair perfonned by shors
prfmarfly engaged 1n the sale of automobiles auto
dealers) or parts-------------------------------------- 10,722.8
Receipts for automotive rental, washing, and allied
services---------------------------------------------- 732.3

I
B

B
B

Net (fncrease) ----------------------------------···· 12,079.3
1-0 76.0100 Motion pictures

74.0000
65.0500

Recefpts at refresflnent stands and vendfng 111chfnes
operated by theater owners---------------------------On plane cinema fees------------------------------------

-229.1

Net (decrease)----------~----·---------------------·

-214.t

14.2

B

l•O 76.0200 klusement _and recreation services
69.0200

Sale of 11erchandise by bowling alleys. amusement

72.0100

Receipts for room rental 1n social and recreational

74.0000

parks, etc.----------·····--·--------------------------

-614.7

-8.5
anembershtp clubs---····------------·---------····-----Receipts from the sale of 111eals and beverages at bowling
alleys, race tracks, golf courses, amustment parts.
sports events, and clubs. etc.------------------------ -1,102.0

B-34

I

B

'

•

I

~rom or

!O (-) y

I

Table A.--Spec1ffc Redefinitions and Coverage
·
Adjustments fn the 1972 1-0 Table
(Millions of dollars)
• continued Affected industry

1 Amount

1-0 76.0200 lfnusement and recreation services (con.)
69.0200
77.0400

Receipts by reta11ers for the rental of boats, .
motorcycles, bi~cles • and other sporting

68.Z
equipment------------·-······-·--·--····-·--------•·--·
Admission fees to athletic events at private colleges
81.1
and un1vers1tt1s •·······-··-----------------------·--··
Net (decrease)----·-····-·----·-------------------- -1,575.9
l•O 77.0400 Educational servtces

69.0200
72.0100
- 74.0000
76.0200

Sale of merchandise (books, supplies, etc.) by

private schools•························--·-··-········

Revenue from housing provfded bf prfvate colleges-----··
Board receipts
private schoo
Actnission
fees by
to athletic
eventss ----------------------··
at private colleges
and un1vers1ttes -------·-·-----------------------------

-281.2

I

-492.2

B
B

-424.5
-81.1

Net (cSecre,ase) -----------------------------------.--• -1,279.0

l•O 77.0500 Nonprofit organizations
69.0200

74.0000

Sales of merchandise by 111Useums, clubs, soc1a1
organfzatfons, and other membership organizations---··· -1,600.6
Sale of meals and beverages by social and fraternal
-491.9
clubs. 11us1ums • etc. ----------------------------------Net (decrease)-------------------------------------- -2,092.5

I
B

1-0 78.0400 Other Federal Government enterprises
74.0000

Y

Recefpts for food and beverages sales by Anll)'•Atr
Force cfvflian post restaurants, officers' and
enlisted mens' clubs, and VA canteens-----------···-···

-340.7

Net (decrease) --------------------------------------

-340.7

If the redeffnitfon ts posttfve, the affected industry was assigned additional
output; a negative sign 11eans that the output was taken from the affected fndustry
and assigned to the industry shown 1n the left colurm.
.

B-35

B

,I

·•

•

Table 1.--Coll'ITIOdfty Rec1ass1ffcations 1n the 1972 1-0 Table Which
Change SIC Primary Products to 1-0 Secondar1 Products
(Millfons of dollars)
torm,oditY clasS1ftcat10n
-frcm
To ffn&l
1n1thl 1-0
1-0
Comnodfty
1.0100
14.0600.
Milk processed and bottled on the fara ---·
1.030Z
3.0000
Raw furs (mink felts, etc.)-------------~
a.0000
31.0100
Liquefied
vetro tum gases---··--····----•
,.0000
36.1900
Cround, pu verhed, and otherwise treated
cla,y, ceramic, and refractory 11iner1l1,
processed 1n conjunction with 111n1ng
or quarrying operatfons--1ncludes ground
talc and
----------------------10.0000
27.0100
Natural
sod~stn
um, borate,
and potassium
11lts processed (mined, milled, etc.)
at the mfne site--··-····-·-····-------10.0000
36.1900
8ar1te ground, pulverfzed 1 or otherwist
treated 1n conjunction with ■1n1ng
or
operatfons ---------------14.0101
1.0301
Pulledquarrying
wool ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
--...
14.0101
14.0102
Sausages and 11eat specfaltfes produced
from animals slaughtered at the 111111
plant--------------------·-·······-·····
14.1401
14.1403
Prepared flour 11hes or doughs produced
from grains 11111ed at the same tlant ---·
14.1802
14.3200
Cracker sandwiches made from crac ers
produced at the same plant------------·
14.2002
14.2001
Confectionery-type chocolate and cocoa
products 11ade fron cocoa beans ground
1t the same plant--·-··-···--···------14.3200
14.2002
· Chocolate and cocoa products r.ade fraa
purchased chocolate•········--··---···16.010019.0200
Woven bedspreads• towels. sheets, etc. ,
anade 1n weavtny mills•····-·-···-··-····
16.0200
16.0300
Finishing and pr ntfng of purchased
narrow fabrics•·····-·····--·--·-------·
18.0400
18.0201
ICnit outer.ear ~•de from yarns or fabrics
knft at the same plant•-------···-···--·
18,0400
18.0202
ICnf t underwear sriade from yarns or fabrf cs
knit at the same plant•-·-··--···--··-··
18.0203
u.0200
1Cn1t bedspreads, towels, washcloths,
etc., made from yarns or fabrics tnft
at the same plant--·-·-·····--·-------··
24.0200
Coated paper produced 1n establishments
24.0701
without papennak1ng equiprrent -···-······
26.0100
73.0200
Newspaper receipts from 1dvertfs1ng ---·-·
26.0200
73.0200
Perfod1ca1 receipts from advert1s1ng •·-···
26.0400
73.0200
Catalogs, directories, and shopping news -

8-36

Value

1,838.0
57.7
836.S

B
B

38.8

259.3

B

22.2
4.6

3.418.8
. 143.5

X

65.0

,
288.7

X

55.t

632.3

X

17.4

1.365.3 X
481.5 X

87.1
111.8

s.941.7

B

427.1

B

1.eos.t

B

.

•

t,

Table 8.--Conrnodity Rec1ass1ffcatfons fn the 1972 1-0 Table Which
Change SIC Primary Products to 1-0 Secondaey Products
(Millions or dollan)
- continued•
Col!1T'I0<21 tY c1 ass 1fi cation
Frona
To f1n11
1nitfa1 I-0
I-0
Conlnodity
26.0501
73.0200
Catalogs, directories, and advertfsfng
prfnting, refardless or process•···--···
26.0803
73.0200
Ltthographfc atemaking services of
an advert1s ng nature•----------·--·-··
26.0803
73.0200
Typesetting of advertfsfng 111terta1 •----26.0804
73.0200
Photoengravfng plates of an adverttstng
nature•······--------·-··--------------26.0805
73.0200
Electrotypfng
and stereotypfng dup11cate
plates of an advertfsing nature---···27.0202
27.0201
Mixed fertf11zers produced frm
i,
purchased 11aterf1ls --·------------.---31.0100
27.0100
Lfqueffed refinery gases, alfphatfcs,
and aranatfcs for chemical use u
feedstocks,
etc.---····-······-------·36.1900
36.2100
Dead
bumed
magnestte
37.0101
27.0100
Coke oven tar and light-------------·---·--011 dertvattves •··
37 .0101
27 .0201
Coke
oven em,r.::,nta
37.0101
37.0102
Ferroalloys
111de 1n------·-···-··--·---··--blast furnaces-----·-·
37.0101
37.0300
Seamless rolled ring ferrous forgings
produced fn steel 111111 ---------------37 .0101
68.0200
Coke oven gas---------·-··--------------37.0103
37.0101
Steel wire not produced tn steel 111111 ---·
37.0103
42.0500
Noninsulated wire, rope, cable, strand,
fencing, and other wire products made
fn wire
37.0104
37.0101
Cold
rolleddrawtny
stee 111111
sheet,•·------------···-str1p,and bars
not produced tn hot rollfng mills•···--·
37.0105
37.0101
Welded or seamless steel pfpe and tubes
not 11ade tn steel 111111 •---------------·
38.0100
Secondary recovery (from scrap and dross)
.38.0600

f

Value
4,331.1

B

111.7
232.7

X

14.1

10.7
'51.t

X

1,457 .,
32.2

X

30.7

8. 1

·42.1

266.1
21.3
328.7

X

865.t

B

1,487.t

X

1,264.5

X

X

38.0600

38.0200

of copper--~---------------------------Secondary
recovery (from scrap and dross)

560.0

X

38.0600

38.0300

of lead------------------------·--···--Secondaey.
recovery (from scrap and drou)

284.6

X

38.0600

38.0400

of ztnc ---------------------··---------Secondary
recover, (from scrap and dross)

38.0600

38.0500

38.0800

38.0400

Secondary recovery (from scrap and dross)
or nonferrous inetals, n.e.c. -----------A1"1\fnum extrusions, billets and tngots,
produced 1n rolling ■111s ---·-----------

of aluminum---------·------·····-·······

B-37

122.0
408.6

X

343.0

X

167.1

'

·-

.
Table 1.--ColllTlodfty Reclass1ffcatton fn the 1972 1-0 Table Which
Change SIC Prfmuy Products to 1-0 Secondary Products
(Millions of dollars)
• conUnued •

classification
To f1nal
fn1Ua1 1-0
1-0

Corrrnod1 tv

From

38.0800

38.1000

38.0900

38.1000

38.1000

42.0500

58.0500

38.1000.

59.0100

59.0301

64.1100
66.0000

73.0200
73.0200

fi7.0000

67.0000

73.0200
76.0200

72.0100
73.0100

71.0200
73.0200

76.0100

73.0200

77.0300

77.0100

Corrmodftv
Al1111fn1111 wfrt and cable 111de fn rolling

■1111 ----------------------------------Nonferrous
wire, excluding copper and
aluminum, produced 1n rolling atlls •··Nonferrous wfre cloth and other woven
w1rt products 11ade fn nonferrous wire
drawing plants•-·-·················---Applfance w1r1 and cord and flex1b11
cord sets manufactured from purchased
insulated
w1rt •·······-----------------Complete
vehicles
(except passenger cars
and mtor homes) produced from purchased
chassts --------------------------------Advertfsfng
dfsflays and specfaltfes --·-··
Receipts forte ephone directory
.
advert1sfnf
Con-merc1a1
t me---------------------------sales--------------------Talent perfonnances by radio and n

perfonners
Room
rece1~ts -------·------------------···
from pennanent guests----···
Direct 11a1 advertfsfng services,
graphic, and other act1v1t1es
relatfnJ to advertising-·-··-···········
Receipts rom screen advertfs1ng and
production of TV comnercfals •-·······-·
Pl.)lfflents to doctors fn group prepayment
plans, HMO'•• ate.-~--------------------

B-38

Value
,1.0
11.4

33.t
103.4

765.1

X

901.2

B

587.4 X

4,449.6 B

59.3

227.3

B

1,410.0 X
87.t
396.0 X

-

APPENDIX C
DOCUMENT REFERENCE GUIDE

01000 EXECUTIVE OFFICE OP THE PRESIDENT
01100

Office of Management and Budget
01101

Budget of the U.S. Government, PY ( ).
D.C., annual

01102

Budget of the U.S. Government, 'PY ( ) Appendix.
Washington, D.C., aMual

GPO,

01106

Standard

GPO,

Industrial

Clas.sitication

GPO, Washington,

Manual

1972.

Washington, D.C., 1974.

02000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE
02001

Agricultural Statistics. GPO, Washington, D.C., annual

02100

Economics and Statistics Service
02110

National Economics Division
02111

Economic Indicators of the Farm Sector:
Income and Balance Sheet Statistics.

State
DOA,

Washington, D.C., aMUal
02112

Energy and U.S. Agriculture: 1974 and 1978. DOA,
Washington, D.C., April 1980.

02117

Unpublished worksheets from J. Schluter, Food and
Agriculture Policy Branch, on a detailed industrial
composition of farm production expenditure
categories; a distribution matrix for allocating
Inputs to agriculture I-0 sectors, and a computer
C-1

--

printout showing the results of this distribution
of
inputs by 1-0 sector for 1972. DOA, Washington,
D.C.
02118

02130

Charges for GiMi~ Cotton, Costs of Selected
Services Incident to Marketing and Related
Information. DOA, Washington, D.C., annual.

Crop Reporting Board
02131

Crop Production Reports (Crop Values, Field Crops,
Grain Stocks, Soybean Stocks, Peanut Stocks and
Processing, Potatoes and Sweet Potatoes, NonCitrus Fruits and Nuts, Citrus Fruits, Vegetables,
Rice Stocks, Hop Stocks, Seed Crops).
DOA,
Washington, D.C., frequency varies for Individual
aeries.

02132

Livestock Reports (Meat Animals, Wool and Mohair).
DOA, Washington, D.C., aMuaL

02133

Poultry and Egg Reports (Poultry, Chicken and

Eggs). DOA, Washington, D.C., aMual.
02134

Mille and Dairy Reports (Mille, Dairy Products).
DOA, Washington, D.C., aMual.

02135

Agricultural Prices, AMual Summary.
Washington, D.C., annual.

02136

Miscellaneous Reports (Honey Production, Mushrooms, Ploriculture Crops, Mink Production, Parm
Labor). DOA, Washington, D.C., frequency varies
for Individual series.

02137

Farm Production Expenditures.

D.C., aMual.
C-2

DOA,

DOA, Washington,

-02200

Rural Electrification Administration
02201

02300

Rural Electric Borrowers. DOA, Washington, D.C., annual.

Forest Service
02301

Timber in the U.S. Economy, 1963, 1967, and 1972.
Washington, D.C., June 1980.

GPO,

03000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE
03050

Office of the Secretary
03051

Final Report or the Highway Cost Allocation Study.

U.S.

Congress. House Committee on Ways and Means. 87th Congrea,
1st Session, Washington, D.C., January 16, 1961.
03052

03100

Supplementary Report or the Highway Cost Allocation Study.
U.S. Congress. House Committee on Ways and Means. 89th
Congress, 1st Session, Washington, D.C., March 24, 1965.

Bureau of the Census
03101

1977 Census of Retail Trade. GPO, Washington, D.C.

03102

1977 Census of Wholesale Trade. GPO, Washington, D.C.

03103

1977 Census or Service Industries. GPO, Washington, D.C.

03104

1977 Census or Construction Industries. GPO, Washington, D.C.

03105

1972 and 1977 Census or Manufactures. GPO, Washington, D.C.

03106

1967 and 1977 Census or Mineral Industries. GPO, Washington,
D.C.

03107

1972 and 1977 Census or Transportation.
D.C.
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GPO, Washington,

03109

1974 and 1978 Census of Agriculture. GPO, Washington, D.C.

03110

1977 Census of Governments. GPO, Wash[~on, D.C.

03111

1950, 1960, and 1970 Census of Population. GPO, Washi~on,
D.C.

03112

1970 Census ot Housing. GPO, Washi~on, D.C.

03114

County Business Patterns. GPO, Washl~on, D.C., annual.

03115

AMual Housing Survey. GPO, Washl~on, D.C., annual.

03116

Current Population Reports:
Money Income In 1971 of Households fn the United States.
(P-60 No. 117), GPO, Washington, D.C., December 1978.

03117

Current Government Reports:
Governmental Finances. DOC, Washington, D.C., annual.
State Government Finances. DOC, Washington, D.C., annuaL
Quarterly Summary or State and Local Tax Revenue. DOC,
Washington, D.C., quarterly.
State Government Tax Collections.
aMual.

03118

DOC, Washi~on, D.C.,

U.S. Foreign Trade AMuals:
U.S. Exports: Domestic Merchandise, SIC-Based Products by
World Areas. (FT610), GPO, Washington, D.C., aMual.
U.S. Imports: SIC-Based Products. (PT210), GPO, Washi~on,
D.C., aMual.
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U.S. Trade with Puerto Rico and U.S. Possessions. (FT800),
GPO, Washington, D.C., annual
U.S. Exports. Schedule B Commodity Grouping, By Country or
Destination, by Customs District of Exportation and Method or
Transportation. (EA622), DOC, Washington, D.C., annual
U.S. Imports for Consumption and General Imports. TSUSA
Schedule by TSUSA Commodity by Unit Control by Country or
Origin. (IA2U-A)9 DOC, Washington, D.C., annual.
03119

Current Business Reports:
Retail Trade, Annual Sales and Purchases, Year-End Inventories, and Accounts Receivable by Kind or Retail Store.
GPO, Washington, D.C., annual

03120

Statistical Abstract of the United States.
D.C., annual

GPO, Washington,

03121

1977 Merchant Wholesalers: Measures of Value Produced,

Capital Expenditures, Depreciable Assets, and
Expenses. DOC, Washington, D.C., 1981.
03122

Operating

Construction Reports:
Value or New Construction Put In Place. GPO, Washington,
D.C., monthly.
Value or New Construction Put In Place In the United States:
1964 to 1980. GPO, Washington, D.C., July 1981.
Residential Alterations and Repairs. DOC, Washington, D.C.,
annual

03123

Selected Service Industries: Capital Expenditures,
Depreciable Assets, and Operating Expenses.
DOC,
Washington, D.C., February 1981.

1977

c-s
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l

1977 Selected Characteristics of Retail Trade: Measures of
Value Produced, Capital Expenditures, Depreciable Assets, and ·
Operating Expenses. DOC, Washington, D.C., April 1981.
03125

1967 Census of Commercial Fisheries. DOC, Washington, D.C.,
October 1970.

03126

Blum, Alan L et al., "Comparison of the 1977 Census of
Construction Industries and the Value of New Construction Put
In Place Serles." Paper presented at the American Statistical
Association Meeting, August 11-19, 1980.

03129

Current Industrial Reports:
Sales of Lubricating and Industrial Oils and Grease. (MA29C),
DOC, Washington, D.C., &MUal
Shipments to Federal Government Agencies. (MAl 75), DOC,
Washington, D.C., aMual.

03130

03500

U.S. Foreign Trade Statistics. Classifications and Cross-Classifications 1980. GPO, Washington, D.C., 1981.

Bureau of Economic Analysis
03501

Survey of Current Business. GPO, Washington, D.C., monthly.

03503

Ritz, Philip M. Definitions and Conventions of the 1972
Input-Output Study. GPO, Washington, D.C., July 1980.

03504

The Detailed Input-Output Structure of the U.S. Economy:
1972. GPO, Washington, D.C., 1979.

03506

Gross National Product By Industry and Component, 1948-79.
Computer printout. DOC, Washington, D.C., August 25, 1981.

03509

1972 1/0 Output File ln Producing Industry Sort Sequence.
Unpublished data, DOC, Washington, D.C., August 31, 1979.
C-6

03510

Detailed Input-Output Commodity Composition of Personal
Consumption Expenditures, 1972. Computer Printout, DOC,
Washington, D.C.

03511

Annual NIPA Personal Consumption Expenditures In Current
and Constant Dollars. Computer Printout, DOC, Washington, .
D.C.

03512

Commodity Detail on Noncomparable Imports BEA 1977. Computer Printout, DOC, Washington, D.C.

03513

State and Local Government Equipment Purchases for 1972 and
!!!!• Computer Printout. DOC, Washington, D.C.

03514

Disaggregation of BEA Sector 7903 for 1972. Computer Printout, DOC, Washington, D.C.

03515

Disaggregation of BEA Sectors 98 and 99 for 1972. Computer
Printout, DOC, Washington, D.C.

03516

1972 Assumptions on Force Account Compensation in State and
Local Government Final Demand. Computer Printout, DOC,
Washington, D.C.

03518

Crane, Jane-Ring F. Employment and Employee Compensation
in the 1972 Input-Output Study.
DOC, Washington, D.c ..
October, 1981.

03519

Federal Excise Taxes and Customs Duties, Year 1977, 1972
Benchmark Series. Unpublished worksheets, DOC, Washington,
D.C., November 13, 1980.

03520

State and Local Indirect Business Tax and Non-Tax Allocation.
Computer printout. DOC, Washington, D.C.

C-7

03800

National Oceanic and Atmo61)herlc Administration
03810

03900

National Marine Fisheries Service
0_3811

Fisheries of the United States.
VA., annual.

03812

Fishery Statistics of the United States.
Washington, D.C., aMual.

Nns, Springfield,

GPO,

Bureau of Public Roads
03901

Public Roads.

DOC, Washington, D.C., monthly. (Note: now

published quarterly by U.S. Department of Tran61)ortatlon.
Federal Highway Administration.)

04000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
04001

Army and Air Force Exchange Service Annual Report to the Secretaries.
AAFES, Dallas, TX., annual.

04100

Army
04110

04200

Corps or Engineers
04111
Waterborne Commerce or the United States. Army,
New Orleans, LA., annual.

Office of the Secretary
04204

Department or Defense Contract Awards FY 1977. Computer
Printout, DOD, Washington, D.C.

06000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
06100

Energy Information Administration
06102

Monthly Energy Review. GPO, Washington, D.C., monthly.
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06103

Energy Data Reports:
Bituminous Coal and Lignite Production and Mine Operations.
GPO, Washington, D.C., aMuaL
Coal - Pennsylvania Anthracite.
aMuaL

GPO, Washington, D.C.,

Crude Petroleum, Petroleum Products and Natural Gas Liquids.
GPO, Washington, D.C., aMuaL
Statistics of Privately Owned Electric Utilities in the United
fil!!!!. GPO, Washington, D.C., annuaL
Statistics of Publicly Owned Electric Utilities in the United
fil!!!!. GPO, Washington, D.C., annuaL
Main Line Natural Gas Sales to Industrial Users.
Washington, D.C., annual

GPO,

Power Production, Consumption
Washington, D.C., annual

GPO,

and

Capacity.

Sales of Llgulfled Petroleum Gases and Ethane.
Washington, D.C., annual

GPO,

Sales of Asphalt. GPO, Washington, D.C., annuaL
Sales of Fuel Oil and Kerosene.
annual

GPO, Washington, D.C.,

Bituminous Coal and Lignite Distribution.
D.C., quarterly.

GPO, Washington,

Distribution of Pennsylvania Anthracite.
D.C., annual

GPO, Washington,

C-9

Petroleum Refineries ln the United States and Puerto Rico.
GPO, Washington, D.C., aMual.
Coke and Coal Chemicals. GPO, Washington, D.C., annual.

06104

Statistics of Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Companies. GPO,
Washington, D.c .. annuaL

06105

State Energy Data Reports: Statistical Tables and Technical
Documentation 1960 Through (Yr).

GPO, Washington. D.C.,

annual.
Galliker, J. Paul State Energy Fuel Prices by Major Economic

06109

Sector from 1960 Through 1977. NTIS, Springfield, VA., July
1979.
State Physical Unit Price Database. Computer Printout, DOE,

06110

Washington, D.C.

07000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
I

07100

Social Security Administration
07110

orrice of Research and Statistics
07111

Social Security Bulletin Annual Statistical Supplement. GPO, Washington, D.C., annual.

08000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION & WELFARE

08100

National Center tor Education Statistics
08101

08200

Digest or Education Statistics. GPO, Washington, D.C., aMual.

National Institute of Education
08201

Halstead, D. Kent and H. Kent Weldon. Tax Wealth In Fifty

fil!.!!!-

GPO, Washington, D.C., biennial.
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10000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
10100

10200

Bureau or Mines
10101

Minerals Yearbook. GPO, Washington, D.C., annuaL

10102

Mineral Industry Surveys Succeeded by Energy Data Reports.
"See" 06103.

Bureau or Land Management
10201

Public Land Statistics. GPO, Washington, D.C., annuaL

12000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
12100

Bureau or Labor Statistics
12102

Employment and Earnings. GPO, Washington, D.C., monthly.

12103

Employment and Earnings: United States. -OPO, Washington,
D.C., annuaL

12104

Employment and Earnings:
Washlfliton, D.C., bienniaL

States and Areas.

GPO,

•
12105

Monthly Labor Review. GPO, Washington, D.C., monthly.

12106

Wholesale Prices and Price Indexes.

GPO, Washington, D.C.,

monthly.
12107

Producer Prices and Price Indexes.
monthly.

12108

CPI Detailed Report. GPO, Washington, D.C., monthly

12109

Employment and Wages Annual Averages.
VA., annuaL

..
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GPO, Washington, D.C.,

NTIS, Springfield,

12110

Employment and Wages: Monthly Employment and Quarterly
Wage Data 1977. Computer Tape No. 120380 (1981), ES-202
Cpnemployment Insurance) Data, DOL, Washington, D.C., 1981.

12111

Time Serles Data for Input-Output Industries - Output, Price,
and Employment (1972-SIC Definftlons). Computer Printout,
DOL, Washington, D.C.

12112

Consumer Expenditure Survey.
Irregular.

GPO, Washington, D.C.,

14000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
14100

Research and Special Programs Administration
14101

14300

National Transportation Statistics.
annuaL

GPO, Washington, D.C.,

Federal Aviation Administration
14302

"Metropolitan Washington Airports Combined Statement of
Revenue and Expense October 1, 1976 Through September 30,
1977 and October 1, 1977 Through September 30, 1978."
Unpublished Data. DOT, Washington, D.C.

14303

General Aviation . Activity and Avionics Survey.

GPO,

Washington, D.C., annuaL
14304

Airport Activity Statistics of Certificated Route Air Carriers.
"See" 17231.

1'400

Federal Highway Administration
14401

Highway Statistics. GPO, Washington, D.C., annuaL

1'402

Highway Construction Usage Factors for Construction Mate!!!!!- DOT, Washington, D.C., annuaL
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14403

Nationwide Personal Transportation Study. Report No. 10
Purposes or Automobile Trips and TraveL DOT, Washington,
D.C., May 197,.

15000 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
15001

Statistical Appendix to Annual Report of the Secretary or the Treasury on
the State of the Finances. GPO, Washiniton, D.C., annual.

15002

Treasury Bulletin. GPO, Washington, D.C., monthly.

15100

Internal Revenue Service
Statistics or Incomes

15101

Business Income Tax Returns. GPO, Washington, D.C., annual.
Corporation Income Tax Returns.
annual.
Corporation Income Tax
Washington, D.C., annual.

Book.

DOT,

GPO,

Bureau of Government Financlal Operations
Combined Statement or Receipts, Expenditures and Balances of
the United States Government. GPO, Washington, D.C., annual.

15201

15300

Source

Commissioner of Internal Revenue Annual Report.
Washington, D.C., annuaL

15102

15200

Returns

GPO, Washington, D.C.,

U.S. Customs Service

15301

Threshold: A Special FAitlon of Customs Today on the
Activities or the U.S. Customs Service ror Fiscal Year 1977.
DOT, Washington, D.C., N.d.

15302

Customs USA: A Special Report on the Activities or the U.S.
Customs Service During Fiscal Year 1980. DOT, Washington,

,,

D.C., N.d.
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16000 - 17900 INDEPENDENT AGENCIES
16100

Interstate Commerce Commission
16110

Bureau of Accounts
18111

Transport Statistics in the United States.
Washington, D.C., annuaL

16114

"Revenues and Trame of Class A and B Water
Carrlers, 12 Months Ended December 1978 and
197'1." Unpublished Data, ICC, Washington, D.C.

Bureau of Economics

16130

16131

16200

Transport Economics. ICC, Washington, D.C., quar•
terly.

Federal Communications Commission
16201

TV Broadcast Financial Data. FCC, Washington, D.C., annual

16202

AM and FM Broadcast Financial Data. FCC, Washington, D.C.,
annuaL

16203

Statistics of Communications Common Carriers.
Washington, D.C., annual

16206

"Cable Television .Revenues Exceeded $1 Billion In 1977." News
Release, FCC, Washington, D.C., December 26, 1978.

16210

Broadcast Bureau
16211

16300

GPO,

Employment In the Broadcasting Industry.
Springfield, VA., annuaL

GPO,

NTIS,

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
16301

Annual Report. FDIC, Washington, D.C., annual

16302

Bank Operating Statistics. FDIC, Washington, D.C., annuaL

•
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16400

16500

Federal Reserve Board of Governors

16401

Annual Report. FRB, Washington, D.C., annual

16402

Functional Cost Analysis. FRB, Washington, D.C., annuaL

Securities and Exchange Comml.ulon

16501
16600

Annual Report. GPO, Washington, D.C., annual

Railroad Retirement Board .
16601

"Average Number of Employees by State for Calendar Years
1977, 1979, 1980 Covered by the Railroad Retirement Act and
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act." Unpublished Tabulation, RRB, Wash~ton, D.C.

16700

Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone Government
16701

Annual Report. Panama Canal Commission, Washington, D.C.,
annuaL

16800

Federal Home Loan Bank Board
16802

16900

Combined Financial Statements: FSLIC-Insured Savings and
Loan Associations (Balance Sheet and Income and Expense
Statement). FHLBB, Washington, D.C.1 annual

U.S. Postal Service

16901

"Distribution of Federal Payrolls Paid During CY 1977 in the
United States by State of Residence December 31 1 1977."
Unpublished Data, USPS, Washington, D.C.

16902

"PMA GFY Revenue List 1977 (6/7/78)."

Unpublished Data,

USPS, Washington, D.C.
16903

"Outlays by Appropriation and Program for Community Services
Administration." Federal Information Exchange System printout, USPS, Washington, D.C., September 30, 1977.
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1690f

1'7000

"Revenue Cost Analysis Report for FY U17 •11
Data, USPS, Washil'liton, D.C.

Unpublished

Office of Personnel Management
17001

Federal Civilian Work Force Statistics:
Annual Report of Employment by Geographic Area.
Washington, D.C., annuaL

17100

GPO,

National Credit Union Adm~lstratlon
17101

Annual Report. NCUA, Washington, D.C., annuaL

17102

State-Chartered Credit Unions.

NCUA, Washington, D.C.,

annual.
17200

Civil Aeronautics Board
Office of Comptroller

17210

17211

Office of Economic Analysis

17220

17221

Trends In Airline Cost Elements. CAB, Washington,
D.C., biennial.

Financial and Traffic Data Section

17230

17231

17300

Supplement to the Hancl>ook of Airline Statistics.
NTIS, Springfield, VA., biennial.

Airport Activity Statistics of Certificated Route
Air Carriers.
(Published jointly with Federal
Aviation Administration), NTIS, Springfield, VA,
semlannuaL

General Services Administration
17302

Federal Motor Vehicle Fleet Report. GSA, Washington, D.C.,
annual.

17303

U.S. Government Contract Awards. Computer Printout, GSA,
Washington, D.C.

,.
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1'1500

United States International Trade Commi&tlon (formerly United States
Tariff Commlaion)
17501

17600

Synthetic Organic Chemicals. GPO, Washington, D.C., annual

Federal Power CommlJSion
17601

Annual Report. GPO, Washington, D.C., annual

20000 QUASI-OFFICIAL AGENCIES

20100

Corporation for Public Broadcastin(
20101

Status Report of Public Broadcasting. CPB, Washington, D.C.,
annual

22000 ASSOCIATIONS

22010

22020

22030

American Gas Association
22011

Gas Facts. AGA, Arlington, VA., annuaL

22012

Historical Statistics of the Gas Utility Industry, 1966-1975.
AGA, Arlington, VA, 1977.

Edison Electric Institute
22021

Statistical Year Book of the Electric Utility Industry.
Washington, D.C., annuaL

EEi,

22022

Historical Statistics of the Electric Utlllty Industry Through
~ - EEi, New York, NY, Aprll 1974.

American Petroleum Institute
22031

Basic Petroleum Data Book. API, Washington, D.C., published
3x year.

C-17

220,0

United States Independent Telephone Association

220'1

Statistics of the Independent Telephone Industry.

USITA,

Washington, D.C., annual

22050

Association of American Railroads

22051
22060

Yearbook or Railroad Facts. AAR, Washinrton, D.C., annual

National Catholic Educational Association

22061

Catholic High Schools and Their Finances. NCEA, Washington,
D.C., annual

22062

Basic Financial Data on Catholic Elementary Schools. NCEA,
Washington, D.C., annual

22070

American Council of Life Insurance

22071
22080

American Public Transit Association

22081
22090

Life Insurance Fact Book. ACLI, Washington, D.C., annual

Transit Fact Book. APTA, Washington, D.C., annual

International Association or Fish and Wildlife Agencies

22091

"Table H.

North American Fur Harvest, 1977-78 Season by

Species, State, Province and Territory."

Chart, IAFWA,

Washington, D.C., N.d.

22100

American Society for Testing and Materials

22101

Petroleum Measurement Tables.

ASTM, Philadelphia, PA.,

1952.

22110

National Consumer Finance Association
22112

NCFA Research Report on Finance Companies in 1977. NCFA
Washington, D.C., June 1978.

C-18
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22120

Mortgage Bankers Association of America
22121

Mortgage Banking (Yr):

"
22170

Automobile Facts and Figures. MMVA, Detroit, Ml., annuaL

American Bus Association
22211

22220

1979 Survey of Veterinary Practices. AVMA, Schaumburg, IL.,
1980-81.

Motor Vehicle Manufactures Association of the United States
22201

22210

Water UtlUty Operating Data. AWWA, Denver, CO., biennial.

American Veterinary Medical Association
22191

22200

Source Book of Health Insurance Data. HU, Washington, D.C.,
annuaL

American Water Works Association
22181

22190

Ratios. MBAA, Washington, D.C., annuaL

Health Insurance Institute
22171

22180

Financial Statements and Operating

Bus Facts. ABA, Washington, D.C., annual.

Transporta tlon Assoc la tion of America
22221

Transportation Facts and Trends.

TAA, Washington, D.C.,

annual with quarterly updates.
22230

Shipbuilders Councll of America
22231

Annual Report. SCA, Washington, D.C., annuaL

23000 BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
23010

Jack Faucett Associates, Inc.
23011

National Energy Accounts: Energy Flows In the United States,
1947 Through 1977. For the U.S. Department of Energy.
Energy Information Administration, DOE, Washington, D.C.,
December 1980.
C-19

23013

State Estimates of Outputs, Employment and Payrolls, 1977.
Preliminary Report, Tasks One and Two. For U.S. Department
of H,- 1 1th and Human Services.
Office of the Assistant
Secret. y for Planning and Evaluation, DHHS, Washington,
D.C., Dece~er 1, 1981.

23014

Development of Value Added Estimates by MRIO Sector by
State, 1977. Preliminary Report, Task 'Ibree.
For U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Plannlni and Evaluation, DHHS,
Washington, D.C., December 1, 1981.

23015

Project Independence and Energy Conservation: Transportation
Sectors. For Executive Office of the President. Council of
Environmental Quality, EOP, Washington, D.C., November
1974.

23016

Energy Consumption in Commercial Industries by Census Division - 1974.
For Federal Enel'i)' Administration.
Consumption Studies Division, NTIS, Springfield, VA., March
1977.

23017

State Estlma tes of Inputs to Industries, 1977. Preliminary
Report, Task 6. For U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. Office of the Assistant Secretary for Plannlfli and
Evaluation, DHHS, Washington, D.C., May 4, 1982. .

23018

State Estimates or Final Demands - 1977. Preliminary Report,
Task 4. For U.S. Department or Health and Human Services.
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,
DHHS, Washington, D.C., April 5, 1982.

23030

Ide Associates, Inc.

23031

Ide, Edward A. Estimating Land and Floor Area Implicit In
Employment Projections. 2 Volumes. For U.S. Department of
Transportation.
Federal Highway Administration, NTIS,
Sprlngrield, VA., July 1970.
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23040

Control Data Corporation
23041

23050

Taxicabs Operating Characteristics. For the U.S. Department
Transportation. Assistant Secretary ror Policy, Plans and
Jnternationa~ Affairs, DOT, Washington, D.C., March 1977.

a,

Eli Lilly and Company

23051

Lilly Digest 1978: A Survey of Community Pharmacy Operations for 1977. Lilly, Indianapolis, IN., 1978.

23052

NACDS Lilly Digest 1918: A Survey of Chain Pharmacy Operations for 1977. Lilly, Indianapolis, IN., 1978.

23070

Ethyl Corporation
23071 ·

Yearly Report of Gasoline Sales

by

States.

Ethyl. Houston,

TX., annual.

23080

Aviation Data Service, Inc.
United States General Aviation 1959-1978. For U.S. Department of Transportation.
Federal Aviation Administration,
DOT, Washington, D.C., February 1980.

23081

24000 COMMERCIAL PUBLISHERS
McGraw-Hill, Inc. ·

24010

24013

Engineering

News-Record.

McGraw-Hill,

New

York, N. Y., weekly.
24014

24030

Electrical World.
semi-monthly.

McGraw-Hill, New York, N.Y.,

A.M. Best Company, Inc.
24031

Best's Executive Data Service: Property and Casualty Insurance. B Serles - Custom Summaries. A.M. Best, Oldwick,
NJ., annual.

.
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24040

Trine Transportation Consultants

24041

Trinc's Oreen Book of Air Freight and Freight Forwarders.
r,-inc, WashiJ"iton, D.C., annuaL

24050

Commerce Clearing House, Inc. ·

24051
24060

Broadcasting Publications

24061
24070

State Tax Handbook. CCH, Chicago, IL., annuaL

Broadcasting Yearbook. BP, Washington, D.C., annuaL

Bobit Publishing Company

24071

Automotive Fleet. Boblt, Redondo Beach, CA., monthly.

2600 UNIVERSITIES
26100

University of Michigan

26110

Institute for Social Research

26111

Kallick, Maureen, et. aL, Household Mailstream
Study. 3 Volumes, for United States Postal Service.
Mall Classification Research Division, Ann Arbor,
MI., 1978.

27000 INDIVIDUALS (UNAFFILIATED)
27020

Polenske, Karen R., ed. State ~timates of the Gross National Product
1947, 1958, 1963. (MultlrE!iional Input-Output Analysis, Volume 1), D.C.
Heath and Company, Lexington MA., 197'.
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